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First Negro
Prelate Praised
At Installation
• 
Bishop Perry Takes Over His
Difficult Post In New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS — Arch- Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi,
bishop Philip M. Hannan, soil, apostolic delegate to the Unit-
itual leader of more than half ed States, presided as Hannan
a million Louisiana Catholics,
received the crozier, the tradi-
praised the role of newly-named tional symbol of pastoral au-
Negro bishop Harold Robert thoritY.
Perry in a short address dur-
ing his solemn installation cere- The moving two-hour cere-
monies. mony was highlighted by the
The archbishop said, Bishop concelebration of a pontifical
Perry would "make a great high mass by nine priests.
contribution to the cause of Scores of other clergymen, in-
Christ." Bishop Perry was eluding Protestant and Jewish
named auxiliary bishop of the representatives,. and laymen
archdiocese and the first full- filled the basilica of St. Louis
blooded Negro to be appointed King of Prance.
to such a position in the court. Archbishop Ilannan, who am
try. pears much younger than his
The 52-year-old prelate for- years, delivered a short ad-
__ mer auxiliary Bishop of Wash- dress. Ile spoke of Pope Paul's
ton,
D.C. was installed as speech to tht United Nations,
11th Archbishop of the 115- saying the Polito( "has become,
year-old jurisdiction as his 84. the spokesman for the whole,
Year-old mother and six bro- human family in Its aspirations'
thers looked on, and hopes for peace.
Mrs., Patrick Francis Ilannan "For the first time in the
and her sons flew to New Or- memory of man, the Holy Fath-
leans to witness the solemn yet'er was the accepted spokes.
colorful installation of t he man for almost the whole fami-
bishop, only the third native- ly of man. This could be a
born American to hold the :turning point in the history of
post. I ntans,
A woman who smashed a
soft drink bottle in a man's
face was shot five times and
killed last Friday night, and a
ither man's wife and sevenwho had been supportingc ildren since the husband andt 
father was sent to prison in
1960, was slain on Sunday, bring-
ing the year's homicide total
up to 39, -four more than had
been killed for the same period
in 1964.
L S. Fourth about 4:30 P.M.
Sunday, and died about an 
.
Gaston hospital as doctors op-
erated Family was Destitute After Father Jain a vain effort to save de•hour-and-a-half later at John! 
his life. 1 lof the NAACP. to review the files so thatAccording to Homicide Insp. After serving a sentence of oil and 666, let him remain in'number of persons calling to , According to Mr. Ingram, oneThere will not be any time lost
E. C. Swann, after Jefferson 11 months and 17 days in the for one day and make him get , inquire about the length of of the major objectives of hay- during the interval that it takes
was sent to prison in 1960, ICoahoma County 3 a i I at out the second day." time he had to serve, ancTing State Representative A. W.:to reorganize the CAC."
eaving a wife and seven chil-
.clarksdale, Miss.; Sammie Da- shouted, "You are going to be He added, "neither Mr. Tur-Millis and Rev. James Lawson"In jail, you are just like adren, the wife and childrenlyis, 41, and the father of 10 on the Community Action Com-iner nor Dr. Vasco Smith wouldchild," Mr. Davis said, "and here a thousand years, so it' . 1 • ..moved in with Davis. children is reunited with his
Jefferson was paroled early family. He vows that he will
Mrs. Alice Ringo, 42, of 394 this year, and he went by the never set foot in the Magnolia
Able, was shot five times with Davis home and picked up his state ever again.
clothes, which his wife had ..a .22 revolver in front of a cafe I want to thank everyone
at 275 Hernando about 9:35 been keeping for him. who helped my family while I
last Friday night by Leander MORE ARGUMENTS was in jail," he said. "What
Simmons, 30, of 79 N. Rembert I On a second visit to the o. v ir did for them, you did for
After his arrest, Simmons home, Jefferson got into an ar- • and I appreciate it with
told police that he had met the gument with Davis and was ex- me' I h "
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23. 1963
Father Of 10 Released
From Mississippi Jail
The mother and 10 children subsisted In donations from in-
dividuals and organizations while he was in jail, as they
had not been. in Memphis long enough to get public assist.
mice untP recently. Mr. Davis plans to look for a job as
soon as le receives medical attention for his stomach.
(Whithers Photo)
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
'AR KANSAS
Hundreds At Rites
For Young Soldier
By DEBORAH ANN THOMAS
Hundreds of Mourners paid
their last respects to the late
; Pfc. Claude Talbert, Jr., Mein.
phis' latest victim of the Viet
:Nam conflict. The services
, were held at the East Trigg
Avenue Baptist Church.
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster,
pastor of the church, and Dr.
Peter G. Crawford, pastor of
,Avery AME church officiated.
The Hamilton High School
,Glee club under the direction
of Mrs. Johnnie M. Winston,
land the East Trigg choir rend-
;ered the music.
Private Talbert was a 1964
'graduate of Hamilton High
School and was a member of
the band.
Upon his enlistment in the
U.S. Army in July, 1964, the
young private served with the
101st Airborne Division in Fort
Campbell, Ky., and later in Vi-
et Nam.
During the services, U.S. Ar-
my chaplain, Captain Ambro-
sio S. Grandee, 101st Airborne
Division, Fort Campbell, re-
called the night that the gallant
private and other soldiers left
for Viet Nam.
He said, "The night that the
brigade left for Vietnam, the
chaplains were up late passing
out New Testaments."
Captain Grandee adde d,
"Private Talbert was one of
the young men who received a j
Testament, and he received it
gladly."
Wilburn Baker, remembered,
Talbert as "a good Christian
man."
An so does Miss Wanda Bo•
gan, who said, "This lost will
leave an unforgettable scar."
Major G. L. Robinson, of the
Memphis NDCC, remarked,
"All of us feel this lost very
keenly . ."
He added, "As sad as this
loccasion is, it serves to show
that our Negro boys are mak-
ing a sacrifice for democracy.
And I don't feel that they are
dying in vain."
IIIGH STANDARDS
Young Talbert, whose unit
had stopped to rest when the
Viet Cong attacked, lived very
highly in the minds of his pas-
tfor and friends.
The family broke down with
tears and friends wept helpless-
ly when Miss Violetta Austin
sang, "He'll Understand and
Say Well Done,"
Both Dr. Crawford and Dr.
Brewster lauded Talbert for his
high standards of Christianity.
Dr. Brewster commented,
"Everyone of us must have
died a little bit when he did."
As the scores of friends, in-
cluding Hamilton High School
NDCC Unit, filed by the cof-
fin, the cries were echoed
throughout the building.
Pfc, Talbert, whose body was
escorted to Memphis by Sp 5
,Ilerman L. Mitchell of Oakland
Army Terminal, was buried in
New Park Cemetery in the
family plot.
He leaves his mother and fa-
ther, nine sisters and three bro-
thers, and a host of relatives
and friends.
Mayor Ingram Denies
woman only two weeks before,
and had been giving her mon-
ey.
GRABBED HIM
Last Friday night, he said he
invited Mrs. Ringo and another
woman into the cafe for beer,
and when she asked him for
more money, he left the cafe.
0
 
said the woman ran out of
cafe and began pulling at
m violently, insisting that he
give her money.
Simmons said he took a pis
Pe
Friday night, the two got into
another argument and Davis
beat Jefferson with a board.
On Sunday afternoon the two
men argued about Mrs. Jeffer-
son living with Davis, and as
Davis reportedly reached for
his pocket, Jefferson putted a
pistol from his pocket and fir-
ed a 'shot which severed Da-
vis's wind pipe and the main
artery.
The victim ran back into his
house before he was taken to
lied from the house On last
tot from his pocket and fired John Gaston hospital. He died
once before the woman picked at 6:05 P.M. taken time off to visit a mater-
up a coke bottle and smashed SPOTTED IN LINE-UP nity clinic.
him between the eyes with it. Jefferson was arrested later OPENED HEARTS
Ile said he then fired the Sunday night in the vicinity of The family moved out with.
other five rounds at her. Bullets Beale by Homicide Lts. W. out taking anything but their
struck her in the arm, face. Robinson and T. Marshall and car and came to Memphis
chest and stomach. Carried to Detective 13. Whitney. He was where Mr. Davis worked for a
John Gaston hospital, she was still armed when taken into construction firm until his ar-
pronounced dead on arrival. custody. rest. They said they left fourimouth shut, and not wanting to
Simmons has been charged Since his arrest, Jefferson rooms of furniture on the man's receive any longer time in jail,
with murder, and is being held was identified as the man who place when they left, he did as he was directed,for the action of the Shelby!)beat a woman while eommiting After an anonymous caller His first two months in jailCounty Grand Jury. 
,a burglary. infofmed the TRI-STATE DE- were spent on the road, he said,
BACK WITH HIS FAMILY — Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Davis,
Sr., are seen With tour of their children following his re-
lease from the Coahoma County Jai/ at Clarksda/e, Miss.,.
and his return to Memphis. Mr. Davis was sentenced to
six months In jail and fined ItSfil for "taking' mortgaged
property out of the state." Since he did not have mosey
for the fine, he remained in jail for II months and 17 daSs•
VAIN EFFORT Jefferson has been charged
Roosevelt Davis, 32, of 1444 With murder, assault to murder
Washington St., was fatally and burglary, and is being held
shot in front of his home by for action of the Shelby Court-
Lawrence Jefferson, 39, of 364- ty Grand Jury.
NAACP Voices Protest
To Proposed Committee
In a letter to Theodore Ber-
ry, director of the Community
Action Program of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, dated
Oct. 16, and signed by Jesse
H. Turner, president of the
Memphis branch of the NAACP,
stated it was opposed to the
formation of a permanent
Community Action Committee,
because the branch said "the
mayor would continue to con-
trol tbe operations of the or-
ganization," should the resolu-
tion he adopted.
The branch listed six rea-
9s for support of its position:1. "Organizations, groups .
and areas concerned with
the problems would have
no opportunity to elect
, . contrary to your letter
their own representatives
to Mayor Ingram on Oct.
1, 1965.
2. Key officials of the
committee would not be
elected by the committee,
but would be appointed by
the Mayor, and the persons
suggested as director has
questionable qualifications.
3. The CAC would be un.
der the jurisdiction of the
Department of Administra-
tion and Health, which is
under the mayor's super-
See NAACP, Page 2
Mr. Davis Was arrested in
Memphis last November, about
five days after Mrs. Davis gave
birth to their tenth child, on
a warrant charging him with
having taken mortgaged pro-
perty out of the state.
A plantation owner had charg-
ed that Mr. Davis still owed
him money borrowed on a car.
He had ordered the Davises off
his farm after Mr. Davis voiced
resentment over the man's
having knocked a hoe out of
his wife's hand because she had
1FENDEF about the destitute.condition of the family and astory a 'peered in the paper,
hundreds of persons in Ment-
phis and other areas where
the paper is circulated came
to their aid with food, clothing
and money.
They were assisted by
churches, social clubs, organi•
zations and individuals. Bene-
fit programs were given to as-
sist them as the family had
not been in Memphis long,
enough to qualify for public as-
sistance.
Since her husband returned
home, Mrs. Davis said, "I want
to thank everyone who helped
us, and especially the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER, Mrs. LB-
lian Warford, Mr. Harry Strong,
of the Mallory Knights, Mrs.
Lucille Douglas of East Trigg
Baptist church, and Mr. Sa-
lters of Mt. Zion Baptist. The
persons 1 have named helped
me the entire time my husband
Was in jail."
How did Mr. Davis fare
while his family was hack in
Memphis?
"That jail was terrible," he
said. "and after someone sent
a paper back down there tell-
ing about how had been sent
to jail for nothing, they accus-
ed me of having written letters
to the paper.
"It was only after they sent
for my wife and she convinced
them that I had nothing to do
with the article that they let
imp in their harsh treatment.
Before the paper arrived, they
would let Inc stay in when I
Was sick with a stomach ail-
ment. But after then, 1 had
ro get out and work regard.
less of how sick I was."
HAD TO PAY MORE
Mr. Davis had to work in the
jail for 11 months and 17 days'
to do his sentence of Six months
in jail and the 8500 fine. When
his wife arrived there last
Thursday to get him, one of
the officials demanded that
she pay $51.35 for his court'
costs. When she could not pay,
that, she was told that her hus-
band would have to stay in
jail 17 more days if she didn't
hand over $23.35. She paid it.
Mr. Davis said that he went
to trial before.an elderly judge,
who was said to be deaf and
the prosecutor determined the
punishment. lie said the high
sheriff had told him to keep his
where one had to work in mud
and water in ditches, regardless
of the temperature, without
boots and without fire.
LIKE A CHILD
"It one complained of being
/lick," he said, "they would
give the prisoner some castor
Womanless Wedding
To Be Presented
By Washington PTA
The Booker T. Washington
High School PTA will conclude
ts annual membership enroll-
ment at a "Womanless Wed-
ding" to be presented in the
Blair T. Hunt gymnasium at
he school on Monday night,
Oct. 25, at 8.
At the same time, a "Mrs.'
PTA" will be crowned along
with a first and second prin-
cess.
Proceeds front the program
will be used to buy uniforms
or members of the band. The
public is invited.
Mrs. Edna 1-1. Webb is PTA
president, and .1. D. Springer
principal of the school,
if you want to stay out of trou-
ble, you have to do what they
tell you."
The father of 10 said that he
was never flogged while in the
jail, but he heard the cries of
other men as they were lashed
by the "captain.'
Persons who broke "rules"
one day, he said, were beaten,
early the next morning by the'
captain, who demanded that
all Negro prisoners "hit their i
back pockets with their caps,
whenever he came ,d say,
'Good morning, cap—in. Bless-
ing!'
HIT BY BOARD
Mr. Davis said he was struck
by a hoard at one time, but
was never "busted down" as
they threatened to do him if it
were learned that he was re-
suonsible for the newspaper
articles.
Mr. Davis said the turnkey
became exasperated by the
J 1 Mayor William B. Ingram, Since that time, Mr. IngramJr., recently, denied any con said he "asked Mr. Turner if,flict with the Memphis Branch he would be willing to ask 0E0
ain't no need of them calling!"
, Whites sentenced to terms
eaual to his were allowed to
sit in their cells, he said while
only Negroes had to serve on
road gangs.
ONE-WAY TICKET :
When a prisoner became ill,
he said the local veterinarian
'would call on him, as regular :
doctors were considered too'
good for prisoners.
Mr. Davis said he will never
return voluntarily to his ,ative
land.
When released, Mrs. Davis
purchased a one-way ticket to
Memphis for him, and they
boarded the bus to freedom.
The family has moved from
the house at 289 Adolphus St.
to 953 Porter st.
, Mr. Davis is still having
trouble with his stomach and
was to go to the hospital this
week for physical examina-
tion.
VIET CONG VICTIM — The body of Pfc. Claude Talbert,
Jr., Is being brought from East Trigg Baptist church fol-
lowing rites held there last Sunday afternoon. Pallbearers
came to Memphis from the 101st Airborne Division at
Fort Campbell, Ky. Pfc. Talbert was killed in Vietnam on
Re asserted. "And we are try-These men. asserted t being to do it."Mayor, seemed to no the "men The committee will be electedfor the job." by the Mayor and the Board ofSince Mr. Willis and Rev. CommissionersLawson are no longer members, According to the Mayor,of the Committee. "Mr. Turner —They 
will serve a definite anddoes not want to name anyone staggered terms, for about fourto the Committee," said Mr. years and one year in betweenIngram. they will be laid off."In its complaints, the NAACP The Committee will set up its(Memphis Branch) has accused own rules and by-laws.the Memphis Anti-Poverty Pro-
gram of not following the guide-
lines of the Office of Economic
Opportunity. The Mayor said
he "went to Washington to talk
to 0E0 officials" concerning
the matter.
In the process of re•organiz-
ing the Program to follow the
guidelines presented by the OM
files have been sent to Wash-
ington, according to the Mayor.
mittee was, the former had re-I „
We have done everything wepresented the NAACP in various
lawsuits, therefore speaking for ean to develop a good program
the people, and the latter ,shd w e have endeavored to find
"spoke out for NAACP in front outwhat 0E0 wants us to do,-
of the Commission." said Mr. Ingram.
The projects included in the
Memphis Anti-Poverty Program
are the Day Care Center which
provide an opportunity for 100
children to be cared for; Pre-
School Reading Program which
will accommodate 500 children;
the Family Care and Planning
which will provide approximate-
Oct. 5 during a surprise a 
-by the Unlit on law
First Brigade of the 191. In reit Is Elias Williams of Wil-
liams Funeral home, which was in charge of final arrange-
ments, Burial was in New Park cemetery.
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Singers To
Honor Manager Trwl
At Program
Bro. Thodore "Bless My
Bones Wade" of W.D.I.A. Ra-
dio Station will serve as master
of ceremony for the United
Singing Union's Thirteenth Ap-
preciation Day Services for its
booking manager, Mrs. J. W.
Warlord, at the New Pilgrim
Baptist Church, Sunday, Octo-
ber 17, at 7:30 p.m.
Participants on the program
include The New Hope Special,
North Memphis Singing Union,
Morris Special, Seventh Street
Choir, Christian Spring, M. N.
Singers ,and the United Singing
Union.
Also Miss Ophelia, Miss Ber-
nice Armstrong, Mr. and Mrs.
Garrett, Mrs. Betty Pickin,
Nathaniel Hendrix, Will Rod-
gers, Mrs. Mary Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Ophelia
Smith, Rev. M. Sexton, and the
First Baptist Choir Millington. Kissack, Dyanne Horner, Earline Birt, Mrs. Cathryn John-
•
.;)
TEEN TOWN COLLEGIATES- More than $1,800 in cash
scholarship awards were given to these members of the
Teen Town Singers to be used at the colleges of their
choice. On front row, seated from left, are Lolita Mc.
'GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL NOVEMBER 15, 1965
Floor Models Reduced
s100°°
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY _
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL Open Nites 'Tif 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phan* FA 3-1 1 7112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2.461
uuuu WILL STATION
jfr
son, directress; Juanita Mason, Willie Mae Jennings and
Julia Thompson. Standing, same order. are Nancy Stewart,
Willie Collins, Marshall Randolph Freda Earner, A.C.
Williams, director; Phyllis Pluckett, Harold Thomas, Mary
Montgomery and Florence Bradford. (Withers Photo)
Bishop Uses A Motel
To House Students
Baptist church at 2215 Stovall
on Sunday, Oct. 17, and the
Annual Women's Day will be theme for the day will be
observed at the New Bethel I"Christian Women Keeping and
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAYE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
REPOS. NAOS S U MONEYE  BA DA WC EN
BALANCE NOTES
1964 Nova 1795 6116
1960 Chevrolet 195 4333
1959 Chevrolet 59862 2592
1962 Rambler 49783 25°2
1959 Plymouth   4458' 3216
1960 Chevrolet 19859 38"
1955 Chev. Imp. Coupe  109346 4639
1959 Chevrolet  59683 382'
1959 Buick H-Top 
 
8936' 4453
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0 Li '
• 
•i
. 
CALL OR COME BY TODAY f, .
riA,AAA,A,AAA,AA,AA,A,AAA, AAAA,AAAAA,A,AA,AA,AAAA,A,AAAAAAA
Increasing Their Faith in Times
Like These."
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Katherine Leach, a mem-
ber of Macedonia Baptist
church, and wife of Rev. D. S.
Leach. Her pastor is Rev. L.
M. Morganfield.
Mrs. Leach is the instructor
in the Missionary Society of the
church.
Ask Your
Lawyer
QUESTION: Tina Jones was
having difficulties w ith her
husband, Thomas who was
t a yin g out consistently at
night, and then steadfastly re-
fusing to tell her where he was
spending his absent hours.
Tina and her daughter,
Tracey, left the home and mov-
ed into an apartment with her
mother in the same city.
Thomas continued to live at
his home, but he failed to send
any weekly support money for
Tina and Tracey. After six
months, Tina filed a bill for
a divorce a g a ins t Thomas,
claiming that he had refused
to support his family.
His answer was that Tina
had never asked for any week-i
ly support, and since she Was ,
living with her mother she did
not need any support from him.
Is Thomas obligated to pay
anything while Tina is staying
with her mother under these
circumstances?
ANSWER: Yes. The mere
fact that Tina is living with
her mother and obviously gain-
ing some assistance does not
relieve the husband of support-
ing his wife and family.
The law requires that the hus-
band pay temporary support
during separation, and the a-
mount is generally determined
by (lithe ability of the husband
to pay, and (2) the need of the
mpther and family.
Consequently, it is a relative
matter, depending on the parti-
cular income, status in life, etc.
of the parties involved, and it
is always an obligation of the
husband to support his family
whether they are separated or
not, pending the lawsuit.
Rights Leader
Held For Grand
Jury Probe
SPIUNGFIELD, Mass., (CPII
- Oscar Bright, a civil right,
leader and key figure in racial
demonstrations, was held fur
the Hampden County grand j.
on a narcotics charge.
The 39-year old fo.inder
chairman of the Springfield
chapter of the Congrest
Racial Equality (CORE) ap
peared Tuesday before di.tritt
court Judge Edward J. Dobiecki.
The judge found probable.
cause, raised Bright's bail iron:
$1,000 to $2,000 and ordered him
held for the grand jury for a
hepa or ilni cge.
alleged that a packet
of morphine powder fell out of
Bright's wallet after he was ar-
rested in a demonstration here
Aug. 13.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender COMilig to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number_ 
Mother's name
Number of papers wanted weekly 
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mrs. Ruby Henderson is
chairman of Women's Day, and
Mrs. Annie Taylor, co-chair-
man.
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor 'Store
of the church.
CINCINNATI - (UPI) -
Jerry Lucas, star forward for
the Cincinnati Royals of the
National Basketball Associa-
tion, became a father for the
second time when his wife,
Treve, gave birth to a daugh-
ter.
lassified Ads..
For Sale
8 PECIAL
5IAIBERRY BOOK STORE
- CARDS OF THANKS For Sole Misc.
I would Ilk* to thank everyone -who
was or, kind to me during illy brief
confinement In the hoepital. May God
blese oil of you
Mrs. legate Mae Willies
SMALL UPRIGHT 
p*),Extra gd., will deliver. 511/0. 27d-
*
One calphone (' 13 Redin. 23 Chai,
New. Mobile Antenna and Base A
V41) Beal tentia. Everything neerled 
for Monne
and Base Operation 3200. 6153-1604(
Beteen . p
Bibles. Sheet Music. Histories. Eng-,  
w R am. and 3 m.
(UM, Fiction. and all kind. of new 100 ACRES 16 C111111(:11 PEWS, 8 Er. LONG
and used books. D D(100 FARMLAN
FREE COLORED BROCHURE 
$10 ('Crper pew :P17-11'01
$210 TOTAL PRICE
$25 DOWN. $15 PER MONTH
vegetables. rice. wheat. corn, fruits. 
Special Services
and mist anything planted thrives. An-
nual rainfall 55". Temperatures range
100 acres of good farmland where
from a low of $0 degrees to A high
of R5 degrees. Pioneers from all rwer
the world are pouring into this country
seeking their lortunes. Some of the
largest companies in the world are
building factories throughout the 1
We have 600 farms of 100 acres l• •
Linotype operators, proof- to sell. They ere located within .
readers and floorinen. Only ex- mi
les from the capital of Brazil. South
America. In Brazil. there le no segre-
g at ion. and the only discrimination
radically against CoMMI,Miarn. Each
farm has been 1,411, surveyed, stake,
and clear. Free booklet, &lowing pie-
tlirPO 40,1 
r quegst'.5 , 
Pt.etal Eil' smta't'etupon 
it;toireneptt.tos n,h):::t..poiN1 1 land2.1,tar..
;drone area COI le :117. ME 4
AT 3-1256. We are members .
Indianapolis Chamber r11 Corvine .4
Help Wanted
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
RID CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
Yvnt.li Pole S "et YOU
if fool- 104411.41.
flotr
BEST
"RS
IN THE
SOUTH
All Cars Guaranteed
12 FREE LOBES and
12 FREE Oil Changes
'61 Cad. $1895
i .ou.cre ,I  )• Voilwle,erf.al
'58 Chrys. $845
300.0 New Pest , I Of •
miles on engine. Looks 1.
drives newt
'64 Buick $2161
Elect. 225 Corn. Solid white
fart a.- 1 fatly *quiet.
'63 Buick $1995
LeSabr• 4-door. Pow•r end
air. I owner trad•-in.
'64 Buick $2545
leSabr• 4-dr. Hat fact Mr
power, 3 to choose from.
'63 Pont. $2195
Ionnevlllo. odoor. Hardtop.
Power to sir. 15,000 •ctual
miles. Lilte new in every
respect!
'60 Buick $1145
Invicla, 2-dr. HI. Full pow-
er. red 5 white. like new.
'62 Buick $1785
Elect. 225, 4-40., fact. air
full power, •rtra sharp.
'63 Olds. $1967
SS 4dr. Fact •;., fall pow.
Or Sant blue. Seal sharp.
'64 Riva. $3195
Fully equipped. Air
power, metallic b rows.
Leather interior!
Optpn Mites 111 9 p.m.
739 UNION 525.8376
BLUFF
Wag
BUICK
Bettdo 8,1
MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
Cash paid for Information leading to
the sale of furniture of appliances. For
details. Call 275-0435.
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
perienced personnel should ap-
ply. NVIite, Personnel Dept. c-ol
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.!
Michigan A‘e., Chicago ..:0610,
Illinois.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen ald saleswomn
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent arid 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
TIIE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 Soeth Wellington Street
Memphis, Tens. ,
PACT 1 IME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275 976
Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com-
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
1,1aranteed Income, educated. refined.
25 to 60. Experienced in teaching
club. church or community work. Not
employed. unencumbered, the tspe that
does not ocrilly answer advertise-
ments but desires intecAring.
POiltiOn rendoro" services Of natural
Importance and being well paid for
same.
Write to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER
BOX 311
Memphis, Tenn.
DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED
No competition. To service and net up
new accounts in exclusive territory.
Inventinent secured by font moving 1,
rentory of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of eurfaces. Interior
or exterlor. Ellminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor. Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment - 5500
Maximum Investment - $12,000
For details write or call:
Phone 314 AX 1.1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 83074 .
AVON CALLING
He a part or the wonderful wend of
CCM met ot •. 40 per cent cumuli/isle*.
Join the Is orld's is  mimetic
compatiD. ('all Mrs. South  3714042.
ealesmen wanted at E & L Sales
company 306 South Mein Street.
$100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le-
toy Tatum at 525-3795.
MAIDS GUARANTEED GOOD NEW
York liven lobs, 535-555 weekly fare
advanced. HAROLD EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY. Dept. 22. Lsnbrook. N.Y.
HOME FOR SALE
SEE AND COMPARE
Lovely Fieldstone. nr. Ptne 14111 School.
$375 down Incl. all. Note* $65. No
qualifying. Neva Bostick. 357.5821.
nignts. Mary Myers Realty. 357-0361
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LARGE 3-ROOM BATY( APT8
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn.
Phone 324-7/398
Autos For Sale
1959 Edeel ftlx cylinder engine, 25.000
miles. New Carburetor. Brake Linings
Excellent Condition. Automatic Tram,
mission. $475. 883-1605 Between
a.m. & 3 P.m.
Por Sale Misc.
SPECIAL
MAYBERRY ROOK STORE
149 Beale
Bibles. sheet music histories Eriglieh,
fiction. and all kind. of new and
oiled books.
Notice
Furn. For Sale
FREE
N;rsv Type Hamburger Press
LUE
WITH P$135P.A*CIIVAASc. OF ANY
APPLIANCE OR FURNITURE.
275-0435
Day or nite.
WILBUR TAYLOR
1616 So. Parkv.ay E.
RUMMAGE BALE. BETH SHOLOM
Synegriguir, 452 S. Mendenhall ltd
Wednesday, Thureday, and Friday.i
Sept 22. 23 24. Open 10 AM to 6.
P M. Clothing. material.. draperies
housewares, furniture and Wye.
Business Services
WANT TO I-11+Y - OLD 5IG308
posters. used before 19.10 advertising
PEST
•
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ASS
EABARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
BARBEE LAKE - r'ish all
$ 50; horstback riding ½ hr. S:.
horsebzeic riding in the ring for
children $.10; miniature golf, 18
:e- $.25; picnic grounds with
record music for schools,
churaes, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a Op) of recreation. 5108 Horn
I ake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson &
cigarettes, medicines. soft drinks. etc Hilda Barbee, Managers.
anything from old stores Including
fortune. Whet do you have in your
back storeroom? Call MU 3-4684.
- -
IF YOU ARE LOOSING -FOR --A
crackerlack salesman to reach the
Negro market - Dial our want ad
depattment.
526-8397
Our readers are waitinc to Inty sold
products - Let Tri-State Deferniel
deliver Your alt ertising rneseage -
yisa_reach_a mass _market
BARBEE 151PORTED WIGS
10C per cent human lair. Ma-
chine made, $40. Hand made,
$90. Delivery in three weeks.
Hudson Barbee Import-Expo,I.
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
Buy U. S.
Bonds
Send $1
Maybirry Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Histories, English, arid Fiction
25 cents and 50 cents
INTERIOR DECORATING &
exterior designing, remodel-
ing, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We build additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, con-
crete and brick work. No jobs
too large or small. Free esti-
mates. Memphis Construcjii•
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-611E.
Wigs 100r/, lluman Orleatal Hair
Handmade. Value at $180, our price
190. Machine made. value at $90. Low.
,as $45. Cash and Laywa y plan. Agent
Wanted. Hudson Barbee. Import & EX-
Ipt,.t 5108 Horn Lake Rd.. Memphis.
;Tenn. Ph. 398-10n8.
FIRST PRINTING
P 0 E M - Written While JFK Lay In State.
Suitable For Framing.
P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
N
ATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 at 178 BEAL STREET JA 6.5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450
4
•
Buy U.S. Bonds
4
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"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TR1-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
ol. XIV — No. 50
First Negro
Prelate Praised
At Installation
• Bishop Perry Takes Over His
Difficult Post In New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS — Arch-
bishop Philip M. Hannan, spir-
itual leader of more than half
a million Louisiana Catholics,
praised the role of newly-named
Negro bishop Harold Robert
Perry in a short address dur-
ing his solemn installation cere-
monies.
The archbishop said, Bishop
Perry would "make a great
contribution to the cause of
Christ." Bishop Perry was
named auxiliary bishop of the
archdiocese and the first full-
blooded Negro to be appointed
to such a position in the coun-
try.
The 52-year-old prelate for
mer auxiliary Bishop of Wash-
katon.
D.C., was installed as
MIO 11th Archbishop of the 115-
3ear-old jurisdiction as his 84-
year-old mother and six bro-
thers looked on.
Mrs. Patrick Francis Ilannan
and her sons flew to New Or-
leans to witness the solemn yet'
t:olorful installation of I h e
bishop, only the third native-
born American to hold the
post.
Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi,
apostolic delegate to the Unit-
ed States, presided as Hannan
received the crozier, the tradi-
tional symbol of pastoral au-
thority.
The moving two-hour cere-
mony was highlighted by the
concelebration of a pontifical
high mass by nine priests
Scores of other clergymen, In
;eluding Protestant and Jewish
representatives, and laymen
filled the basilica of St. Louis
King of France.
Archbishop llannan, who sp.
pears much younger than his
years, delivered a short ad-
dress. Ile spoke of Pope Paul's
speech to the United Nations,
saying the Pontiff "has become
the spokesman for the whole ,
human family in Its aspirations
and hopes for peace.
"For the first time in the
memory of man, the Holy Fath-
er was the accepted spokes-
man for almost the whole fami-
ly of man, This .could be a
turning point in the history of
man."
Ex-Convict Slays Man
Who Helped Family,
A woman who smashed a
soft drink bottle in a man's
face was shot five times and
killed last Friday night, and a
if
her man's wife and seven
who had been supporting
c ildren since the husband and
t 
L S. Fourth about 4:30 P.M.
Sunday, and died about an
pistol from his pocket and fir-
ed a 'shot which severed Da-
vis's wind pipe and the main
artery.
give her money. The victim ran back into his
Simmons said he took a Pis" house before he was taken to
ml from his pocket and fired John Gaston hospital. He died
once before the woman picked at 6.05 P.M.
up a coke bottle and smashed SPOTTED IN LINE-UP
him between the eyes with it. Jefferson was arrested later
He said he then fired the Sunday night in the vicinity of
other five rounds at her. Bullets Beale by Homicide Lts. W.
struck her in the arm, face. Robinson and T. Marshall and
chest and stomach. Carried to Detective B. Whitney. lie was
John Gaston hospital, she was still armed when taken into
pronounced dead on arrival. custody.
Simmons has been charged Since his arrest, Jefferson
with murder, and is being heldlwas identified as the man who
for C action of the Shelbyibeat a woman while commiting
County Grand Jury. a burglary.
VAIN EFFORT
Roosevelt Davis, 32, of 1444
Washington St., was fatally
shot in front of his home by
1,awrence Jefferson, 39, of 364-
Gaston hospital as doctors op-i
crated in a vain effort to save
hour-and-a-half later at John! Family Was Destitute After Father
his life, i
According to Homicide Insp.' After serving a sentence of
father was sent to prison in E. C. Swann, after Jefferson 11 months and 17 days in 
the1960, was slain on Sunday, bring- was sent to prison in 1960, 1Coahoma County Js a. i I at
Mg the year's homicide total leaving a wife and seven ehil-;clarksdale Miss • Sammie Da-
up to 39, 'four more than had dren, the wife and childrenivis, 41, and the father of 10
l
been killed for the same period moved in with Davis. children is reunited with his
in 1964. Jefferson was paroled early family. He vows that he will
Mrs. Alice Ringo, 42, of 394 this . year, and he went by the never set foot in the Magnolia
Able, was shot five times with Dave home and picked up his state ever again.
which his wife had 'a .22 revolver in front of a cafe elsitlf&s, "I want to thank everyone
at 275 Hernando about 9:35 ,been keeping for him. . who helped my family while I
last Friday night by Leander MORE ARGUMENTS was In jail," he said. "What
Simmons, 30, of 79 N. Rembert. On a second visit to the you did for them, 
i
you did for
After his arrest, Simmons home, Jefferson got into an ar-
told police that he had met the'aument with Davis and was ex- aitt 
me, and I appreciate t with
s my heart. '
woman only two weeks before, pelled from the house. On last i o' •Mr. Davis was arrested in
and had been giving her moo- Friday night, the two got into
ey. another argument and Davis 
Memphis last November. about
beat Jefferson with a board five days after Mrs. Davis gave
GRABBED HIM On Sunday afternoon the two birth to their tenth child, on
Last Friday night, he said he a warrant charging him withmen argued about Mrs. Jeffer-invited Mrs. Ringo and another 
son living with Davis, and as having taken mortgaged pro-
woman into the cafe for 
beer. Davis reportedly reached for Pe—Y
11 out of the state.
and when she asked him for 
more money, he left the cafe, 
his pocket, Jefferson pulled a A plantation owner had charg-
said the woman ran out of
cafe and began pulling at
m violently, insisting that he
Jefferson has been charged
with murder, assault to murder
and burglary, and is being held
for action of the Shelby Coun-
ty Grand Jury.
itiAACP Voices Protest
To Proposed Committee
In a letter to Theodore Bets
ry, director of the Community
Action Program of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, dated
Oct. 16, and signed by Jesse
H. Turner, president of the
Memphis branch of the NAACP,
stated it was opposed to the
formation of a permanent
Community Action Committee,
because the branch said "the
mayor would continue to con-
trol the operations of the or-
ganization,- should the resolu-
tion he adopted.
The branch listed six rea-
ips for support of its position:1. "Organizations, groups ,
and areas concerned with
the problems would have
no opportunity to elect
. . . contrary m your letter
their own representatives
to Mayor Ingram on Oct,
1, 1965.
2. Key officials of the
committee would not be
elected by the committee,
but would be appointed by
the Mayor, and the persons
suggested as director has
questionable qualifications.
3. The CAC would be un-
der the jurisdiction of the
Department of Administra-
tion and Health, which is
under the mayor's super-
Sea NAACP. Page 2
ed that Mr. Davis still owed
him money borrowed on a car.
He had ordered the Devises off
his farm after Mr. Davis voiced
resentment over the man's
having knocked a hoe out of
his wife's hand because she had
taken time off to visit a mater-
nity clinic.
OPENED HEARTS
The family moved out with-
out taking anything hut their
car and came to Memphis
where Mr. Davis worked for a
construction firm until his ar-
rest. They said they left four
rooms of furniture on the man's
place when they left.
After an anonymous caller
informed the TRI-STATE DE-
FENDER about the destitute
condition of the family and a
story appeared in the paper,
hundreds of persons in !Stein-
phis and other areas where
the paper is circulated came
to their aid with food, clothing
and money.
They were assisted by
churches, social clubs, organi-
zations and individuals. Bene-
fit programs were given to as-
sist them as the family had
not been in Memphis longs
enough to qualify for public as-
sistance.
Since her husband returned
home, Mrs. Davis said, "I want
to thank everyone who helped
us, and especially the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER, Mrs. Lil-
lian Warlord, Mr. Harry Strong,
of the Mallory Knights, Mrs.
Lucille Douglas of East Trigg
Baptist church, and Mr. Sti-
gers of Mt. Zion Baptist. The
Persons I have named helped
me the entire time my husband
was in jail."
How did Mr. Davis Wei
while his family was back in'
Memphis?
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURD tY, OCTOBER 23, 1965
Father Of 10 Released
From Mississippi Jail
BACK WITH HIS FAMILY — Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Davis,
Sr., are seen with four of their children following Ms re-
lease from the Coahoina County Jail at Clarksdale,
and his return to Memphis. Mr. Davis was sentenced to
six months in jail and fined VW for "taking' mortgaged
property out of the state." Since he did not hate money
for ths fine, he remained In jail for II months and 17 days.
The mother and 10 children subsisted in donations from in-
dividuals and organizations while he was In jail, as they
had not been, in Memphis long enough to get public assist.
alter MIDI recently. Mr. Dasis plans to look for a job as
soon as le receives medical attention for his stomash.
Nhlthers Photo)
"That jail was terrible," he
said. "and after someone sent
a paper back down there tell-
ing about how I had been sent
to jail for nothing, they accus-
ed me of having written letters
to the paper.
'It was only after they sent
for my wife and she convinced
them that I had nothing to do
with the article that they let
lip in their harsh treatment.
Before the paper arrived, they
would let me stay in when I
was sick with a stomach ail-
ment. But after then, I had
sn get out and work regard-
less of how sick 1 was.''
HAD TO PAY MORE
Mr. Davis had to work in the
jail for 11 months and 17 days
to do his sentence of six months
in jail and the $500 fine. When
his wife arrived there last
Thursday to get him, one of
the officials demanded that
she pay $51.35 for his court
costs. When she could not pay
that, she was told that her hus-
band would have to stay in
jail 17 more days if she didn't
hand over $23.35. She paid it.
Mr. Davis said that he went
to trial before.an elderly judge,
who was said to be deaf and
the prosecutor determined the
punishment. He said the high
sheriff had told him to keep his
mouth shut, and not wanting to
receive any longer time in jail,
he did as he was directed.
His first two months in jail'
were spent on the road, he said,l
where one had to work in mud
and water in ditches, regardless
of the temperature, without
boots and without fire.
LIKE A CHILD
"If one complained of being
sick," he said, "they would
give the prisoner some castor
Womaniess Wedding
To Be Presented
By Washington PTA
The Booker T. Washington
High School PTA will conclude
its annual membership enroll-
ment at a "Womanless Wed-
to be presented in the
Blair T. Hunt gymnasium at
the school on Monday night,I
Oct. 25. at 8.
At the same time, a "Mrs.
PTA" will be crowned along
v, Oh a first and second prin-
cess.
Proceeds front the program
will be used to buy uniforms
for members of the band. The
public is invited.
Mrs. Edna II. Webb is PTA
president, and J. D. Springer
principal of the school.
oil and 666, let hint remain in
for one day and make him get
out the second day."
"In jail, you are just like a
child," Mr. Davis said "and
if you want to stay out of trou-
ble, you have to do what they
tell you."
The father of 10 said that he
was never flogged while in the
jail, but he heard the cries of
other men as they were lashed
by the "captain."
I'crsons who broke "rules"
one day, he said, were beaten
early the next morning by the'
captain, who demanded that
all Negro prisoners "hit their
back pockets with their caps
whenever he came up and say,
:'Good morning, captain. Bless-,
HIT Bl' BOARD
Jailed
number of persons calling to
inquire about the length of
time he had to serve, and
shouted, "You are going to he
here a thousand years, so it
ain't no need of them calling!"
Whites sentenced to terms
email o his were allowed to
sit in their cells, he said while
only Negroes had to serve on
road gangs.
ONE-WAY TICKET
When a prisoner became ill,
he said the local veterinarian
would call on him, as regular
doctors were considered too'
good for prisoners.
Mr. Davis said he will never
return voluntarily to his native
land.
When released, Mrs Davis
purchased a one-way ticket to
Memphis for him, and they
Mr. Davis said he was struck hoarded the bus to freedom,
by a board at one time, but. The family has moved from
was never "busted down" as the house at 289 Adolphus st,
they threatened to do him if it to 953 Porter st,
were learned that he was re- , Mr. Davis is still having
suonsible for the newspaper trouble with his stomach and
articles, was to go to the hospital this
Mr. Davis said the turnkey week for a physical examine-
became exasperated by the tion.
VIET CONG VICTIM — The body of Pfc. Claude Talbert,
Jr., is being brought from East Trigg Baptist church fol-
lowing rites held there last Sunday afternoon. Pallbearers
came to Memphis front the 101st Airborne Division at
Fort Campbell, Ky. Pfc. Talbert was killed In Vietnam on
MISS/530P/
TENNESSEE =
g ET
ARKANSAS
15c
Hundreds At Rites
For Young Soldier
By DEBORAH ANN TIIOMAS
Hundreds of Mourners paid
their last respects to the late
Pfc. Claude Talbert, Jr., Mein-
phis' latest victim of the Viet
NAM conflict. The services
were held at the East Trigg
Avenue Baptist Church.
Dr. W. lierbert Brewster,
pastor of the church, and Dr.
Peter G. Crawford, pastor of
Avery AME church officiated.
I The Hamilton High School
,Glee club under the direction
,of Mrs. Johnnie H. Winston,
and the East Trigg choir rend-
ered the music.
Private Talbert was a 1964
graduate of Hamilton High
,School and was a member of
'the band.
1 Upon his enlistment in the
U.S. Army in July, 1964, the
young private served with the
101st Airborne Division in Fort
Campbell, Ky., and later in Vi-
et Nam.
During the services, U.S. Ar-
my chaplain, Captain Ambro-.
sio S. Grandee, 10Ist Airborne
Division, Fort Campbell. re- I
called the night that the gallant
private and other soldiers left
for Viet Nam,
lie said. "The night that the
brigade left for Vietnam, the
chaplains were up late passing
out New Testaments."
, Captain Grandee adde d,
i "Private Talbert was one of
the young men who received a ,
Testament, and he received it
gladly."
Wilburn Baker, remembered '
Talbert as "a good Christian!
man."
An so does Miss Wgritla Ho-
gan, who said, "This lost will
leave an unforgettable scar."
Major G. I.. Robinson, of the
Memphis NDCC, remarked,
"All of us feel this lost very
keenly . ."
Ile added, "As sad as this
occasion is, it serves to show
that our Negro boys are mak-
ing a sacrifice for democracy.
And I don't feel that they are
dying in vain."
HIGH STANDARDS
Young Talbert, whose unit
had stopped to rest when the
Viet Cong attacked, lived very
highly in the minds of his pas-
tor and friends.
The family broke down with
tears and friends wept helpless-
ly when Miss Violetta Austin
sang, "He'll Understand and
Say Well Done."
Both Dr. Crawford and Dr
Brewster lauded Talbert for his
high standards of Christianity.
, Dr. Brewster commented,
"Everyone of us must have
died a little bit when he did."
As the scores of friends, in-
cluding Ilamilton high School
NDCC Unit, filed by the cof-
fin, the cries were echoed
throughout the building.
Pre. Talbert. whose, body was
escorted to Memphis by Sp 5
Herman I.. Mitchell of Oakland
Army Terminal, was buried in
New Park Cemetery in the
family plot.
Ile leaves his mother and fa-
ther, nine sisters and three bro-
thers, and a host of relatives
and friends.
Mayor Ingram Denies
Conflict With NAACP
Mayor William B. Ingram, i Since that time. Mr. Ingram
Jr., recently, denied any con-Isaid he "asked Mr. Turner if
flict with the Memphis Branch he would be willing to ask 0E0
of the NAACP. to review the files so that
According to Mr. Ingram, one there will not be any time lost
of the major objectives of hay. during the interval that it takes
ing State Representative A. W. to reorganize the CAC."
Willis and Rev. James Lawson i He added, "neither Mr. Tur-
on the Community Action Com-,ner nor Dr. Vasco Smith would; .
mittee was, the former had re- 
:s,
,
presented the NAACP in various! __ n o 
develop a good program
'We have done everything we
lawsuits, therefore speaking for can
the people, and the latter aunt uhat 
0E0 wants us to 
do,"dw. e have endeavored to find
"spoke out for NAACP in 
front o
of the Commission." said Mr. Ingram.
men, asserted t h e •18o to do it.„He asserted, "And we are try-These
Mayor, seemed to he the "men The committee will be electedfor the job." by the Mayor and the Board ofSince Mr. Willis and Rev. Commissio.r.ers.
Lawson are no longer members According to the Mayor.
of the Committee, "Mr. Turner .,They will serve a definite anddoes not want to name anyone 
staggered terms, for about fourto the Committee," said Mr. years and one year in betweenIngram. they will be laid off."
the Memphis Anti
-Poverty The projects included in the
In its complaints, the NAACP
(Memphis Branch) has accused own rules and by-laws
Pro- 
.
The Committee will set up its
gram of not following the guide- Memphis Anti-Poverty Programlines of the Office of Economic are the Day Care Center whichOpportunity. The Mayor said provide an opportunity for 100he "went to Washington to talk children to be cared for; Pre-to 0E0 officials" concerning
School Reading Program whichthe matter.
In the process of re-organiz- will accommodate 500 children;
ing the Program to follow the the Family Care and Planning
guidelines presented by the 0E0 which will provide approximate-files have been sent to Wash-
ington, according to the Mayor See MAYOR, Page 2
Oct. 8 during a surprise all by the Vlet Oong on Op
First Brigade of the 101. In rear Is Elias Williams of W11.
hams Funeral home, which was In charge of final arrange-
ments. Burial was in New Park cemetery,
Page 16
Singers To
Honor Manager
At Program
Bro. Thodore ''Bless My
Bones Wade" of W.D.I.A. Ra-
dio Station will serve as master
of ceremony for the United
Singing Union's Thirteenth Ap-
preciation Day Services for its
booking manager, Mrs. J. W.
Warford, at the New Pilgrim
Baptist Church, Sunday, Octo-
ber 17, at 7:30 p.m.
Participants on the program
include The New Hope Special,
North Memphis Singing Union,
Morris Special, Seventh Street
Choir, Christian Spring, M. N.
Singers ,and the United Singing
Union.
Also Miss Ophelia, Miss Ber-
nice Armstrong, Mr. and Mrs.
Garrett, Mrs. Betty Pickin,
Nathaniel Hendrix, Will Rod-
gers, Mrs. Mary Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Ophelia
Smith, Rev. M. Sexton, and the
First Baptist Choir Millington.
'wk
TEEN TOWN COLLEGIATES- More than $1,800 in cash
scholarship awards were given to these members of the
Teen Town Singers to be used at the colleges of their
choice. On front row, seated from left, are Lolita Mc-
Kissack, Dyanne homer, Earline Birt, Mrs. Cathryn John-
*GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
....11111($16111116Wwwwwwwwwww.warawwwwww‘111111114MOIOA 
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL NOVEMBER 15, 1965
Floor Models Reduced
s100"
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY _
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL I Open Nites 'Til 9 1 4556 SUMMER
P11011* FA 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611
• 
DEFENDER
kwuu WILL STATION
son, directress; Juanita Mason, Willie Mae Jennings and
Julia Thompson. Standing, same order, are Nancy Stewart,
Willie Collins,' Marshall Randolph Freda Farner, A.C.
Williams, director; Phyllis Pluckett, Harold Thomas, Mary
Montgomery and Florence Bradford. (Withers Photo)
Bishop Uses A Motel
To House Students
Annual
observed
Increasing Their Faith in Times
Like These."
The guest speaker will be
Mrs. Katherine Leach, a mem-
ber of Macedonia Baptist
church, and wife of Rev. D. S.
Baptist church at 2215 Stovall
Leach. Her pastor is Rev. L.
on Sunday, Oct. 17, and the
Women's Day will be theme for the day will be M. Morganfield.
at the New Bethel I"Christian Women Keeping and ; Mrs. Leach is the instructor
in the Missionary Society of the
church.
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
REPOS. NA Os s Mum0 EN EBYA LDAONWC
1964 Nova
1960 Chevrolet
1959 Chevrolet
1962 Rambler
1959 Plymouth
1960 Chevrolet
1955 Chev. Imp. Coupe 
1959 Chevrolet
1959 Buick H-Top
BALANCE NOTES
1795 61'6
195 4333
59862 2592
49783 25°7
44581 32'6
 
 79859 38"
109346 4639
 59683
 8936' 44"
 
3821
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0
.•
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
11111111. 
AAAAA, AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA,AAAAAAAAAVA ,AAAAAAA
Mrs. Ruby Henderson is
chairman of Women's Day, and
Mrs. Annie Taylor, co-chair- !
man.
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
of the church.
CINCINNATI - (UPI) -
Jerry Lucas, star forward for
the Cincinnati Royals of the
National Basketball Associa-
tion, became a father for the
second time when his wife,
Treve, gave bjrth to a daugh-
ter.
Ask Your
Lawyer
QUESTION: Tina Jones was
having difficulties with her
husband, Thomas who was
staying out consistently at
night, and then steadfastly re-
fusing to tell her where he was
spending his absent hours.
Tina and her daughter,
Tracey, left the home and mov-
ed into an apartment with her
mother in the same city.
Thomas continued to live at
his home, but he failed to send
any weekly support money for
Tina and Tracey. After six
months, Tina filed a bill for
a divorce against Thomas,
claiming that he had refused
to support his family.
His answer was that Tina
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16. 19!
l 
Rights Leader
y support, and since she was
had never asked for any week-
living with her mother she did
not need any support from him., Held FOIT Grand
Is Thomas obligated to pay
anything while Tina is staying
with her mother under these
circumstances?
ANSWER: Yes. The mere
fact that Tina is living with
her mother and obviously gain-
ing some assistance does not
relieve the husband of support-
ing his wife and family.
The law requires that the hus-
band pay temporary support
during separation, and the a-
mount is generally determined
by (1) the ability of the husband
to pay, and (2) the need of the
mother and family.
Consequently, it is a relative
matter, depending on the arti-
cular income, status in life, etc.
of the parties involved, and it
is always an obligation of the
husband to support his family
whether they are separated or
not, pending the lawsuit.
Jury Probe
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., (UPI
- Oscar Bright, a civil rights
leader and key figure in racial
demonstrations, was held •
the Hampden County grand j1
on a narcotics charge.
The 39-year old founder and
chairman of the Springfield
chapter of the Congrest ot
Racial Equality (CORE) ap-
peared Tuesday before district
court Judge Edward J. Dobiecki.
The judge found probable
cause, raised Bright's bail from
$1,000 to $2,000 and ordered ham
held for the grand jury for a
hearing.
Police alleged that a pekel
of morphine powder fell out of
Bright's wallet after he was ar•
rested in a demonstration Iii
Aug. 13.
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coining to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address. 
Phone number ..11.1.•••••••••••••••
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
lassified Ads . .
Store For Sale
SPECIAL
MAYBERRY BOOK STORE
129 Beal
Bibles, Sheet Music. Histories. Eng-
lish. Fiction. and all kind, of new
and used books.
Help Wanted
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
wiroo tole S LINE TOO
P•orkorlEal
ftlf.14.1
BEST
CARSIN 
SOUTH
All Cars Guaranteed
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE Oil Changes
'61 Cad. $1895
Coupe De Ville, full power
& air. A 1 comm. Special.
'58 Chrys. $845
300.13 New ham , 11,0$3
mil. on eng,ne looks &
drive, new!
'64 Buick $2167
Elect. 715 Conn. Solid white
fact, sr S fully equipt.
'63 Buick $1995
LeSabre edoor. Power and
Si,. 1 owner tradain.
'64 Buick $2545
leSaba 45,. Hat fact. air
pourv, 3 to (hoot. from.
'63 Pont. $2195
edoor. Hardtop.
Power to air. 15,000 actual
miles. Lila new in every
respect!
'60 Buick $1145
'62 Buick $1785
'63 Olds. $1967
N. I'd'. Fact air, full pow.
to. Baby blue. Real there.
'64 Riva. $3195
Fully equipped. Air 11
power. metallic brown.
leather interior!
Open Nit., 'HI
738 UNION 525-5371
BLUFF
CET9
DUCK
Mewl 6,!.
MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
Cash paid for information leading to
the sale of furniture of appliances. For
details, Call 275-0435.
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
CARDS OF THANKS
I wouldd-llke to th7ink-eseryone-whit
was so kind to me during ins brtel
confinement In the hcepital. May God
bless all of you
Mrs Jewels Mae Wilkes
Notice
100 ACRES
GOOD FARMLAND
$210 TOTAL PRICE
$25 DOWN, $15 PER MONTH
FREE. COLORED BROCHURE
vegetables, rice, wheat, corn, fruits.
and moat anything planted thrives. An-
nual rainfall 55-, Temperature. range
100 acres of good farmland where
from a low of 50 degrees to a high
of 55 degrees. Pioneers from all OVPI
the world are pouring Into (hie country
seeking their fortunes. Some of the
largest companies in the world air
building factories throughout the I
It • have 600 farms of 100 acres c
Linotype operators, proof- to sell. They are located within.,Siiiii Ii
readers and floormen. Only ex- An'mil"ericfarorrInthfiricirlitatiheorfe Bisrazniol,
perienced personnel should ap- rutin', and the only iliscominattor,
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-cij raedraictality,e, tfraeliinatullCy WntiMsr:v'erl'IM stl'alkacehl
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.iand clear. Free booklets showingtitres and giving complete details sent
Michigan Me., Chicago a0616, upon request. Selig Bros. Real Estate
Compato. Dept. MD. 42 W. $ontliIllinols. Street, Indianapolis, Indiana. Tele-
phone rirea code :117. MR
AT 3-1256. We are members of the
Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce.AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswormn
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent arc! 30
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
TIIE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 SOlttli Wellington Street
rl ernphis, Tenn.
PACT TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIA, 275-9'76
Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com-
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
Guaranteed income, educated. refined.
25 to 60. Experienced in teaching,
club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered. the type that
does not usually answer advertise-
ments but desires Intertwine. full-time
Position rendering services of natural
Importance and being well paid for
same. 
_
Write to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER
BOX 311
Memphiti, Tenn.
DISTRIRUTOR
WANTED
No competition. To service and net rip'
new account. in ego/taint territory.
Investment secured by fast moving in-
ventory of amazing plastic coating
wed on all types of surfaces, interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor, Eliminatee
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment - $500
Maximum Investment - $12.000
For details write or call:
Phone: 314 AX 1-1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 631)74 ,
AVON CALLING
Re a part Of the wonderful world of
cmilwne.. VI per ceM los
Join the world's largest cosmetic
commun. Cali Mn.. Mouth, 272-2042.
3 ealesmen wanted at E & L Sale.
Company 306 South Main Street.
8100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le-
roy Tatum at 525-3798.
MAIDS GUARANTEED GOOD NEW
York liven job's. $35•555 weekly fare
advanced. HAROLD EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY. Dept. 22. Ldnbrook. N.Y.
HOME FOR SALE
SEE AND COMPARE
Lovely Fieldstone, nr. Pine 11111 School.
1375 down inci. all. Note. $65. No
qualifying. Neva Boatick. 357-5621,
merits. Mary Myer, Realty. 357-0361
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LARGE 1-ROOM & BATH APT8
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn
Phone 324-7898
Autos For Sale
1959 Edsel Six cylinder engine. 25.00-0
mile., New Carburetor, Brake Linings,
Excellent condition. Automatic Trana.
mission. 6475. 683-1605 Between 8
a.m. & 3 P.m.
Fr Sale Misc.
SPECIAL
MAYIIY:RRY 110015 STORE
129 Beale
Bilden sheet music. histories English.
fiction, and all kind. of new and
used hooks.
RUMMAGE SALE. BETH SHOLOM
Synagogue, 482 S. Mendenhall ltd.
Wednesd•y. Thursday. , and Friday.i
Sept 22. 21 24. Open 10 A.M. to It.
P M. I Int hing. materials, draperies.
housewares. furniture and toys.
Furn. For Sale
FREE
Islzw Type Hamburger Press
$5.00 VALUE
WITH PURCHAS0, OF ANY
APPLIANCE OR FUltNITURE
275-0435
Day or nite.
WiLBUR TAYLOR
1616 So, Parkv.ay E.
Business Services
WANT TO BUY - OLD SIGNS
poeters, used before 1940 advertleing
cigarettes, medicines, noft drinks. etc
anything from old stores including
Dictums. What do you have In your
back storeroom? Call MU 3-4684.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
crackerjack aalesman to reach the
Negro market - Dial our want ad
department.
526-8197
?"r  rer
ers 
re"VI e b eroduct let at l)f 
deliver your n.p.ert ISM g message -
We reach • mesa market_____
BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS
10r per cent human lair. Ma.,
chine made $40. Hand made
$96. Delivery in three weeks.
Hudson Bailiee Import-Expod.
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
Buy U. S.
Bonds
Send $1
For Sale Misc.
SMALL UPRIGHT PI.4310
One citiphone C B Radio. 23 Chef
Extra gd., will deliver. $100. 278-
New. Mobile Antenna and Bane An-
tenna. Everything needed for Montle
and Raise Operation $200. 683-1605.
Between S a.m. and 3 p.m.
16 CHURCH PEWS, 13 FT. LONG.
$10 per pew, 397.1201
Special Services
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL. US BEFORE YOU ARa
EABARRASSEO
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
V
BARBEE LAKE - r'ish all 9
$ 50; horseback riding 1/2 hr. st,
horsebr.ek riding in the ring for
children $.13; miniatuie golf, 18
:e- $.25; picnic grounds with
record music for schools,
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a Oa) of recreation. 5108 Horn
I ake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson &
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Maybary Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Histories, English, and Fiction
25 cents and 50 cents
INTERIOR DECORATING &
exterior designing, remodel-
ing, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We buPd additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, con-
crete and brick work. No jobs
too large or small. Free esti-
mates. Memphis Construear
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-
Wigs 100,2, Human Orteatal Hair
liandmade. Value at $180. our price
$00. Machine made, value at $90. Low
as $45. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
Wanted. Hudson Barbee Import elt Ex -
p,..t 5108 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis,
Tenn, Ph. 398-1068
FIRST PRINTING
P 0 E M - Written While JFK Lay In Stale.
Suitable For Framing.
P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
N
ATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 SEAL STREET JA 0-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
.•- NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
ft
Buy U.S. Bonds •
•
•
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First Negro
Prelate Praised
At Installation
• Bishop Perry Takes Over His
Difficult Post In New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS — Arch- Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi,
bishop Philip M. Hannan, spir- apostolic delegate to the Unit-
itual leader of more than half ed States, presided as Hannan
a million Louisiana Catholics, received the crozier, the tradi- •
praised the role of newly-named 000g symbol of pastoral au-
Negro bishop Harold Robert th0rity.
Perry in a short address dur-
ing his solemn installation cere- The movingmony was highlighted by the
monies.
The archbishop said, Bishop 
concelebration of a pontifical
high mass by nine priests.
Perry would "make a great Scores of other clergymen, in.
contrihution to the cause of
Christ." Bishop Perry was eludi
ng Protestant and Jewish
representatives, and laymen
named auxiliary bishop of the
archdiocese and the first full- 
filled the basilica of St. Louis
blooded Negro to be appointee' King of 
France.
to such a position in the coml. Archbishop Ilannan, who 
ap-
try. pears much younger than his
The 52-year-old prelate for. years, delivered a short ad-
mer auxiliary Bishop of Wash- dress. Ile spoke of Pope Paul's
ton,
D.C., was installed as speech to the United Nations,'
llth Archbishop of the 115- saying the Pontiff "has become
year-old jurisdiction as his 84. the spokesman for the wholei
Year-old mother and six bro- human family in Its aspirat
ion&
!hers looked on. and hopes for peace.
Mrs. Patrick Francis Hannan "For the first time in the t"
and her sons flew to New Or- memory of man, the Holy Path-
leans to witness the solemn yet er was the accepted spokes-
colorful installation of t h e man for almost the whole fami-
bishop, only the third native- iy of man. This could be a
born American to hold the : turning point in the history of
post. man
Ex-Convict Slays Man
Who Helped Family ,
A woman who smashed a
soft drink bottle in a man's
face was shot five times and
killed last Friday night, and a
ir who had been supportingther man's wife and sevenc ildren since the husband and
father was sent to prison in
1960, was slain on Sunday, bring-
ing the year's homicide total
up to 39, -four more than had
L S. Fourth about 4:30 P.M.:
Sunday, and died about an '
hour-and-a-half later at John'
Gaston hospital as doctors op-
erated in a vain effort to save
his life.
According to Homicide Insp.
E. C. Swann, after Jefferson
was sent to prison in 1960,
leaving a wife and seven chil-
dren, the wife and children
been killed for the same period moved in with Davis.
in 1964. Jefferson was paroled early
Mrs. Alice Ringo, 42, of 394 this year, and he 
went by the
Able, was shot five times with Davis
 home and picked up his
a .22 revolver in front of a cafe clothes, 
which his wife had
at 275 Hernando about 9:351been 
keeping for him.
last Friday night by Leander MORE 
ARGUMENTS
Simmons, 30, of 79 N. Rembert. On a 
second visit to the
After his arrest, Simmons home, 
Jefferson got into an ar-
told police that he had met the gume
nt with Davis and was ex-
woman only two weeks before,
and had been giving her mon-
ey.
GRABBED HIM
Last Friday night, he said he
invited Mrs. Ringo and another
woman into the cafe for beer,
and when she asked him for
more money, he left the cafe.
0 said the woman ran
 out of
cafe and began pulling at
'm violently, insisting that he
pelted from the house. On last
Friday night, the two got into
another argument and Davis
beat Jefferson with a board.
On Sunday afternoon the two
men argued about Mrs. Jeffer-
son living with Davis, and as
Davis reportedly reached for
his pocket, Jefferson pulled a
pistol from his pocket and fir-
ed a - shot which severed Da-
vis's wind pipe and the main
artery.
give her money. The victim ran back into his
Simmons said he took a pis- house before he was taken to
tol from his pocket and fired John Gaston hospital. Ile died
once before the woman picked at 6:05 P.M.
up a coke bottle and smashed SPOTTED IN LINE-UP
him between the eyes with it. Jefferson was arrested later
Ile said he then fired the Sunday night in the vicinity of
other five rounds at her. Bullets Beale by Homicide Lts. W.
struck her in the arm, face. Robinson and T. Marshall and
chest and stomach. Carried to Detective B. Whitney. He was
John Gaston hospital, she was still armed when taken into
pronounced dead on arrival.
Simmons has been charged
with murder, and is being held was identified as the man who
for the action of the Sheiby Dieat a woman while commiting
County Grand Jury. a burglary.
VAIN EFFORT
Roosevelt Davis, 32, of 1444
Washington St., was fatally
custody.
Since his arrest, Jefferson
Jefferson has been charged
with murder, assault to murder
and burglary, and is being held
shot in front of his home by for action of the Shelby Coun-
Lawrence Jefferson, 39. of 364- ty Grand Jury.
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23. 1963
Father Of 10 Released
From Mississippi Jail
BACK WITH HIS FAMILY — Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Davis,
Sr.. are seen With four of their children following his re-
lease from the Coahoma County Jail at Clarksdale, Miss.,
and his return to Memphis. Mr. Davis was sentenced to
six months in jail and fined MO for "taking mortgaged
property out of the state." Since he did not have moue)
for tin- fine, he remained in jail for 11 months and 17 des.,.
The mother and 10 children subsisted in donations from in-
ditiduals and organizations while he was in jail, as they
had not been, in Memphis long enough to get public assist.
ance MIDI recently. Mr. Davis plans to look for a job as
soon as te receives medical attention for his stomach.
Whithers Photo)
Family Was Destitute After Father Jailed
• After serving a sentence of
11 months and 17 days in the
ICoahoma County Jail atClarksdale, Miss.; Sammie Da-
vis. 41 and the father of 10
Ichildren is reunited with hisfamily. He vows that he will
:never set foot in the Magnolia
state ever again.
"I want to thank everyone
who helped my family while I
was in jail," he said. "What
you did for them, you did for
me, and I appreciate it with
INAACP Voices Protest and
To Proposed Committee
In a letter to Theodore Ber-1
ry, director of the Community1
Action Program of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, dated
Oct. 16, and signed by Jesse
H. Turner, president of the
Memphis branch of the NAACP,
stated it was opposed to the
formation of a permanent
Community Action Committee,
because the branch said "the
mayor would continue to con-
trol the operations of or-,
ganization." should the resolu-
tion he adopted.
The branch listed six Iva-
'
s for support of its position;
1. "Organizations, groups
and areas concerned with
the problems would have
no opportunity to elect
. contrary to your letter.
their own representatives
to Mayor Ingram on Oct.
1, 1965.
2. Key officials of the
committee would not be
elected by the committee,
but would be appointed by
the Mayor, and the persons
suggested as director has
questionable qualifications.
3. The CAC would be tin-
der the jurisdiction of the
Department of Administra-
tion and Health, which is
under the mayor's super-
See NAACP, Page 2
a o m. nears.
Mr. Davis tg arrested in
Memphis last ovember. about
five days after Mrs. Davis gave
birth to their tenth child, on
a warrant charging him with
having taken mortgaged pro-
perty out of the state.
A plantation owner had charg-
ed that Mr. Davis still owed
him money borrowed on a car.
He had ordered the Davises off
his farm after Mr. Davis voiced
resentment over the man's
having knocked a hoe out of
his wife's hand because she had
taken time off to visit a mater-
nity clinic.
OPENED HEARTS
The family moved out with.
out taking anything but their
car and came to Memphis
where Mr. Davis worked for a
construction firm until his ar-
rest. They said they left four
rooms of furniture on the man's
place when they left.
After an anonymous caller
infofmed the TRI-STATE DE-
FENDER about the destitute
condition of the family and a
story appeared in the paper,
hundreds of persons in Mein-
phis and other areas where
the paper is circulated came
to their aid with food, clothing
They were assisted by
lchurches, social clubs, organi- Womanless Wedding
fit programs were given o ast To Be Presented
sist them as the family had By Washington PTA
not been in Memphis long.
"That jail was terrible," he
said. "and after someone sent
a paper back down there tell-
ing about how I had been sent
to jail for nothing, they accus-
ed me of having written letters
to the paper.
"It was only after they sent
for my wife and she convincedT
them that I had nothing to do
with the article that they let-
iip in their harsh treatment.
Before the paper arrived, they
would let me stay in when I
was sick with a stomach ail-
ment. But after then, I had
to get out and work regard-
less of how sick I was."
HAD TO PAY MORE
Mr. Davis had to work in the
jail for 11 months and 17 days'
to do his sentence of six months
in jail and the $500 fine. When
his wife arrived there last
Thursday to get him, one of
the officials demanded that -
site pay' $51.35 for his court
costs. When she could not pay
that, she was told that her hus-
band would have to stay in
jail 17 more days if she didn't
hand over $23.35. She paid it.
Mr. Davis said that he went
to trial before.an elderly judge.1
who was said to be deaf and
the prosecutor determined the
punishment. Ile said the high
sheriff had told him to keep his
mouth shut, and not wanting to
receive any longer time in jail,
he did as he was directed.
His first two months in jail
were spent on the road, he said,
where one had to work in mud
and water in ditches, regardless
of the temperature, without
boots and without fire.
LIKE A CHILD
"If one complained of being
sick," he said, "they would
give the prisoner some castor
zations and individuals. Bene-
The Booker T. Washington
enough to qualify for public as- High School PTA will conclude
sistance, its annual membership enroll-
Since her husband returned ment at a "Womanless Wed-
home. Mrs. Davis said, "I want
to thank everyone who helped
Us. and especially the TRI-
STATE DEFENDER, Mrs. Lil-
lian Warlord, Mr. Harry Strong,
of the Mallory Knights, Mrs.
Lucille Douglas of East Trigg with a first and second prin-
Baptist church, and Mr. Stl- eess.
gers of Mt. Zion Baptist. The Proceeds front the program
persons I have named helped will he used to buy uniforms
me the entire time my husband for members of the band. The
Wag in jail." public is invited.
How did Mr. Davis fare] Mrs. Edna Webb is PTA
while his family was back in'president, and .1. D. Springer
Memphis? Iprincipal of the school.
ding- to be presented in the
Blair T. Hunt gymnasium at
the school on Monday night,
Oct. 25, at 8.
At the same time, a "Mrs.
PTA" will be crowned along
oil and 666, let him remain in
for one day and make him get
out the second day."
"In jail, you are just like a
child," Mr. Davis said, "and
if you want to stay out of trou-
ble, you have to do what they
tell you."
The father of 10 said that he
was never flogged while in the
jail, hut he heard the cries of
other men as they were lashed
by the "captain."
I'ersons who broke "rules"
one day, he said, were beaten
early the next morning by the
captain, who demanded that
all Negro prisoners ''hit their
hack pockets with their caps
whenever he came up and say,
'Good morning, captain. Bless-
ing!''
HIT B1' BOARD
Mr. Davis said he was struck
by a Hoard at one time, but
was never "busted down" as
they threatened to do him if it
were learned that he was re-
suonsible for the newspaper
articles.
Mr. Davis said the turnkey
became exasperated by the
sellf)
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
ABC
ULP,
15c
Hundreds At Rites
For Young Soldier
By DEBORAH ANN THOMAS
. Ilundreds of Mourners paid
their last respects to the late
Pfc. Claude Talbert, Jr., Mem-
.phis' latest victim of the Viet
Nam conflict. The services
were held at the East Trigg
Avenue Baptist Church.
Dr. W. Ilerbert Brewster,
pastor of the church, and Dr.
Peter G. Crawford, pastor of
Avery AME church officiated.
The liamilton High School
Glee club under the direction
of Mrs. Johnnie M. Winston,
and the East Trigg choir rend-
ered the music.
Private Talbert was a 1964
graduate of Hamilton High
School and Was a member of
She band.
Upon his enlistment in the
U.S. Army in July, 1964, the
young private served with the
101st Airborne Division in Fort
Campbell, Ky., and later in Vi-
it Nam.
During the services, U.S. Ar-
iny chaplain, Captain Ambro-
sio S. Grandea, 101st Airborne
Division, Fort Campbell, re-
called the night that the gallant
private and other soldiers left
for Viet Nam.
Fle said, "The night that the
brigade left for Vietnam, the
chaplains were up late passing
out New Testaments."
Captain Grandea adde cl.
'Private Talbert was one of
the young men who received a
Testament, and he received it
gladly."
Wilburn Baker, remembered
Talbert as "a good Christian
man."
An so does Miss Wanda Ho-
gan, who said, "This lost will
leave an unforgettable scar."
Major G. I,. Robinson, of the
Memphis NDCC, remarked,
"All of us feel this lost very
keenly . ."
Ile added, ''As sad as this
occasion is., it serves to show
that our Negro boys are mak-
Ing a sacrifice for democracy.
And I don't feel that they are
dying in vain."
HIGH STANDARDS
Young Talbert, whose unit
had stopped to rest when the
Viet Cong attacked, lived very
Ihighly in the minds of his pas-
tor and friends.
The family broke down with
tears and friends wept helpless•
ly when Miss Violetta Austin
sang, "He'll Understand and
Say Well Done."
Both Dr. Crawford and Dr.
Brewster lauded Talbert for his
high standards of Christianity.
Dr. Brewster commented,
"Everyone of us must have
died a little bit when he did."
As the scores of friends, in-
cluding llamilton High School
NDCC Unit, filed by the cof-
fin, the cries were echoed
throughout the building.
F'fc. Talbert, whose body was
escorted to Memphis by Sp 5
!Herman I.. Mitchell of Oakland
Army Terminal, was buried in
New Park Cemetery in the
'family plot.
. Ile leaves his mother and fa-
'
Ither nine sisters and three bro-
thers, and a host of relatives
and friends.
Mayor Ingram Denies
Conflict With NAACP
Mayor William B. Ingram, Since that time, Mr. Ingram
Jr., recently, denied any con- said he "asked Mr. Turner if
flict with the Memphis Branch he would be willing to ask 0E0
of the NAACP. to review the files so that
number of persons calling to According to Mr. Ingram, one there will not be any time
 lost
inquire about the length of of the major objectives of hay- during the interval that it takes
time he had to serve, and ing State Representative A. VV. 
to reorganize the CAC.
„
shouted, "You are going to be Willis and Rev. James Lawson; 
He adde d, "neither 
Mr. would
'ain't no need of them calling!
T r-
here a thousand years, so it on the Community Action 
Com-rier.no,r Dr. VascoSmith 
,i mittee was, the former had re-,d 
h 
"We have done everything we
It
Whites sentenced to terms presented the N
AACP in various'
eoual to his were allowed to lawsuits' 
therefore speaking for can to develop a good program
sit in their cells, he said while „
the people, and the latter
and we 
have endeavored to find
only Negroes had to serve on 
spoke out for NAACP in front out what 0E0 wants us to do,”
of the Commission." said Mr. Ingram.
road gangs.
ONE-WAY TICKET ' 
T h e s e men, asserted t h c . 
lie asserted, "And we are try-
ing to do it."
When a prisoner became ill, 
yMaor, seemed to ne the "men The committee will be elected
he said the local veterinarian 
for the job."
Since Mr. Willis and Bev. 
by the Mayor and the Board of
would call on him, as regular 
c
°ni  missioners
doctors were considered too of the Committee, "Mr. Turner .,They will serve a definite and
Lawson are no longer members tOAccordingthe Mayor,
good for prisoners, does not want to name anyone staggered terms, for about four
Mr. 1)avis said he will neverdo the Committee," said Mr. years and one year in between
return voluntarily to his native Ingram.
land. In its complaints, the NAACP 
they will be laid off."
When released, Mrs Davis(Memphis Branch) has accused 
The Committee will set up its
purchased a one-way ticket to the Memphis Anti-Poverty Pro- The projects included in the
own rules and by-laws.
Memphis for him, and they gram of not following tile guide- Memphis Anti-Poverty Program
hoarded the bus to freedom, lines of the Office of Econom
ic are the Day Care Center which
The family has moved from Opportunity. The
 Mayor said provide an opportunity for 100
the house at 289 Adolphus St. 
he "went to Washington to talk children to be cared for; Pre-
to 0E0 officials" concerning
to 953 Porter st. School Reading Program whichthe matter.
In the process of re-organiz- will accommodate 500 children;
ing the Program to follow the the Family Care and Planning
guidelines presented by the 0E0 which will provide approximate-
files have been sent to Wash-
ington, according to the Mayor. I See MAYOR, Page 2
, Mr. Davis is still having
trouble with his stomach and
was to go to the hospital this
week for a physical examina-
tion.
VIET CONG VICTIM — The body of Pfc. Claude Talbert,
Jr., is being brought from East Trigg Baptist church fol-
lowing rites held there last Sunday afternoon. Pallbearers
came to Memphis from the 101st Airborne Division at
Fort Campbell, Ky. Pfc. Talbert was killed in Vietnam on
•
Oct. 8 during a surprise a • by the Viet Ootig en
First Brigade of the Ill. In rear Is Elias Williams of Wil-
liams Funeral home, which was in charge of final arrange
Burial was in New Park cemetery.
•
Y:CPS
dant .4 WPM
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NEW YOUTH FIELD DIRECTORS ... Dr.
John A. Morsell, NAACP assistant executive
director, left, welcomes two of three newly.
appointed youth field directors following re•
cent completion of their orientation at the
Association's National Office in New York
City. Pictured with Dr. Morsell are Miss
Carolyn D. Quilloio of Savannah, Georgia,
who will have headquarters in Memphis and
will supervise units in Alabama, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Louisiana; and
illiani II. Hardy of Indianapolis Who will
be based in his hometown and will super-
vise units in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia and Wiscon-
sin. Miss Sherrill Marcus who is not pic-
tured, is a native of Birmingham will be
assigned to the NAACP Southeast Regional
Office in Atlanta. Her area will include
Georgia, South and North Carolina, and
Florida.
VISTA SPEAKER . . . Mrs. Vera Foster,
wife of Tuskegee Institute Presidtrit L. H.
Foster, is pictured exchanging greetings
wih Atty. Gen. Richmond Flowers of Ala.
bama following his recent speech at Tuske-
gee for Volunteers In Service To America
trainees commencement speaker. He salut-
ed the trainees for "truly not asking wbat
your country can do for you, but you have
stepped up and asked to do what you can
do for your country." Dr. Russell Brown
(left) is vice-president of Tuskegee Institute.
Dr. John Hutchinson (second from right),
chief of evaluation and placement for VIS-
TA, presented certificates to the trainees.
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Votes To Join
Missouri Group
At a meeting of the member-
ship of Second Congregational
church held on Sunday, Oct. 10,
the Realignment Committee, of
which Edwin C. Jones is chair-
man and Mrs. Grace Brandon,
secretary, the congregation was
unanimous in recommending
that since the Convention of
the South—an acting Conference ,
of the United Church of Christ
—was being dissolved, that
Second Congregational church
seek membership in the St.
Louis Association of the Mis-
souri Conference of the United'
Church of Christ.
The church membership, by
unanimous. vote, adopted the
.recommendation of the Realign-
ment Committee and the Trus-
tee Board of the church to do
everything necessary to accom-
plish membership in the Mis-
souri Conference.
Rev. John C. Mickle is pas.
tor of the church.
Our
philosophy
on
auto loans:
For more information call 534-1111.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 131 *Tr**
TIANI.Sitt W.11110 FEDIAAL MOUT INSUNANCE os*K.o,n,,
DEFENDER
Trip Offered
To Winner
Of Contest
The young lady crowned "Miss
Social Bette" in addition to her
financial prize will also receive
a trip to Los Angeles, California
as a delegate to the National
NAACP Convention to be held
in Los Angeles, June 1966. '
The "Miss Social Belle" Com-
mittee met Wednesday .Night,
'October 13, at 8:00 p.m., at the
Memphians Club House, 639
Vance Avenue, to finalize pliuis
for its "kick-off" affair to be
held at the home of Mrs. Lois
Tarpley 1429 So. Parkway East,
Monday Night, October 18, at
7:30 p.m.
The Committee is still urging
any interested organizations
and/or prospective contestants
to contact "Miss Social Belle"
contest headquarters, 234 Her-
nando (525-6057).
NAACP
Cointinued From Page 1
vision.
4. The CAC's financial
and purchasing policies
would follow that of the
City of Memphis, and Ne-
groes are presently exclud-
ed from employment and
representation on fiscal
boards, commissiong and
departments of the city.
5. Negroes are not em-
ployed in policy-making
jobs, although 38 per cent
of the city is Negro and a
third of the registered vot-
ers are Negro.
6. Since only one CAC
needs to operate in a coun-
ty such as Shelby, the
county government should
be co-equal with the city
in the formation of a Com-
munity Action Committee.
Mayor
Cointinued From Page 1
ly 10,000 women with family!
adviceplanning d medical
consultation; and the Health
Care Program which will be
implemented in the schools and
poverty area, serving 30,000 or
more people per year.
Mr. Ingram said the Day Care
Center project will "eventually
be expanded to accommodate
5,000 children."
With reference to complaints
about the Memphis Program,
the Mayor said, "The Labor
Council did not complain, but
one of its members complained."
"In the process of reorganiz-
ing the Committee, we hope that
we'll come up with a Committee
,that will satisfy," said Mr. In.
gram.
He added, "We are more in-
terested in getting some help
for poor people than we are
in the red tape and politics of
it."
"We want to see some of the
red tape cut out and get some of
the green tape down," conclud-
ed the Mayor.
Church To Observe
Annual PTA Sun.
Annual PTA Sunday will be
observed Sunday, October 24 at
t h e Mississippi Boulevard
Christian Church, 978 Missis-
sippi Blvd. at 3:30 p.m.
The Elder Blair T. Hunt, pas-
tor of the church, will be the
speaker, The public is invited
Mrs. G. M. Bumpus is pro-
gram chairman and Mrs. Ber-
nice Ballard is Bluff City
Council President.
Mrs. Christine D. Hill is pub-
licity chairman.
TOTS AT PARTY — Miss Shelia Driver celebrated her fifth
birthday party on Oct. 10 and forty of her young friends came
by to help her celebrate. The young lady is seen under
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1965
battens at left, cutting the cake. Shelia is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Driver of 1547 Alcy Road.
History And Habits
Of Wine Drinkers
By BETTY WASHINGTON
"Wine whets the wit, improves its native force,
and gives a pleasant flavor to dicourse," said English
poet John Pomfret, huntheds of years ago.
Although wine is as old as civilization, Pomfret's
sentiment is as true today as it was when Dionysus
lifted his cup to the Gods..
The uses or wine are many. ithough many people use the
It is a food complement that , u p s ape or ra ona c am-
be- pagne glass, a water tumbler squeemish for religious reasonsbe consumed dailymay 
will do just as well." we hasten to point out that wine
cause of its low alcohol con- is mentioned 163 times in the
tent, it enhances even the most
economical dishes when used
in cooking, eases tension, can
be consumed cool, or warm as
"Furthermore," he stated,
"it is not necessary that a dif-
ferent glass be used in serving
different wines."
* •
a winter punch, is used in re- To the relief of those who
ligious services and is of defi-
nite beneficial nature to the
sick. Many hospitals even in-
clude wine on patient's menus.
• • •
may feel guilty about serving
the popular brands that leave
no dent in the pocketbook. Mc-
Colly counsels. "It's what you
like that is important. When
Don W. McColly, president you buy a California wine, you
and general manager of the automatically buy quality. We
Wine Institute, San Francisco, produce all kinds of wines, all
Calif., explaining some of the kinds of flavors. Just because
history and habits of wine a certain kind of wine does not
drinkers pointed out that the cost a lot does not mean it isn't
last ten years have seen a re- good. All California wines are
markable increase in the con- fermented from grapes, and
sumption of table wines. Amer. the California production laws
leans, he said, prefer a slightly are stringent."
higher degree of sweetness in Wine is special. It's fun. It's
their wines than do Europeans. economical. And that's only
But the variety of wines pro- three of the many good reasons
duced in America allows for why a personal taste test is a
the satisfaction of each indi- good idea. You may even end
vidual taste.
• *
McColly speaks for the na-
tions most productive wine
vintners. A startling 85% of all
the wine produced in the Unit-
ed States comes from the state
of CalifOrnia, where the cli-
mate, soil and variety in ter-
rain provide excellent growing
conditions for all kinds of
grapes.
Many people, McColly said,
suffer under the misconception
that wine drinking is for spec-
ial occasions only, and that
wine should only be served
with the proper stemware. This
just isn't so, he says. "Even
All-American
Go. Go.
Go!
r
Famous. Smooth. Mellow.
OM9TOflaIeuoNIstssP,ar soup Ole DOM 611100 Oil croyoumu* Cs mirror 55
Bible. "Eat thy bread with joy
and drink thy wines with a
merry heart." — Eccksiastes
9:7.
Clever Thief
NORTH ANDOVER, Mass.
— (UPI) — A week ago Benson
Williams of Holbrook reported
his Volkswagen stolen. Later
police found some of it.
Missing from the car were
the gas tank, hood cover, doors,
fenders, dashboard instru-
ments, spare tire, seats, seat
belts, roof light, steering wheel,
head lights, radio, glove com-
partment, license plates and the
engine.
And the thief had replaced
the four new tires with four
old ones.
DRAMA IN LOS ANCTELtJ
Tim Riley, 19, was shot and critically wounded in Los
Angeles seconds before this photograph was taken. The
shooting took place in front of two policemen and the
photographer who were in the area in an,wer to a call of
shots being fired. As police were wrapping up their investi-
gation, they heard shots ard saw Riley stagger out of a
door and drop at their feet. (UPI Telephoto)
Intermarriage
Improves
The Breed
up starting your own do-it- , MOSCOW — (UPI) — Racial
yourself wine cellar (doesn't intermarriage leads to healthier
necessarily mean basement). children, a Soviet biologist said.
1 Sample the aroma ( fragrance
"The less similarity there is
of the grape) and the bouquet . 
(fermentation fragrance). And , h hereditarymakeup 
of
start a scrapbook of all the the parents, the greater chance
labels you collect, their children have of healthy
• * * 'growth and development," Prof.
As for those who remain Vladimir Vlastovsky wrote in
an article to be published soon
in the English Language maga-
zine, "Soviet Union."
There are few Negroes in the
Soviet Union. Vlastovsky, a
doctor of biological sciences,
used studies of intermarriage
between the blond, blue-eyed
northern Europeans and the
darker, more Asiatics peoples
of the southern and eastern
Soviet Union in rea:hing it-
conclusion.
"I rather think," he wrote
"that the frequent interming-
ling of various groups of peo-
ple is the decisive factor in the
biological acceleration" going
on now.
"Two world wars and other
upheavals have led to people
scattering in all directions of
the globe," he said.
Vlastovsky charged the "bio-
logical acceleration" with stud-
ies of Russians 40 years before
the 1917 revolution and 40
years after it.
After 40 years of intermar-
riage, he said, northern Rus-
sian children reach sexual
maturity 12 to 18 months faster
than their parents did.
In addition, he said, the ave-
rage 15 year old Moscow boy
stood only 4 feet 9 inches in
1882. In 1923 he was 4 feet 11
inches and in 1963 he was 5
feet 6 inches.
At full growth, Moscow
today are an inch and a I:
taller and 20 pounds heavier
than men of 30 years ago.
'Library Subscribes
I To 210 Periodicals
The Hollis F. Price Library
at LeMoyne college subscribes
to 210 magazines, newspapers
and other publications, it was
announced this week by the
college's head librarian, Mrs.
Mae I. Fitzgerald.
VANISHING ACT
LONDON — (UPI) — Author
.1. B. Priestley wonders where
the magicians have disappear-
'ed.
Ile told a banquet audience
here, "I remember the winter
dit(
afternoons when I took my c
ren to watch magician sit(
Surely we can bring them
back."
4
m
COUPON
FREE SPRAY JET WAX
REGAL SELF SERVICE
CAR WASH
ATLANTIC THRIFT 2500 LAMAR
Give Coupon to Attendant
GOOD FOR ONE FREE JET WAX
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as the Rev. Theopolis Wilson,1
40, shot three times in the chest. Recital 
HallIast aynedarToinwnHallCarnegie,odist Church. The funds will be ,will be dedicated and two new
used to complete the fast phase residential. halls will formally;The woman seriously wounded New York.of the Centennial Development! open.
°The annual honors dinner spon lone, Dorothy Morgan, James Program at the college.
soredsored by LeMoyne college'Robinson, Bennie Tattle, Ruby- A major item in this program  Wile Preservers
and the Woodrow Wilson Nation- s . Fannie Webb and is the construction of the Cen'tine Turner, w o a
al Fellowship Foundation will tennial Building which is a
be held in the Universal Life In- Barbara Jo Wilson. Gymnasium-Auditorium. T he 1
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COUNCIL-WIDE SHOWANDO
Every Boy Scout has a right to expect good leadership, and
good leadership can only be developed through training.
The North, Central and South Districts are combining to
St
on a council-wide Showando. This will be an all-day train-
event to show off scouting skills and to provide on-thesipOt
practice for adults only.
The event will feature Harry Haysbert of the national
training staff who is Assistant Director of Training of the Boy
Scouts of America. He has lived in Memphis for a number
of. years and feels that one of the chief needs of this area is
trained leaders for the boys.
The program, to be held on Saturday, Nov. 6 will include
10 a.m.: Registration; 10:45, General Assembly; 11, Showando
Trail; 12:15, Itmch; 1 p.m.: Complete Showando Trail; 4: Sho-
wando Rally; 6: Cookout; 8: Showando Campfire,
Members of the Showando Committee are Lucius Gibson,1
chairman; James Stokes, promotion and registration; William!
Henry, Showando Trail; William Lamar, Worth Trying; Jesse'
Sinclair, Showando Rally; James Watson, cookout, and Willie
Horton, campfire.
SOUTH DISTRICT CAMPOREE
Winners have been announced for the South District Cam-
poree held at Barbee's Lake Oct. 8 and 9 for troops and patrols.,
They are "The Flaming Arrows," Troop 198, Mrst place;
he Rattle Snakes," Troop 198, second place; and "The Rattle
GIFT FOR OWEN COLLEGE—A gift of
5400 was made to Owen college by the
Progrevive National Baptist Convention
during its recent annual session in Los 
DAngeles. and presenting a check to r.
Charles L. Dinkins, center, president of the
.college is Dr. 5, A. Owen, ieft. and Judge
flakes," Troop 116, third place. •
Other winners, sponsors and scoutmasters are: First Place 0
Troop 198, Golden Methodist, William Henry; Second Place:
Troop 116, Mt. Zion Baptist, Harold Hughes; and Third Place:
Troop 121, Lincoln Junior High, Lawrence Yancey.
Officials of the South District are N. J. Ford, district chair-
man; Whittier Sengstacke, vice chairman; D. K. Rogers, corn- 1
missioner, and N. B. Powell, district executive: 
•
October is Operation Ready month in the South District)
Every effort will be made this mouth to get all troops, packs
and posts ready to do a better job of reaching the boys: More
adult participation is needed to improve the program.
LUNCHEON
Invitations have been sent to all community leaders in the
South Memphis area inviting them to a Relationship Conference
Luncheon at the Sheraton Motor Inn at 889 Union on Saturday,
Oct. 23 at 12 noon.
The affair will be Dutch Treat and will feature Chickasaw
Council officers who will give first-hand information on council
operation and organization, and future plans for increasing
Boy Scout membership and Council needs.
'SCHOOL NIGHT' RESULTS
The results of "School Night for Scouting" have been stu-
pendous. Observe the following:
1. The Alcy and Norris rd. areas are in the process of
organizing a Boy Scout troop and a cub pack. A. A. Johnson is
serving as organizer. The first meeting was held at the Norris
Baptist church on Friday, Oct. 15.
lien 1.. Hooks, pastor of Greater Middle
Baptist church and chairman of the Board
of T 'elves of Owen college, Dr. Owen, for
vhon. the college is named, is pastor of
Metropolitan Baptist church and president
of the Tennessee Baptist Missionary and
'Aueational Convention. tHenks Bros. photo)
A gift of $400 has been made through the Tennessee Baptiq
to Owen college of Memphis
by the Progressive National
Baptist Convention following its
recent annual seatdon in Los
Angeles.
The check was presented by
Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of
Metropolitan Baptist church of
Memphis, and Judge B. L.
Hooks, pastor of Greater Mid-
dle Baptist church and attor-
ney for the Progressive Na-
tional Baptist Convention.
Judge Hooks is also chairman
of the Board of Trustees of the
college.
The gilt was the third made
to the two-year college by the
Convention. Primary support
for Owen college is provided
From Young Convention Sponsor Clinic Layman's Day
For Parents
,Missionary a n d Educational
I Convention, of which Dr. Owe'i
is president.
Dr. Gardner C. Taylor nt
, Brooklyn, N. Y., vice president ,
'of the Progressive National1
Convention,' said that the gift I
was evidence of the interest of I
the Progressive Baptists in fur- ,
thering the work of educational
institutions which have made
significant contributions to hil-
1 inanity through their service.
Owen college, now in its twelfth
year, has an enrollment of 372.
T h e Progressive National
Baptist Convention was organ-
,ized in 1961. The 1966 annual
1session will be held in Mern-
lphis.
2. The Lakeview Gardens area is also organizing a pack Rust Receives Pledges
have already been held.
and4roop under the leadership of Morris Gray. Two meetings
3. The Prospect School area is organizing a pack and troop On Gentennial Building
under the leadership of James Tipton and /3. W, Sims.
4. Pine Hill school area has organized a pack. The PTA is A Centennial
serving as sponsor, but pack leadership will be announced later. paign for Rust  Holy
Writer Will Speak At
collegeThrust cam- son - $1,230; Meridian 
- 
 
at Starkville - 92,170; Aberdeen '-! Woman Junior and senior high school5. Similar efforts are being made M the Kansas school area. Springs, Miss., was launched 
$1,111; Gulfside - $800; 
Mont. ST
- with a series of rallies in Mis• 
1 . LOUIS — (UPI) — A N. students who are musically in-
.siss, 1965.ippiand Alabama October
Fifteen thousand dol- 
81onterY - $210.00; liattiesburg
$1,612; Tuskegee - $350: Bir-'ed and a W0t11811 was seriously
dgro minister was shot and kill- clined have been invited to at-
4-8, 
I:tend a piano recital at LeMoyne
lars in pledges Were reported mingham ' 015; and Hunts- wounded 'by an ex-convict who
by those present for the rallies. vile - $1.295. 
Oct. 22, beginning at 10:30.
College this Friday Morning,
'escaped from police custody ' The college is presenting
A convocation introducing the.at City Hospital where he had Samuel Dilworth-Leslie, promis-The campaign is being spon-
sored by the Central Alabama ;Centennial Year of Rust Col- ibeen confined. mg young artist of Brooklyn,
Upper Mississippi, and Missis- 'lege will be held October 28-29, 1 The dead man was Identified N.Y. He has studied in this
• sippi Conferences of The Meth-11965. A new science building! :country and in France and ap.Annual Honors Dinner
surance company cafeteria this 
Sunday afternoon, Oct. 24, start-
ing at 2:30. Fire Destroys
Guest speaker will be Mrs.
er who has served as an asso-.
S. Side BuildingDavid Yellin, a free lance writ-
elate editor of The Reader's Di-. A three-alarm completely
gest and written under the name destroyed an empty warehoese
of Carol Lynn Gilmer.
and a liquor store on the con-Ill upperclassmen who have
been a LeMoyne for more than ner of 39th and Vincennes Ave.
a year with averages of 'B' or Sunday afternoon.
better will be honored at tne
dinner. I The fire, of undisclosed on-
Students invited are: Georgia gin started at about 4:50 p.m.(
Anderson, Maxine Barnes, Mae
at 555 W. 39th St. in a mattressAlice Brewer, Anita Curry, Mary
Erby, Mary Maxine Gray, Louis company in the rear of the
Hufvey, Barbara Hence, Mary L&M Liquor store.
Holmes, Alene Ingram, Gloria
Knox; Louis McGowan, Leon Police said we company
atchell, 
Brenda Pryor and Pat- manufactured 'Leather-bee mat-
Thompson, Claudia Walton, Pat-
ricia Williams, Howard Avery-
h art Cathelia Ban., Patricia 
ed to W.: scene. .No injuriesCotton, Roderick Digg6, Anne
Ford, Dorothy Harris and were leported as hoth the mat.
nis Hayes, also Mary Hill, Elea- tress company ant the liquor
nor Houston, Jacqueline John- store were closed. No estimate
son, Myron Lowery, Vivian Ma- of the damage was available
ia Scurlock and Dorothy tresses.
AUTO GLASS
Installed in our Shopl
For Your Furniture Pieces
Thor Howe A Gloss 'Top
Let Us Cover Them
50°. Olt
Porter PTA will sponsor a
series of Parent Clinics starting
on October 21 in an effort to-
ward preserving the family unit
and improving the quality of
family life in the commu-
nity.
Mrs. Loretta IL Kateo, case-
worker of the Family Service
of Memphis will conduct the
family life education sessions,
which will begin at 7:30 P.M.
In tem Is cafeteria,
Each person who will attend
these sessions will gain a new
insight into the principles of
daily living.
Mrs. Dorothy H. Russell is
vice president. A. B. Owen Jr.
is principal.
Ex-Con Kills
Cleric, Shoots
building will cost approximate-
ly $425,000. Bishop M. L. Harris,
resident bishop of the Atlantic
Coast area and Dr. Earnest A
Smith, president of Rust col-
lege traveled with the team
promoting the campaign.
Among the Districts pledg- ,
ing, Holly Springs reported the: Knots 
in wood are easier In saw
highest pledge of $2,470. 'The through if you first rub them 
thor.
other Districts reported as fol-
lows: Greenwood - $1,870; Jack-
First Come —
First Served!
This special
event starts
Oct. 8th.
Floor Samples.
One of a kind.
Some Scratched.
All new and
ready to go.
NO
MONEY
DOWN
St
PAYMENT
NEXT YEAR
FEB. '66
Couple To Show Former Army Dentist
Slides Taken Opens Memphis Office
During Trip
Rev. and Mrs. Edward Oie.••
lette, nevwcorners to the i.e
Moyne College faculty, will tell
.ibout and show slides of their
recent trip to Europe at a meet.
mg of the Women's Fellowship
f 2nd Congregational church.
The meeting is to be held at
Love Hall at 762 Walker at Por-
ier st. on Sunday, Oct. 24, at
; p.m.
Mrs. Alma Joyner is presi-
dent of the Women's Fellow-
ship, and Rev. John C. Mickle
is pastor of the chuich.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Eva
little, Mrs. Claudia Joyner.
Mrs. Mary McWilliams and
Mrs. Sadie Mickle.
Women of the community are
invited. to attend the meeting.
  with bullets fn the chest and'
:arm was identified as Mrs.
;Beulah Davis, in whose homei
kite shooting took place.
I The man being sought was
3l-year-old James W. Wallacel
who police said had escaped
from Homer G. Phillips hos
pital. Wallace had been held
on burglary and criminal as-
sault charges. He had asked
a deputy sheriff guarding him
to release him from a leg iron
in order to go to the washroom
Wallace grabbed the depu-,
ty's revolver and fled the hos..!
pital. No motive was given for
the shooting.
Pfc. Bertrand 13. Neely, for-
mer Memphian, was among the
speakers giving sermons for the
recent Layman's Sunday serv•'
ices at a chapel of the First
Armored Division at Fort Hood,
Texas, on Sunday Oct. 10.
Private First Class Neely is,
the son of Mrs. E. J. Neely ef
1600 Lake Grove St. and the
late Mrs. Lonnie Neely.
Memphian Gives
High School and received his
bachelor of science degree from
He is a graduate of Douglass Woo vitoRTH,S
Arkansas A 51 & N College at
Pine Bluff.
Before entering the Army.
Pfc. Neely was a physical edu-
cation teacher at Wendell Phil-
lips High School in Chicago and
a driver with the Chicago Tran-
sit Authority.
Ile was awarded a Highway
Safety Citation for driving for
Free To Public
SALES • SERVICE•RENTALS
Phone
682-4637
Dr. Arthur ipson II, a
iner dentist in the E.S. Army,
has moved so MellIpilis and is
now practicing at 2344 Park
Av
Dr. Gipson received his bach-
elor of- science degree from
Tennessee A&I State Univer-
sity and his degree in dentistry
from the Howard University
School of Dentistry in Wash-
ington, 0. C., where he did
post • graduate study in
periodontia.
While an honor student in the
School of Dentistry, he received
a Scholastic Excellence Award
from the Mosley Book Company
and a second award from the
American Academy of Dental
Medicine.
lie is presently a diplomat of
the National Board of Dental
Examiners. He has attended
several European dental con-
ferences.
t;IPsttn entered the I!.
Army in 1961 and served as the
commanding officer of the 61st
General Dispensary and was
late*r commanding officer of
preventive dentistry at Roche.
ford, France. After nine months
in military service, he was pro
nutted to captain.
STATIONED IN PARIS
In 1963, he was transferred to
Paris, France, where he served
as chief of operative dentistry
at the 196th Station Hospital. Ile
also served on the staff of the
28th General Hospital at Croix
Chapeau, France.
ARTHUR GIBSON
lie returned to the United
States in 1964 and was stationed
at Fort Belvoir, Va., as chief
of operative and oral surgery
at the DeWitt Army Hospital.
1)1.. Gipson is the son of the
late Dr. Arthur Gipson, Sr., of
Clarksdale. Miss., a nephew of
Dr. Charles Smith, Hattiesburg,
• Nliss., Dr. Liith2r Smith, Cleve-
land, Ohio; Dr. William Smith,
1.os Angeles, and the late Dr.
Edgar Gipson of Carruthers-
ville, Mo.
Ile is a cousin of Dr. Grover
, Smith, who plans to intern in
Memphis.
Dr. Gipson has traveled ex-
tensively in Europe. His hobbies
are race car driving and !is-
' tening to classical and jazz mu.
What a taste combination! Your favorite candy
flavors . . . Vanilla and Chocolate. Your favorite
nuts . . . crunchy, toasted Almonds. Blended to-
gether to give you two wonderful flavor sensations
in one piece of candy.
SALE GOOD
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
10 Service
Trucks
etleipped
with 2-way
radio
service
BOTH STORES OPEN 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. DAILY
IFCATIONS
Page /
Church Notes
VERSE OF THE WEEK
And this commandment have we from Him, That he
who loveth God love his brother also.-1 John 4: 21.
The beloved disciple is here stressing the great virtue in
love and has us to know that we cannot love God and hate our
brother.
The love John is referring to has nothing to do with the
erotic passions which carry the name. Not even the noblest
, of human affections are sufficient to claim the honors of our
passage for this week.
We are here dealing with the love of God, whether as ex-
pressed directly by Himself, or as suffused into the hearts of
men to reach others mediately.
Love will solve all of our problems and misunderstandings.
200 VOICES ENTERTAIN
Thursday night, October 14, over 500 well-wishers and lov-
ers of good singing were entertained by a group consisting of
200 voices, and the writer does mean "voices" because this
group sang from their souls at Mason Temple.
The program was sponsored by the Good Neighbor Youth
Foundation of which Rev. J. L. Netters is the hard-working
president.
For the benefit of those who do not know, this organization
along with Radio Station WLOK are the supporters of the Good
Neighbor Shelter Care Home for needy children located at 571
Walker Avenue.
This musical program was one of their efforts to raise
funds for the operation of the home.
MISSIONARY DAY
Sunday, October 24, will be observed as Annual Missionary
Day at the St. Peter Missionary Baptist church located at 1411.,
Pillow street. The pastor, Rev. C. J. Gaston will preach during
the morning service.
A special program will be rendered at 3 p.m. with Mrs
Inez Brooks, president of the Missionary Society serving a,
• principal speaker. Mrs. Laura Booker is chairman of the pro
• gram committee.
OUTSTANDING MINISTERS TO SPEAK
• Thursday, October 21, 1965 will be observed as special
. Homecoming Day during the annual session of the Tennessee
Missionary and Educational Convention which is being held
' this year at the Greater White Stone Baptist Church of this
city. Dr. W. W. Taylor of Chicago, Illinois will preach at 2:30
4 p.m. and Dr. C. L. Franklin of Detroit, Michigan will preach
a special sermon at 10 p.m.
la
Ii
GREATER NEW SALEM
The Greater New Salem Bap-
tist church at 1189 Mississippi
-blvd. will honor its pastor and
wife, Rev. and Mrs. G. B.
Brown on their fifth anniver-
sary with the church in servi-
ces from Thursday night, Oct.
21 through Sunday. Oct. 24.
The guest speaker at the 3
pm. service on Sunday will be
Rev. 0. C. Collins, pastor of
Progressive Baptist church.
Rev. J. W. West will be the
master of ceremonies.
Mrs. Maggie Palmer is chair-
man of the observance, Mrs.
Lottie Smith the co-chairman,
and Mrs. Daisy 'Harris, chair-
man of the program commit.
tee.
MONUMENTAL BAPTIST
Monumental Baptist church
at 704 S. Parkway east will
observe its sixth annual Men
and Women's Day on Sunday.
Oct. 24, and the public is in-
vited.
Guests for the afternoon will
he Rev. J. L. Netters and his
congregation from Mount Ver-
non Baptist church.
Mrs. Bettie Taylor is chair-
man of the observance, and
Mrs. Lonnie Chilton co-chair-
man.
Rev. Samuel B. Kyles is pas-
tor of the church.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Annual Youth Day will be
observed at Mt. Nebo Baptist
church at 555 Vance on Sun-
day, Oct. 24, and young peo-
ple will be in charge of all ac-
tivities.
The guest speaker will be
Miss Hortense Spillers of St.
John Baptist Church Deadrick.
Other participants will be
the Youth .Choir of Union Val-
ley Baptist, Miss Jeslie Faye
Shaw. Trinity Church; Eugene
Collins, Morning View; Miss
Johnetta Johnson and Joe Pur-
dy.
Miss Betty McGhee is chair-
man of Youth Day, and Miss
Willie Mae Griffin co-chairman.
Sponsors are Mrs. Jessie Pe-
rino, Mrs. Annie Mae Hunter,
Mrs. Betty Mims and Charles
Dickerson.
Officers of the Youth Fellow-
ship are Mark Siggers, presi-
dent. Miss Jean Johnson, vice
president: Miss Laverne Hill,
secretary: Miss Sandra Rich-
ardson, treasurer, and Miss Al.
ice Johnson, chaplain.
The public is invited to all
services. Rev. Roy Love is pas.
tor of the church.
I MT. SINAI BAPTIST
Annual Women's Day will be
DEFENDER SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1111)
OBSERVING ANNIVERSARY — First Bap-
tist Church Beale, one of the oldest church-
es in the city of Memphis, and which was
organized by newly-freed slaves, is observ-
ing its 102nd anniversary during services to
be held this weekend, and a number of
First Baptist B
!New Testament Women To Hear Dr. C. Burgs
The women of New Testa-
ment Baptist church at 963
Florida st. will present their
first annual Woman's Day pro-
gram on Sunday, Oct. 24 at 3
p.m.
The guest speaker will be
• Dr. Charles Burgs, pastor of
New Hope Baptist church. Dr.
Burgs is a graduate of Bishop
college in Dallas, where he re-
ceived his bachelor of science
-
47 111 .1."'N.
111111111111111
prominent ministers and their congregations
will participate in the observance. Painters
are seen in this photograph applying a new
coat of paint to the historic building, which
cost its original worshipers some $100,000
to erect.
eale To Observe
102nd Anniversary This Week
By C. J. GASTON
Beale Street is not only not-
ed for its blues and notoriety
but also for the first church
that was organized by Negroes
in the great city of Memphis.
This church was first known as
the Beale Street Baptist church
and is presently known as the
First Baptist Church, Beale
Street with Rev. J. A. Jordan
serving as pastor.
It was organized in 1863 by
one Rev. Morris Henderson, a
great preacher, pastor and
builder. Ile was ably assisted
by Masy of his recently • freed
brothers and sisters who bore
the marks of slavery upon
their
. 
bodies.
.
•
burning than learning. In spite
of their handicaps they had a
mind to build a house second
to none for the glory of God,
therefore, they prayed together,
worked together, and paid to-
gether. As a result they erected
a beautiful building on Beale
Street at a cost of over $100,000.
observed at the Mt. Sinai Bap- fliS w •inueeo a nercuiean churches of the city participat-
tist church at Lucy, Tenn., task and exemplified a Chris- , on
tian spirit on their part. When ng' 'Sunday, Nov. 7 and the themeAmo g them will be the
for the day will be "The Faith one considers that $100,000 at Keel Avenue Baptist Church,
,that time was equivalent to a ,of a Woman.'' Rev. P. Moody, pastor and the
:million dollars in our time w
must rise up and call Reve.
Guest speaker at the morn- New Salem Baptist church of
ing service will be Mrs. Ber.
Henderson and his supporters which Rev. W. G. Williams istha Walker, a member of Mt. , pastor and speaker for Friday
Pleasant Baptist church in the blessed indeed. 
OUTSTANDING PASTORS 
,night. The program will cli-
James Subdivision. ! max Sunday, October 24, 1965
At 3 p.m., the guest speaker Rev. Henderson was followed at 3 p.m.
will be Mrs. Archie NI. Prat- Dr. W. Herbert Brewster,
cher, a member of Greater pastor of East Trigg and Pi-
Middle Baptist church in Hem,- Ushers Seeking grim Baptist churches will de-
phis. The goal for the day has
been set at $1,000. $1,000 In Drive liver the sermon.
Mrs. Lois Armstrong Is chair- The Ushers Association of
man of the observance, Mrs. Memphis is presently in a
Dona Redic co-chairman, and bond drive to raise $1,000, and
Mrs. Ruka M. Bonds, secretary. Charlie Walton, president, is
Rev. J. W. Hurley is pastor asking that each organization
of the church, be responsible for the purchase
of as many bonds as possible.
Supervisor To Speak On
Women's Day Program
Beulah Baptist at 2407 Dou- , Bessie M. Edwards as co-chair-
glass will observe annual Worn.; man.
an's Day on Sunday, Oct. 24, Mrs. Josephine Winbush isprogram chairman.
and the theme for the occasion
will be 'Growing Toward Chri,
ban Maturity."
The morning worship hour
will feature a sermon by the
Prospect Park
pastor, Rev. W.C. H Baptist The. Plans
guest soloist will be Mrs.
Louise Robinson, a member of
St. Matthew Baptist church.
The guest speaker at the
special Women's Day program
at 3 p.m. will be Mrs. Mattie
Crossley, a supervisor of sec-
ondary education of the Mem-,
phis City School System.
Mrs. Crossley holds a mast-
er's degree in guidance and
counseling from the University
of North Dakota. She is a mem-
ber of Metropolitan Baptist
church, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, and belongs to other
.
professional and civic organiza-
. tions.
Mrs. Crossley will speak on
the subject, "Growing Toward
Christian Maturity."
Mayor W. B. Ingram, Jr.,
along with the rest of the
commissioners have been invit-
ed as special guest along with
Mrs. Frances Hilliard, Dr. Gor-
don Crocker, Dr. R. Paul Cau-
il dill, Dr. Ralph Moore, Dr.
David J. Irby and Dr. William
3'T CART HOME SAVINGS!
*ends, otios
m 
e
hoe delivered
mItt
lIl
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORC
Women's Day GO BY
The Prospect Park Baptist
Church, 2376 Mississippi Blvd
at Whitmore will observe An-
nual Women's Day, October
24, 1965.
Speaker for Friday night, the
pre-opening, will be Mrs. Faye
Gentry Lewis of Martin Tem-
ple CME church.
The speaker for the 3 p.m.
services on Sunday will be
Mrs. Annie Mae Moore of the
Greater Open Door Baptitt
church.
The public is invited to he.“
these dynamic speakers.
Mrs. Ethel Rya Murphy
The general chairman of chairman. Mrs. Lillie Foster
Woman's Activity Month is is publicity chairman. Rev.
Mrs. Luvenia Bailey, with Mrs. Claude Smith, Jr., is pastor.
diwwww•••••■•••••••wwwwwwwwwwi
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See. Open t A.M. le 2 P.M.
•
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•
•
•
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by some of the most outstand-
ing preachers and pastors that
the Baptist family has produc-
ed. Among them were Revs. will serve
Countie, Taylor, Nightingale, monies.
R. J. Jackson, Henry Clemons,
Hurst, J. L. Lewis, J. C. Bow-
ers and others whose names
are not available.
Some of the recent pastors
known by this generation are
the late Revs. B. J. Perkins,
nationally - known evangelist
and preacher who often bap-
tized more than 100 converts at
the foot of Beale Street in the
Mississ,ippi river, and G. A.
Long, a fearless preacher as
well at a great organizer who
modernized the facilities of the
church and put new life in .1
dwindling membership beim c
his call to another congrega-
tion in Detroit. '
SPECIAL PROGRAM
In connection with the ob-
servance of the 102nd anniver-
sary of the church a special
programwill be rendered Fri-
day night, October 22, 1965
with many of the pastors and
BUS 
• It's .Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
L. Bennett.
Rev. Moses Cooper, pastor Of
the Oak Hill Baptist church
as master of cere-
Mrs. Katherine
Leach Speaks
On Women's Day
Annual Women's Day was ob-
served last Sunday, October 17
at the New Bethel Baptist
Church, 2215 Stovall.
The theme for the Way was
"Christian Women Keeping
and Increasing Their Faith In
'Times like These."
Guest speaker was Mrs.
Katherine Leach, member of
Macedonia Baptist Church,
pastored by Rev. L. M. Mor-
ganfield. She. is the wife of
Rev. D. R. Leach and the
daughter of Mrs. Marie Blanks
of this city.
Mrs. Leach is the instructor
of the Women's Missionary
Society of her church a n d
member of the Senior.
Mrs. Ruby Henderson was
chairman of Women's Day,
Mrs. Annie Taylor was co-
chairman. Rev. G. G. Brown
is pastor of the church.
degree.
This past summer, he was
granted an honorary Doctor of
Divinity degree from Arkansas
Baptist college in Little Rock,
REV. C. B. BURGS
MRS. K. LEACH
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
TLC
At. 248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
4 Memphis, Teneessee
'YOUR Cowpony Make, Whet Vey Ask F., And
Crofts' Whet You Think Or
INC.
Ark. Dr. Burgs is a member
of the trustee boards of Ark-
ansas Baptist and Owen col-
leges.
Mrs. Addle Fleming is co-
chairman of the program, and
Mrs. Lucille Hassell, co-chair-
man.
Rev. M. E. Pleasure is
tor of New Testament Bapill.
The public is invited to all
services of the day.
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
An
Banquets, Etc.
Mair.In Your News
Stores To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wollington
Post Offico Sox 311
We will be happy to
-.4tublish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
YOUR FIRST DOLLAR
PAID BY
BIG STAR!
Big Star coupons worth $1 towards the
purchase of your reserved seat ticket
to ICE CAPADES 1966 beginning Wed.,
Nov. 3rd thru Sun., Nov. 7th at the Mid-
South Coliseum. Get your FREE
coupon at Big Star (full details on
coupon).
Guy Revell and Gertrude Desjardins
SEE THE
"ICE CAPADES"
Never more brilliant .. never more fill-
ed with wander!!! This is your all -
new, exciting Ice Capades. Combining
the talents of the world's greatest team
of choreographers, costume designers,
scenic experts and composers with
champion skaters from the world over
. . .and you have the WORLD'S GREAT-
EST SHOW ON ICE!
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Ward Chapel To I
Honor Pastor
And His Wife
Ward Chapel AME church
will honor the pastor and wile,
Rev. and Mrs. R. L. McRae,
during an Appreciation Day
service to be held at the church
on Sunday, Oct. 24, at 4 p.m.
The McRees are closing out
their fourth year at the church
located at 1125 S. Parkway
East.
Since Rev. McRae has been
pastor of the church, the build.
tag has been completely reno-
vated, air conditioned, and the
membership increased from 183
to 243.
During 1965, the members
have raised some $25,000.
Two days following the Ap-
preciation Day, Rev. McRae
will attend the West Tennessee
Annual Conference to be held
in Jackson, Tenn., on Oct. 26
The public is invited to at-
& tend the service for Rev. and
W Mrs. McRae.
Wirtz Predicts
Full Employment
In U.S. ... Soon
WASHINGTON — ( UPI) —
Labor Secretary W. Willard
Wirtz said the nation was mov-
ing closer to the day when
there will be a job for every
person who wants one.
Commenting on September
payroll figures released last
week, he said that although the
country's employment was in
excellent health, there was still
too much unemployment
among Negroes and teen-agers.
Last month's figures, Wirtz
AL said, "show that we are mov-
er ing closer toward that day of
full employment — when there
will be a job for every person
who really wants one and is
able to work."
As an example, he said:
— Unemployment is being
reduced at the rate of 40,000
persons a month.
— Ninety-eight per rent of
the nation's married men who
are available for work have
jobs.
'JUNIOR MISS' CONTESTANTS—One of the special fea-
tures leading up to annual Woman's Day at Ward Chapel
AME church was a Junior Miss Contest with winners re-
ceiving U. S. Savings Bonds. Contestants and winners shown
here are on bottom row, from left. Misses Gail Copeland,
Peggy Brooks, Ingrid Ilancock, and inset, Miss Deborah
Elizabeth Buckner, first prize winner of Indianapolis, who
was sponsored by her grandmother, Mrs. Celeste Phillips.
On second row, same order, are Misses Gwendolyn Strong,
U.S. Money Keeps South
African Blacks Suppressed
Special By ANPI Reporter ling majority rule. The us, of
The minority group — some more force on the part of the
four million caucasians — are ruling minority to maintain "law
trying to turn back the clocks and order." The threatening
igh of time an, progress as they. cloud of violence is growing and
W attempt to strengthen their hold could well make Viet Nam seem
over the lives of some 20-million only an April shower by cotn-
nomcaucasians in South Africa. parison.
Most white people admit that Something needs to be done
majority rule will come even- immediately to change 'the cli-
tually, but they are trying to matic conditions. Without ma-
hold it back as long as possible. terial aid and moral support
Portugal will never give up her from America and other west-
''overseas provinces of Angola
and Stozae bique which together
measure some 25 times the size
of metropolitan Portugal.
Prime Minister of Rhodesia
Ian Smith, now in his forties,
has stated that he does not ex-
pect to see a black government
during his lifetime. The Republic
of South Africa has evidenced
no change of heart in its deter-
mined policy of white domi-
nation.
Violence on the part of the
non-caucasians is the only way
they see left to them for achiev-
er nations, Portugal could not
continue to suppress indefinitely
the voice of the majority group
in her "overkeas provinces."
Through continued support
for l'ortugal's military opera-
tions, the American public be-
comes a collaborator with a
dictatorial regime which is re-
pressive, and insensitive to the
bask- needs of fifteen million
Africans.
The economy of the Republic
of South Africa is also currently
i very sound, largely due to pri-
vate and corporation invest-
ETHIOPIAN CREW
The first Ethiopian Airlines crew consisting. entirely of
Ethiopian nationals prepares to leave Seattle for Addis
Ababa aboard their Boeing 720B fan jet. Shown in the
cockpit are: Captain Alemaychn Urdu. (left), flight com-
mander Captain !Sesta Haile. second officer; and second
officer Habte Tesfamichael (foreground). Other Ethio-
pians in the crew were Ayalew Kassa, flight purser, and
Miss Achamyelesh l'etayew, hostess,
merits (coin America and Eng-
land. A government official in
the Republic of South Africa
confessed, "So long as the banks
and businesses of the United
State back us, we can go
ahead."
Any kind of discussions en-
tered into sincerely and seriously
with leaders of all ethnic groups
in South Africa would break the
high tension and possibly pro-
vide creative avenues for re.
conciliation and cooperation
But as long as the Republic's
economy is bolstered by Ameri-
can money, discussions are un-
likely to take place.
SKUNKSVILLE
DUBOIS, Wyo. — (UPI) —
'How do you get a skunk out
of a hide pit without the skunk
getting mad and soiling the
hides?
Workers at the Dubois locker
plant thought about the pro))
lem for a day, then decided to
tempt the skunk out with food
It worked.
Palsy Tooles, second place winner, who was sponsored by
Mrs. Dorothy Tooles; and Carolsn Broome: On rear row,
from left. are Misses Gail Barris, Charlotte Diane Walker,
third place winner, who was sponsored by Mrs. Mary
Walker; Veida Bowen and Jeanette Gary. Not shown is Miss
Anne Davis. 'I'he first place whmer is the IS-year-old daugh-
ter of Mrs. Della Thomas of Indianapolis and Wilbert Buck-
ner of Memphis, and a freshman at Broadripple High school
Ofts Lightfoot, 33-yearold
former district manager of
Union Protective life Insur-
ance company, has gone into
business for himself with the
. opening of a new Snell station
at the corner of S. Third and
Mallory streets last Friday.
Mr. Lightfoot, who had
worked for Union Protective
for 11 years, was district
manager of the East Memphis
district until he resigned last
week.
Oils Liciturrom
160 Delegates Attend
Meeting At Melrose
The West Tennessee District lion. Mrs. M.S. Draper, State
Meeting of Colored Parents president was also present.
and Teachers met at the Mel- There were 160 delegates
rose High School Thursday registered.
October .7, with the coordina-
tor, Mrs. G. M. , Rumpus,
presiding.
Through a revision in organi-
zational structure the office of
Coordinator is discontinued as
of the close of the 1965 annual
session of the West Tennessee
District Meeting of Colored
Parents and Teachers.
A token of appreciation was
voted upon for to Mrs. Bum.-
1 pus who has served us so well.
Election was held and offic
ers elected were as follows.
president, Mrs. Polly Walker,
Memphis; vice president, Mrs.
Ola Mae Johnson, Jackson;
secretary, Mrs. Mary Wrushen,
Memphis; Mrs. Joyce Allen,
assistant secretary, Jackson;
Treasurer, Mrs. Lillie B. Cole,
Jackson.
Dr. Helene Hudson of the
Slate Department of Education
Also in attendance was W.E.
Turner amt other persons from
the Stale Department of Educe-.
A native of Nesbitt, .
he moved to Memphis in 11115
and was graduated from Book
er T. Washington High school
in 1953, After studying the in.
surance field through corres-
pondence courses, he joined
Union l'rotective as an agent
in 1954.
' Ile was assistant manager of
the Beale Street district until
18 months ago, when he was
transferred back to the Ea,d
Memphis office as district
manager.
Mr. Lightfoot is married to
the former Miss Flossie An-
derson of Whitehaven. They
are the parents of one daugh-
ter, Valerie Gail, eight.
Ile is a member of Hallihur-
ton Baptist church at Nesbitt, I
Miss.
Christian Club
Plans Program
Plans for a November pro-
gram were discussed when the
Christian Service Club met last
Sunday afternoon at the home
lof Mrs. Alice Mitchell at 1648
Gill.
Hostesses for the previous
meeting at the home of Mrs.
:Hattie B. Walton also includ-
ed Mrs. Addle Merrieweather.
Mrs. Bettie Dotson is club
president,. Mrs. Enestine Ro-
berts secretary, and Mrs.
'Willa Ada Clark club reporter.
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
FaX4ECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUITE 876
527-5508
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Britain And Rhodesia
The unresolved issues that
have been troubling the rela-
tions between Britain and the
self-governing colony of Rho-
desia seem to be moving to a
climax. Reports from Africa un-
derline mounting public pres-
sure on Rhodesia's Prime Min-
ister Ian Smith for a clear break
with Britain.
Smith, however, is not eager
to'carry out the people's de-
mands. He believes that a break
with Britain now might create
a crisis far beyond his govern-
ment's pow er tot. withstand.
Especially after Britain's Prime
Minister had warned him that
a unilateral declaration of inde-
pendence would legally be an act
of rebellion. Britain has the nec-
essary military means to crush
such a rebellion.
At the core of the problem is
t h e Rhodesian government,
which is controlled by whites,
who are unwilling to call an elec-
tion. They fear the results of
such a step. The native blacks
outnumber the whites almost 20
to 1. And the government does
not want the ruling rower to
pass into the hands of the native
population. In t h e meantime
many Africans from Rhodesia
are migrating to England com-
plicating the economic and so-
cial conditions in London. Liver-
nool. Manchester and other in-
dustrial centers.
Prime Minister Wilson's de-
cision to restrict colored immi-
gration into Britain is a factor
in the Rhodesian equation. He
told the Labor Party Conference
at Blackpool:
"There are towns and cities in
Britain which are being asked
to absorb a degree of immigra-
tion beyond their social capacity.
I want to say to you with all
the emphasis at my command
that the government take the
view that we have a duty to act
here and failure to fulfill that
duty might lead in a very short
time to a social explosion in this
country of the kind we h a v e
seen abroad."
Rhodesian independence un-
der white rule would increase
the pressure on the Wilson go-
vernment to relax its immigra-
tion policy and allow a larger
Quota of Africans from Rho-
desia to establish themselves in
the British isles. This is, at the
moment a red hot political issue
that may spell defeat for the
Wilson Administration and the
Labor Party.
T h e sentiment in Britain is
overwhelmingly against R h o-
desia's independence. The rea-
sons are both economic and so-
cial, but more social than eco-
nomic. White Rhodesians do not
want to be ruled by blackmen.
The blackmen are in the major-
ity and are entitled to govern
their own country. Thus. t h e
uolitical and racial questions are
the main ingredients of the boil-
ing racial stew.
Travesty Of Justice
Editorial condemnations in
the white press of the jury's
verdict at Lowndes County. Ala-
bama, have been few and aggra-
vatingly mild in tone. The jury
found Tom Coleman, a part-time
deputy sheriff who admittedly
killed a young Episcopal semi-
narian. not guilty of manslaugh-
ter. The victim was Jonathan
Daniels, felled by a shotgun at
close rage.
The silence of some of the na-
tion's most powerful dailiea on
so grave a miscarriage of jus-
tice is just as dispiriting and dis-
tressing as the jury's verdict.
One is thereupon left with the
desperate feeling that crim-
inal offenses of this character
have the sanction of a goodly
number of American people.
If the findings of the Lown-
des County jury were an isola-
ted instance in the dispensation
of justice below t h
Dixie Line. these would be some
mitigation of our distress. But
the verdict in the Daniels case
Is merely one of a renetitious
series in the long catalogue of
Southern injustice. In quick suc-
cession there followed the cases
of Evers in Mississippi. Penn in
Georgia. Liuzzo in Alabama,
and Chaney, Schwerner, Good-
man in Mississippi again - and
others in which the killers were
set free,
With the exception of Penn,
who was a retired Army officer
and assistant regional supervi-
sor in the public schools of the
District of Columbia, all t h e
others were peacefully pursuing
their labor in the field of civil
rights. They wanted to see hu-
man dignity and equality
raised to meet the requirements
of full citizenship in a demo-
cracy.
In the light of these tragedies
one is constrained to inquire
whether t h e American people
are becoming so callous as to be
frieid and indifferent to the in-
defensible slaughter of human
beings.
In the Daniels case. Alaba-
ma's attorney general conten-
ded that Coleman should have
been tried for murder rather
than manslaughter. It would
have made no difference; Lown-
des County was not conducive
to a fair trail. Tt is very well to
se,' that the minty made a goer-
«eelp of itself before the civi-
l:sod world. The tragedy of the
-iieetinnis thet the nonnlo there
don't care. Their sense of ins-
fiee does not extend to civil
rights workers and Negroes.
Since this attitude is common
to man" other communities, it
leaves the country with a grave
eneation of whether enual jus-
tice c a n be imnieted in Dixie
withnet federal intervention.
The question suggests the ad-
visability of Congressional inter-
vention. It should be obvious to
vervone that unless moral en-
lightment can be brought to the
communities below the line, ri-
vers of blond will flow in repri-
sals all over the South.
On Angel Equality
"When friends younger than
you are up and die," said 'Sim-
ple, "it makes you wonder how
you have lived so long. Boddidly
were a young man, but he is
gone. I am still here. Listen, in
the old days, wasn't what they
call cancer of the lungs now just
plain old consumption then?"
"T don't know," I said.
"Tn fact, when I WAS a kid."
said Simple. "you could even
have galloping consumption —
which took away qtdolter than
the ordinary kind. And in them
days wasn't arthritis just plain
old rheumatism? Wasn't a viruc
just a had cold?"
"All you Say might be true,"
said. "'terminologies change
over the years. For example'we
used to say, to push the war.
Now we say, to escalate a war."
"In the old days when a man
went off his rocker. folks said
he had gone crazy," said Sim-
ple. "Nowadays, they just sax,
he is disturbed. Disturbed used
to mean worried. Now it means
crazy. And certainly ther e it;
enough crazt- doings in this
world to make a disturbed man
lose his-mind. Worriatinn over
the happenings! Sometimes
think I am going crazy myself.
"Over what?" I asked.
"Over not being able to solve
I h e race problems," declared
Simnle. "I have been studying-
it ever wince I been black — and
it still disturbs me.
"How p Man a yoer habits
rold beer drinking- facilities can
eeriert in go fo heaven. I do not
know." I !mitt
"I at-n always ready to meet
my Make t." ' declared Simnle.
"but I do not want to go before
my time. You know that tale
about the old lady who was a
Methodist, but went visiting at
the Baptist cherch one Sunday
in Savannah? The sermon was
all about hell fire and damns-
(inn ...... het how tree Christ-inns
irOA always ready to meet their
Mover. The old lady declared
when the shouting get going
that. Yes, bless God she w !I
ready! 'Ready' Ready' Ready"
she shouted. 'Yes ready now to
Veep my Lord."
"Just at that point into the
indow flew one of them may-
eie-crows that can talk. The old
1,:t9e. nntcrec rozh, rafterslit on the h
enuld see him.
th. old Indy shooed that
,ho was ready to go to Glory.
the crow said in a high voice.
*Come on, Come on, Come on 
ter. Come on".
"T h a t old woman hollered,
'Lord, I know you don't mean
Langston
Hughes
Says
me — I'm j ust visiting this
church."
"But aa to myself Jesse B.
Simple. I am not afraid to die.
Everybody dies, so it must be
na,tural. I just don't want to die
by being shot, run over by a
car, cut, robbed, mugged or kid-
napped. I want to die natural
with my wife weeping at the
bed side and my buddies in the
corner bar saying. 'I wonder do
Simple need a dollection taken
up to bury him.
"Then somebody would say.
'His wife had a 'budget, and I
know she would brink the bud. 
wetfor his funeral. I; we intends
to take on a collection in the
bar, let it be for flowers only.'
"Then the boys would get to
arguing about who to give the
money to so as to make the nor-
chase. Fact is, if I was living.
I doubt if they would trust me
with the money for my own
funeral.
They know I would
have a few drinks. Let us drink
now to Boddidlv who is g on e
from our midst this evening- Tie
Was a gond man who tried to de
right. but often shinned by the
wsveirle and backslid on the
road. and I doubt if tonight he
is washed whiter than snow."
"Do You mean to say that you
think Roddidly might have gone
to 
hell ?""He m a v be," said Siinnle.
"hat I hone not, becaese if Bo
hgs gone to hell, he will he sere
to meet SIttpl{ dw there. Tlie”
eel iq"4 WAS mortal ttnPrnio4
-11 en and down Lennx Ave If
the meet in hell, they week]
sere start a fight and I do not
want Negroes disgracing them-
selyes in front of the Devil."
"You mean you carry your
rare pride so far as to not even
wish Negroes to fight in hell?"
behave 
nnoot lanot pc..7 e saide•r n e w
orrh,f whn went in hon-
hne hidPte t.d  Ui'pP we wm,v aRfoo1, ;" ls
ndnin ; st then (',oldenfl 
flying
Gli;:t1 andheflew i 
tinnetred it down — he were a
disgrace to our race. Be should
have set down cool.
"Bet no' that Negro was so
excite-1 his first day in heaven,
he had to go flying BAM' into
the Golden (late. Neither in hea-
ven nor hell tin T wish any of
nve eeoule to dts.-rrnee the '
"1 once heard von say that
Negroes have as much •right to
be wrong as anybody else." 1
argued.
"Not when you are an angel,"
said simple.
Jackie
Robinson
Says
A Real Tragedy
The rumors w ere running
riot. Some people swore they
were true. Others reacting with :
"Who're you trying to kid?"
Then, both the Associated Ne-
gro Press and New York Ams-
terdam News confirmed the ru-
mors. -
After thirty-five years as pas-
tor of Abyssinian Bap t ist
Church. Adam Powell had an-
nounced he was retiring as of
January 1. This was not such
an unusual thing. Several times.
in the past. Adam has anmienc-
ed his upcoming resignation or
retirement.
This time, it appeared, things
were different.
According to rumors, there
had been a shattering division
within church ranks. Some of
the young people and many of
the women were up in arms, the
stories went, because Dr. Powell
had fired his preaching assis-
tant, brilliant, young Wyatt Tee
Walker — because Wyatt had
had the temerity to publicly dis-
agree with the boss.
Adam had been minted as sav-
ing that Martin King should
stav out of Harlem on civil
rights business. Wyatt had been
°noted as retorting that, with
all due respect to Adam. he or
no one else, had the right to tell
Dr. King to stay out of every
community.
The division in the church
seemed serious. It was even
stated that the deacons board
had issued an ultimatum -- that
Adam bring Walker back or sub-
mit his own resignation. Chuck
Stone, Adam's top aide denied
this.
At any rate, the newspapers
,erified that there was a fight
and that Adam was — in one
breath angry — in the other --
saying that he felt his thirty-
Oh,
five year pastorate rated deeper
loyalty than this.
When Adam could not come
to New York due to legal diffi-
culties, he had appointed kVyatt
to fill his pulpit. It was an ad-
mirable choice. Wyatt is a brave
and dedicated young man. now
on leave as top aide to Dr. King.
His devotion to the civil rights
cause is evident in the scars and
wounds on his body, resulting
from brutality and beatings he
has experienced in the South.
Ile is a man who has had the
courage to see his wife beaten
and the lives of his children jeo-
pardized. He has learned how to
accept the Martin King non-vio-
lent philosophy. I salute Wm as
a man with more intestinal for-
titude than I will ever have.
So-when I learned there was
a revolt in Abyssinnian. a break
in the staunch loyalty of many
years which has been given to
Powell, I thought it was an In-
dication that the Negro people
in Harlem were maturing.
I thought they were ready to
serve notice that they were no
longer magnetized and fascina-
ted With good deeds of yester-
year which have been replaced
with words and empty promises.
I thought they were going to
free themselves of demagoguer.,
and oratory and stand up or a
dedicated man.
However Powell came back in-
to town and worked his own pe-
culiar magic. The last word is
that Abyssinia has now said to
its pastor: "Okay, you can have
your WAV again."
This is a tragedy — that a
man of Wyatt's calibre and dedi-
cation should be made a scape-
goat. But it is not as much
tragedy for him personally as
is for the church and com-
e-lenity.
Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN
To Be A Writer
A friend of mine, a more
than successful and better
than good writer, asked me for
a favor. His son, who had com-
pleted his freshman y ear at
one of our Carolina universities.
had decided not to return to
school. The boy had wangled
a job on a Charlotte daily and
had aspirations of becoming a
writer.
A man will dispense nothing
euicker than he will dispense
his own advice. So this young
fellow stopped at my office and
we discussed school and writ-
ing.
"Do you think you're a gen-
ius?" I asked.
"Oh, no," he said.
We were on the right
track.
"If you're not a genius the
chances of becoming a writer
as good as your father are slim
indeed whether yon go or do
not go to college. But if you're
not a genius, you've got a bet-
ter chance with a formal edu-
cation."
"Newspaper work is very ex-
citing," he said.
"Is covering the Trade Fair
really that excitink? Charlotte
has, at b e s t, two murders a
e a r. With the exception of
auto racers who kill themselves
with regularity, what else hen-
nens? Most of your work will
he covering the Chamber of
Commerce lencheons and y n ii
know as well as T do the report-
ers don't get the free drinks.
•
They're lucky if the manage-
ment saves them a couple of
sandwiches."
"Didn't save us anything
last week," he agreed.
"If you want to be a reporter.
you should work on a newspa- 10
per. You want to he a writer.
you should read hooks, Plutarch,
Madame Bovary, Don Quixote.
Balzac. Hard y, Dickens, and
Dost oevsky."
"But what about life?" he
asks.
"At 19, you are going to have
no trouble about the quality of
life. Life is wonderful for the
young. It's not always so hot
when you reach my age be-
cause you're running out of to-
morrows."
Ile went back to college.
THE LONG DISTANCE CALI,
The long distance call is per-
haps one of the most excitinv
events of the day. Bad news IP
usually comes by mail and tele-
gram and good news by tele-
phone. My heart leaps lip when
behold my secretary announ-
cing, "Long distance." I always
figure 1 will hear how I inherit-
ed the estate of some long-lost
relative or that some important
editors, director or agent needs
my services immediately.
No suspense is equal to that
which is generated when Yon
have missed a long distance
call. If they call back, you know
it's important. And if t hey
don't, what made them change
their minds?
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DONALD DUCK
YOU SURE DOT GET YOUR
MONEY'S WORTH OUT Or`
THAT SWIMMING
POOL!  BOSH!
I GET MY
MONEYS WORTH
OUT OF EvERYTHING
0L.3"._t'zr
BRICK BRADFORD
siomeoNe '5 AT THE
POOR MIGHT.), eAlzi...v
COULD
SE DUVAL!
I DON'T WISH it
DESTROY '101.112 EGO,
BUT IT WASN'T 'YOUR
Kts5E9....5p4E HASN'T
SLErT IN TWENTY-
FOue HOuR5 !
SECRET AGENT X9
11:50!
CURTAIN'
SEEN pOwN
FOR 15'
Aiwuresi
BIG BEN BOLT
FELIX THE CAT
THAT CORNER
JUST SCREAMS
FORA SOFA!
otvg HER
A CHANCE
TO CH,A1.460,
RiCK
BRICK I HAVE
CAUGHT UP WITH
'YOU AT LAST!
`ALLO!...00
01.11!
THAT GUY
eEHNo SHERRI!
irCouLD SE
A TRAP!
THROUGH HALF- BLINDED EYES, BEN
TRIES DESPERATELY TO FOCUS
110teto
10-11
DEFENDER
'THERE'S SOMEONE TO see
You, BUT YOU BETTER
WEAR 71-1ESE! ITS AWFUL
K3HT OUT
THERe!
CAT4e4g AmERtcANS:T A Tons LIKE THISH6 WANTS -TO ASK3  .r.....QUESTION5!
THEY CAN'T FIND GRuFG!
I GUESS THE MADEMOIsELLE
DIDN'T HIT HIM HARD
ersiousw!....iG we oonyr
INTERCePT HIM W5 SNOULA ,-
G.VE THE LADY ANO YOU
POLICE naOTECTION !
THE OFFSCIAL MEDICAL EXAMINER PEERS
CLOSELY AT THE INJURED EX-CHAMPioN...
HE'D SETTER NOT TARRY. THE
MEDICAL EXAMINER WON'T LET
rr GO ON PAST THIS ROUND.
I COULDN'T AFFORD A
SOFA, BUT T1-1IS SHOULD
SOFTEN THE SCREAM
A LITTLE'
IHE CISCO KID
IftA KETT
WE'RE GOING
TOSELL KISSES
AT OUR SCHOOL-
FAIR BOOTH, MOMS!
NEAT, HUH
HENRY
POP EYE
SOUNDS
LIKE Fur.!
HENRY !
you t I- BE
LATE FOR
SCHOOL !
CANT I JUST STr• OLT
ON THE SALLOW FOR
A 6R.s471.4 OF AIR it
CM THE cooP,r RATE TIOVEA.AP 4S emet4 ALL
THE EALJTEHENTS SONG TD SE
rOwH PELOW,
HOW MUCH
ARE YOU
GOING TO
4N, CHARGE
ITS A SERVICE
STATION.' PULL
UP TO A PUMP.'
1vE'RE SELLING
KISSES.'
HECK,NO! YOU'VE GOT
WARS, DIRTY AIR ,POLLUTED
WATER. AND EARTH PEOPLE!
THE MARTIANS I'M GLAD
RAVE SUMPIN' THEY HAVE
THEY CALLS • ETH1NG!
THUNKS!
tELIX THE CAT
IT'S TOO MUCH
FOR A STEADY
'THE'? musi- y THEY
BE HORRIBLE J DESERVE
TO HAVE! ANYTHING
-THEY GET!
I'LL NEVER FORGIVE YOU
FOR RUNNING Ay/A'?
WHEN BUTCH
THREATENED
ME!
FIFTY CENTS.'
T00 MUCH F
REGULAR
—
PHOOEY I. I DoEsN'T
THINK 'IA HAS AVERY
NICE PLANET
YERSELF:
THIS DRIED-LIP
ROCK IS UNCIVILIZED!
C MON, BOYS: FIRST ONE TO
MA4E PEACE G&TSA
NI G PiecwoF
clo<e:
01,41.
"VOL.
101
THE LASTTWO OF
YOUR MOTHER'S
COST ME THE PRICE
OF A NEW DRESS.'
to-9
\n/E USED TO HAVE A NICE
PLANET,BL1T THEN THE
HUNKS AWRivED!
I HAvENT SEEN
A SINGLE BEAUTY
PARLOR!
YOU KNOW
HOW i-4E
NuRSES
A GRUCASE:
• 6
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SOW 
HOGUE & KNOTT
RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY
BEEF TONGUE NO WASTE Per
Gold Inn
PINEAPPLE JUICE
t Cang46 2 5'
Riceland
RICE Pump, Tender Grain
Blue Plate
1 Lb. 112
Pkg.
AURORA
BATHROOM TISSUE
19
SALAD DRESSING
Colonial, Hart's,
Tastyee Sandwich
BREAD
Full 29
at.
Reg. 31C 25c
20 Oz.
Loaf
Chase & Sanborn
COFFEE
1 Lb.
Pkg. 65'
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LlmIJ QUANTITIES
• No coupons
• No Stamps!
• No Forcol
Purchases.
6
Convenient
Locations
3511 Pork at Highland
973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chei sea
4321 Summer Ave,
3362 Summer at
Notional
1578 1.omat Ave.
0 HOGL E & KIN OTT 
had its highest enrollment this
September in its 100-year-old
history, is already making
elaborate plans for next year.
The school expects to increase
it enrollment even more.
Lincoln's admissions office is
currently sending scouts
throughout the country to inter-
est intelligent young students
in pursuing their educational
careers at the Chester County
institution.
David L. Kent, a Lincoln
alumnus himself and the direc-
tor of the admissions office, ia
traveling through various
states talking to high school
students. His itinerary stretch-
DETENDER
MINISTER ENTOMBED—Final rites for Rev. Mose itrun-
son were held recently at Mt. Moriah Baptist church with
military honors, and her sailors carry the body to a vault
as others prepare to fire final salute. Rev. Brunson died at
Kennedy VA hospital after a lengthy illness. The World
War II veteran had pastored the New Salem Baptist church
Scouts Increase Enrollment
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1965
at Stateline, Miss., and Providence and Mt. Moriah Baptist
churches in Memphis. Eulogies were delivered by Revs. II.
Robinson, pastor of Mt. Moriah, and H. H. Harper, modera•
tor of the Riverside District Association. S. W. Qualls coin.
pany was in charge of final arrangements. (Withers Photo)
At Lincoln University, Pa.
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa. es from the cobblestone streets his trip in Hartford, Conn., Mr.
— Lincoln University, which of Philadelphia onward to the Kent , will be extensively cov-
Rock Moutains of Colorado as
he talks to prospects for Lin-
coln.
NEW ASSISTANT
Mr. Kent is assisted in his
"Odyssey" by another Lincoln
alumnus, Jonathan Young, who
graduated last June. He will
be covering the Chester Coun-
ty area first; ,then he move,.
to New Jersey, covering Cam
den, Trenton, Glassboro, Ham- By JACK ENSOLL
montown, Pleasantville, Pauls-
NAIROBI, Kenya — (UPI)boro, Swedesboro, Penns
Grove, and Camey's Point. Af- — The small girl sat listlessly
ter Jersey, Young will be in at her classroom desk. She
Delaware; then parts of New seemed almost to be dozing.
Juig 
*Tile visitor put out his hancl andWhitYork.,. 0 s)
g 14 ending touched her on the shoulder and
Everything's
old fashioned about
OLD TAYLA, 8
xcept
the people
who drink it
6
"New" is not always "best." That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich, old.
fashioned flavor. 78-year-old flavor so smooth and mellow Is better than "new." Try it! Kentucky
Sfralet_Dourbon_Whisley,_66 Pfoof, The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort and Louisville, Ky._ _
•••••*.
•
deserted it. One explained, "The
water level is so low that it's
covered with a thick green
scum."
le ring Pennsylvania. He will
'speak to students in Chester,
'Sharon Hill, Darby, Yeadon,
Drexel Hill, Haverford, Norris-
town, Philadelphia, Lancaster,
and Columbia. Mr. Kent will
then visit the sections of Dela-
Sengstacke
Named To
State Group
, Chicago Daily Defender Edi-
tor and Publisher John H.
Sengstacke has been named to.
the Illinois Sesquicentennial
Commission, Gov. Otto Kerner
announced.
The sesquicentennial unit will
plan events geared to celebrate
the state's 150th anniversary.
Also appointed to serve are:
John DeButts, president
nois Bell Tele-
phone Co., 1200
Whitebridge
Hill, Winnetka;
Lenox Lohr, di-
rector, Chicago
Museum of
Science and In-
dustry; Virgin-
ia Marmaduke,
Pinckeeyvi 11 e,
who also served as 'special
events coordinator for the Illi-
nois Pavilion at the New York.
World's Fair; Ralph G. New-
man, Abraham Lincoln Book
Shop, 18 E. Chestnut St.: and
Patrick H. Hoy, president, Ma-
terial Service Corp.
Also, Geoffrey Hughes, pres-
ident, Southern Illinois, Inc.
Caterville; Walter Schwimmer,
2801 N. Sheridan Rd., president
of the firm bearing his name;
Glen H. Seymour, chairman,
Department of History, East.
ern Illinois University at Ckar7_
ieston; and Burnham Spada;
President, Illinois State Chain.
her of Commerce, 18 Country
Club 'Dr., Quincy.
ware And New York not visit-
ed by his assistant.
Mi. Kent has been the di-
rector of Lincoln's admissions
roffice since September, 1963.
His vitality and aggressiveness
have since beCome an integral
I part of Lincoln's ever-growing
, campus.
••••vill‘
ni.,NGSTACKS
Harvard Value High
CAMBRIDGE, Mass — (UPI) '
— The value of Harvard Uni-
versity's investments on June
30, the end of the fiscal year,iii
was $1.13 billion, Treasurelr
George F. Bennett reported.
Bennett said investments
last year totaled $950 million.
Expenses during the 1984-65
school year were $119 million
compared with $42 million 10
years ago and $15 million two
decades ago.
Africa's Shattering Drought
she slid to the floor. She was
weak from hunger.
She is the victim of drought
— one of 230,000 people in Ken-
ya who are believed to be starv-
ing as a result of crop failure.
It is, here in East Central
Africa, and it covers vast
stretches of southern Africa. In
Its humdn dimensions, it makes
the drought In the northeastern
portion of the United State look
like a mere inconvenience.
In the British high commis-
sion territory of Bechuanaland.
the incredibly hardy bushmen,
who manage usually to live
comfortably off the inhospitable
Kalahari Descrt, ..Lse having to
seek government handouts.
Summer Is just getting un-
derway in South Africa. For
thousands of black Africans, the
winter has been miserable. In
the Orange Free State, South
Africa's "Maize Triangle",
farmers do not bother to reap
their withered crops.
In northern Transvaal areas ..f
South Africa,- where rainfall
normally averages up to 20
inches, there has been no rain
at all for three to four years.
At one stage, the army was
called out to harvest dying
crops in South Africa. In Zulu-
land, the water supply in the
capital, Eshowe, was cut off for
11 hours a day. On the Natal
north coast, enillions of gallons
of water were carried by rail-
to a new sugar min.
vor the first time in many
years, South Africa, which tra-
ditionally exports sugar and but-
ter, had to import both. In the
first four months of this years
it spent dearly 250,000 pounds
importing butter from the U.S.
and Australia.
The drought threatens econ-
omic ruin to South Africa's
white farmers, but it threatens
much more hundreds of thous-
ands of black Africans. Few, if
any whites, go hungry. But
most Africans in the rural dis-
tricts are subsistence farmers
in the best of times.
Failure of their crops cl:n
mean hunger, malnutrition and
the threat of starvation. Pneu-
monia is one of the country's
biggest killers.
The plight of the African is
Forty miles from • Johannes- receiving attention from the
burg is the giant Hartbeespoort government and from outside
Darn. It used to be a favorite organizations like the Internat-
haunt for water skiers. They've tonal Save The Children Fund
and Oxfam — the British Oxford
Committee for Famine Relief,
which has launched an appeal
in the United Kingdom.
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Today-start your layaway pion for hohdny items at Far,
n•r Clothl•r. Clothing for the whole family, only a few
' dollars, p•r week will start your layaway anchorge.
Come today & see our smartest selections in clothing for
men, wornien & children. We welcome your busiruess, with
Courteous strata..
  CHARGE IT 
154 SO. MAIN
527.8031
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Leslie Uggams Marries
Singer Leslie Uggams is shown with Australian
businessman Graham Pratt after they were mar-
ried in New York, culminating a trans-Pacific
i•,,mance which began two years ago. The 22-
Australian Businessman
year-old bride met her husband while she was
performing at a club in Sydney, Australia in
1963. (UPI Telephoto)
U. S. Panel Hands Victory
io Crawfordville Negroes
Declares County School System Bankrupt,
Gives State Power To Open White School
BY AL KUETTNER orders that, in addition to put.tschool desegregation in Geol.-
ling the school system into a )itia and spoke tvith justice forAUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI) — A 
'receivership would:
three- judge federal panel hand- 
— Halt all racial demonstra-
ed Crawfordville, Ga., Negroesitions in Crawfordville on school
a victory in their efforts to halt
the busing of white students to
non-integrated schools.
The action was the first step
toward a temporary injunction
that will not become effective
until orders, orally dictated
from the bench, are completed
and signed.
As a prelude to implementing
the orders, the federal judges
declared the Taliaferro (Craw-
fordville) County School system
bankrupt and named the State
yakrintendent of School s,
Ciiligde Purcell, as receiver.
Under the sweeping plan --
believed by court sources to be
unprecedented — Purcell be-
comes boss of Taliaferro schools
as trustee of the federal courts,
which is retaining jurisdiction
over the matter.
Purcell will have the power
to reopen Taliaferro county's
white school, allegedly closed
to avoid integration; order other
counties to accept Taliaferro
Negro students, or come up with
some other solution acceptable
to the court," presiding judge
Griffin Bell held.
Bell directed opposing alto',
neys to draw up the formal
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—(UPI)
—Pvt. Winstel R. Belton, 26,
who went on a hunger strike to
keep from going to Viet Nam,
was under orders to re-join his
old outfit, the 1st Cavalry Di-
vision, now fighting in the Viet-
Klan Reported Backing Wallace
MONTGOhlk:ItY, Ala.— (1.1131)1 The report also alleged that.
Ku Klux Klansmen are wk. during 1965, Klansman Asa E.
WI actively to help pass a bill (Ace) Carter had served as a
ti let Gov. George C. Wallace special assistant to Wallace.
succeed himself in office, Atty. It named Carter as a leaderGen. Richmond Flowers report.
ed. 
of the Original Ku Klux Klans
of the Confederacy, a Birming-Flowers said direct pressure ham splinter group of the U.S.has been brought to bear by Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.Klansmen against members of
the statet , where the Flowers said that Carter WAS
a Klan leader in Birininghatnsuccession proposal is locked in in 1957 at the time Negro Ed.filibuster.
., ward Aaron was mutilated by
seterdetaErs":indgenieWd4litahcce's 
prem 
Flowera members of the hooded order.
report, Ewing denied that carter
"white paper"' containing in-contained in a 26.Page had served Wallace,  "on or off
formation on the Klan whlehl`"e sake payroll."
the attorney general obtained. Flowers' document criticized
from an investigation. Wallace for refusing to lend a
Ewing said Wallace had hand with Klan probe, stating,
"nothing directly to do" with "this investigation has h a d
pressure against stubborn law-, absolutely no support of high
makers in the state senate, state officials in Alabama."
The "white paper" stated: It was Wallace who was ask.
-Alabama Klansmen have re ed to help in April, but never
cently devoted most of theirlreplied to the plea, or to the
political activity to supporting suggestion that the legislature
Gov. George Wallace's succes-
sion bill, now before the Ala-
bama senate.
"This admission was in a d e to the task.
to this office by numerous The report revealed the five
Klan members known to this members of the state Klokann.
office and also from other in Committee, the panel
vestigative sources who h a v i.!Flowers said orders bombings,
contacts within the Klan." 'beatings and slayings.
director Of VISTA (Volunteers
In service to America), Office
of .Economic Opportunity and
, join with the Police Chiefs As-
Isociation in calling for passage
of arms controls legislation.
WASHINGTON — Dr. Mau-H
The Black Muslim 'hate' pro-
alts activity," Dawkins said.
"rice Dawkins, assistant to the
gram must repudiated as
Incipient Nazism. The rifle club
suggestion of Malcolm X and
a past president of the Los even the defensive pistol-pack-
log of the Deacons in BogalusaAngeles branch of the NAACP, ,
urged civil rights leaders to inn" be rejected'
"The end does not justify the
means. The dream of brother-
hood and peace cannot be
realized unless brotherly a n dSpeaking before a Mantua. peaceful strategies are adopt.
"Christian 
College seminar on ,y America's 20 million Ne-Responsibility In 
e 
D
The Civil Rights Struggle," 
at gro citizens."
Westchester, N. Y., Dawkins
asked representatives of more Free Trade Seen
than 70 colleges to urge A.the deprived Negroes of Taba- namese central highlands. Philip Randolph, Roy Wilkins, For S. Africaferro Couty." Belton. a former football, Martin Luther King, Whitney JOHANNESBURG — (NP11Jack Greenberg, director of Player and civil rights worker yawl, 
and other national civil Economic control over the
entire white-ruled southern por-
tion ot Africa is seen as a dis-
Dawkins has long been active tinct possibility by Dr. Franz
in the civil rights movement Cronje, chairman, Netherlands
and in religious affairs within Bank of South Africa.
the Negro community. He is Last week, Cronje said that
minister-at-large of the Peo- close economic cooperation
tiles Independent Church of could link South Africa and its
Christ in Los Angeles and League of Nations-mandated
president of the First Commu-, area of South West Africa, into
nity Church Home for Senior a strong economic grouping
Citizens, a $4-million apart- with neighboring British terri-
ment building now under con- tories of Basutoland, Swaziland
struction in Los Angeles. and Bechuanaland, plus Rho.
"Violence must be denounc- desia, and Portugese-held Ap-
ed and denied as a tool of civillgola and Mozambique.
remaining eight months of his
hitch, the Army said.
Lt. Gen, R. W. Colglazier,
commander of the 4th Army,
issued the order after studying
the pre-negotiated court martial
sentence against Belton.
Belton went on a hunger
strike at Ft. Benning, Ga., last
Aug. 13-11 when the 1st Caval-
ry Division was shipped out to
Viet Nam.
Belton, a studious-looking Ne-
gro who holds a bachelor's de-
gree in fine arts from Arizona
State University, asked to be
tried in the 4th Army district.
At the trial, one of Belt nja
military lawyers, Capt. Jos ph
Caneba Jr., said Belton reathiz.
ed he made a mistake but took
"the first step toward rehabili-
tation by pleading guilty."
i Belton was drafted In May,
1964 for two years. He was a
members of the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) I'
Milwaukee and WAS once ai
rested while picketing on hi
half of civil rights.
The Army declined to elab,
ate on the "deal" with Belton,
but one officer said "the whole
idea of this was to play it as
low key as possible and avoid
publicity."
Belton pleaded guilty after
his civilian lawyer abandoned
his argument that the U.S.
military involvement in Viet
Nam was illegal.
The charge of malingering
by starvation carried a maxi-
FOUNDER'S DAY PROGRAM Rev. Blair T. Hunt. Pastor of for the occasion, and Mrs. John- imini sentence of seven years.
. . miss Roxie Crawford Was' the Church, is shown presenting etta W. [foray, chaltman of the Belton also was originally
tired Sunday as the only on a card of congratulations to program. In the back is Mrs. charged with disobeying an of-
ly vino( founder of MisaissIppi( Mlas Crawford, next to her is Aim Weathers, co-chairman of ficer who ordered him to eat,
Boulevard Christian Church.' Mrs. Pauline S. Allen, speaker the program. but that was dismissed. 1s 
•
buses, at the Murdin Negro Legal Defense Fund of the Na' from Milwaukee, was convicted
School and in schools of suritional Association for the Ad. by a court martial Oct. 6 on 81
rounding areas. vancement of Colored People charge of neglect of duty and:
— Prevent the trials nestl(N A AC P), said the action handed a 5-year prison term. ,
,
week of Negro leader Calvin ) "should be a signal for the
Turner and six others charged country." But In the pre-arranged deal,
with disturbing church set.. "Tokenism a n d evasion in the Army suspended the sea.
vices, school desegregation are a top tence in return for a guilty plea
Lawyers were to spend the 'item on the agenda of the Ne- by Belton. The Army said Bel-
weekend drawing up the orders gro community," Greenberg ton had Implied a willingness
which likely will be signed early said. to fulfill,iiis duty by serving in
next week. 1 Purcell said he may call on Viet Nam. I
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
whose Southern Christian Lead!'lj S Washington. ducatti" o help ff 
officials
uinn. Belton received no penalty
ership Conference (SCLC) has tangle the racial problem at 
except loss of rank from Pri-'
been directing the racial pro- Crawfordville. vete 
First Class to Private. He
tests at Crawfordville, 'mine& "I think the first thing we will he honorably discharged if
ately called off (other demon. need to do is to have U.S. Of- he successfully completes hisfice of Education officials to
strations upon hearing of toe come down and see what can
court action. be worked out," Purcell said.
But he said the judges has not He said he also intends to con-
solved the problem completely. fer with State Atty.-Gen. Arthur
"There is still the issue of Bolton and Assistant Atty.-Gen.
five teachers and a principal Al Evans, who is assigned to
fired for participating in a vot- the State Education Depart-ing (rye,' King said. "And
there is the whole issue of eco- ment.
nomic reprisal, eviction and "This is a new experience to
firing of Negroes who have me," Purcell told reporters. "It
given leadership to make demo- has always been customary for
cracy a reality in N o r t h local people to have control and
Georgia."
However. King praised t h e management of schools.
court, saying the three judges "To supplant this local con
"spoke directly to the issue of trol is a new experience."
or Wallace's own office con.
duct the probe if Wallace felt
Flowers' office was not equal
rights leaders to throw their
support behind the bill
Klansmen call this commit-
tee "the headknockers," Flow.'
ers said. lie alleged one of its
members was Eugene Thomas,
of Bessemer. one of three men'
Indicted in the nightrider slay-
ing last March of Mrs. Viola
Lititz°, Detroit housewife and
civil rights worker.
The report said that the
Klan's influence is much great-
er than its niembership would
suggest. In Alabama, it said,
the United Klans of America
can claim only 1,500-2,000 mem-
bers, although the public be-
lieves Its strength to be much
greater.
Georgia Grand Dragon Cal-
vin Craig was quoted in the re-
army. That five can almost
control the political stinosphere
of that city."
Flowers said this was espe-
cially true "where in isolated
areas of Alabama we find evid-
ence that certain sheriffs, po-
licemen and state highway pa-
trolmen belong to the Klan or
are sympathc tic to Klan action
in these areas."
The report said much of the
Investigation h a :entered on
Birmingham, where "no less
than 45 bombings and attempt-
ed bombings have occurred
since 1951 . . . most during the
last five years."
Of that number, the report
said, 40 show signs of racial
port as saying, "1 can take motivation and are thought to
five men in a city of 25,000 and be the work of the Klan or its
that is just like having In associates.
Billy Eckstine
LOS ANGELES — Famed
singer Billy Eckstine endured
i a two-hour abdominal operation
Tuesday.
His condition was diagnosed
as "diverticulitis" — which sur-
geons agree is serious when it
reaches the stage requiring
Isurgery,
But Eckstine's physician, Dr.
,Symore Meyers said he was con-
Ifident the singer will recover,
and "be up and around in a
month or so."
Ile went under the knife at
Midvalley Community Hospital,
in the San Fernando Valley, at
about 11 a.m. Chicago time —
and it was well after one be-
fore reports trickled down that
the operation had been com-
pleted.
Diverticulitis is a condition
where "bubbles" or "out-pouch-
ings" on areas of the intestines
become inflamed, causing great
abdominal pain.
It is necessary to cut away
sections of the affected intes•
tines, often as much as 10-20
feet, and to sew the ends tos
(tether.
The fatality rate for a diverti-
culitis operation is reportedly
low ie. approximately 1/2%.
Eckstine, according to h i s
agent, Milton Deutsch of Holly- 1
wood, had two serious attacks'
in the last year and one half ,
prior to the latest which neces;
sitated the surgery.
All of Eckstine's appearances
have been cancelled, state ti,
Deutsch, Including club dates
at Harrah's Club in I,ake Ta-
hoe, Nev.; I h e Edgewater
Reach in Seattle and two or
three stints where Eckstine
was to have entertained U.S.
troops.
The stricken star last appear-
ed in Chicago on July 26 at
Mister Kelly's. Ile is scheduled
to return there for a three-
week engagement, May 30.
For the past few years, Eck-
stine has been appearing in the
nation's more elegant night
cluithiss, entertainment career
was launched with the winning
of second priae In an amateur
contest at (he Howard Theatre
In Washington. The following
week in the continuing contest,
he won first prize and was
awarded with $10 and a week's
engagement.
lie liked show business and
IF ft school, working in various
clubs in the Washington area.
Encouraged by Duke Elling-
ton and other band leaders, he
went to Chicago and joined the
Earl "Fatha" Hines band at
the Club Del,isa. During this
period he played valve trom-
hone and trumpet as well as
holding down the featured vo-
calist spot.
Later, after opening a small
club on East 52nd St. in N.Y.
which failed, he formed h i s
own band featuring top person-
nel like Sarah Vaughan and
Dizzy Gillespie. Band depres-
sion hit and the group disband-
ed 31. years later.
A single again, Eckstine was
promptly signed by MGM rec•
ords (1949). gained a Pana•
mount Theatre (NYC) booking
with Duke Ellington, and was
established as a major singing
star,
Eckstine was born in Pills-
burg, Pa., July 8, 1914.
'JUST LIKE IT'S ALWAYS BEEN,' EH, COPPER?
A highway patrolman sits on a Negro youth In Crawford. Negro leaders had said they would not try to board buses
stile, Ga., to keep him from boarding a school bus which and would only picket. About in made a dash for the picket
carries white school children to classes in other counties. line and were rounded u0 but not arrested. (UPI Telepbelo
Driving along the streets and winding roads we notice fall-
ing autumn leaves — Mother Nature's way of ridding herself
of dead leaves. This brings to mind Ruskin's philosophical say-
ing pertaining to faults. "You will find it less easy to uproot
faults, than to choke them by gaining virtues. Do not think of
your faults; still less of others' faults; in every person who
comes near you look for what is good and strong; honor that;
rejoice in it; and, as you can, try to imitate it; and your faults
will drop off, like dead leaves when their time comes."
Gladys and William "Beetle" Brodnax winged off last week-
end to Clark College in Dubuque, Iowa, to spend "Parents
Day" with their daughter Jackie. It was an especially happy
occasion for Jackie as she was also celebrating her birthday.
Jackie, who is one of those fortunate combinations of beau-
ty and brains, has served as president of her dormitory and
this year was elected a Student Government representative.
Possessing a warm outgoing personality she is quite popular
at the Catholic girls college which has only one other Negro
student.
This was Gladys' second time to participate in "Parents
Day," Jackie's Grandmother, Mrs. Jennie Broadnax Vance
visited her for the occasion during her freshman year. Jackie's
a Junior this year and we're proud to say, she's a past Co-
WILLIE BOSLEY CELEBRATES ONE HUNDREDTH
BIRTHDAY—Mr. Bosley is shown with his children, grand-
children and great grandchildren who helped him celebrate
his one hundredth birthday Saturday, October 16. Shown
seated on the couch are his great grandchildren, Sonja Ma-
lunda, Melln Malunda Ill, Janke Jones, Mr. Bosley, Rhon-
da Jones and Susan Thomas from Munice, Indiana. Stand-
Ette president as well as a "Miss Co-Ette."
Dr. and Mrs. Leland L. Atkins are back from Miami Beach,
where he attended the meeting of the American Heart Asso-
ciation.
Lance Corp. John Johnican brought many smiles to the
faces of his wife, Gwen, his sisters Jane Johnican and Annie
Sue Burford when he came home from Viet Nam and Okinawa.
He and Gwen have Motored to Camp Lejeune, North Carolina
In their new Volkswagoa•
It was a mission of sadness that brought Mrs. Ann Coleman
of Los Angeles and her brother William Thompson of Cleve-
land to their old hometown. They came for the funeral of their
aunt, Mrs. Annie Hayes.
Mrs. Thompson who recently moved to Cleveland from Los
Angeles is the new administrator of the Cleveland Metropolitan
General Hospital. He holds a Ph.D. in Public Health Service
from St. Louis university.
Helen and Edwin Prater have Los Angeles houseguests,
Mary and Cassell Morris. Mary is a Central Ticket investigator
for the Pacific Telephone Company and Cassell is with the
Los Angeles Sheriff's department.
The Praters had just last week honored their pretty young
daughter. Peggy, with a "Sweet Sixteen" party at the Top hat
and Tails clubhouse where sixty young misses and swains were
all decked out in their best bibs and tuckers making it a gala
affair long be remembered by Peggy.
Peggy, a junior at Father Bertrand High School chose a
melon-colored dress which highlighted the golden tints in her
brown tresses.
"Did you ever see a man sitting in his own orchard with
the trees which he planted with his own hands pouring down
their ripened fruit upon him and he and his children and his
grandchildren rejoicing in its beauty? That is the picture of a
man who took the truth and planted it, and now he is sitting
under the boughs that overarch him. His days are happy and
his life is full of joy and usefulness."
Words from the "Leaves of Gold" which best seem to de-
scribe centenarian Willie Bosley as he posed for the photo-
grapher surrounded by his children, grandchildren and great
pi, chapter of the fraternity.
Equally as busy as Mrs. Allen, Sunday, was Mrs. Emmitt
0. Hozay, Jr., who was chairman of the program and then as-
sisted her in entertaining the Mississippians and Memphians
many with Mississippi backgrounds.
Both ladies played their roles well and were stunning pic-
tures on the rostrum of the magnificent church, Mrs. Hozay
in all white and Mrs. Allen in black.
Mrs. Pearline Kimbrough was chairman of the beautifully
executed luncheon of the Tennessee School Food Service Asso-
ciation Group 11, at the Dobbs Luau.
Highlight of the well planned affair was the program in
which members honored a worthy and most gracious lady, Mrs.
Dorothy E. Greene with a "This Is Your Day" program. Mis-
YW-Wives Hear Report
On A Trip To Hawaii
Members of the YW-Wives of Other members on the pro-
the Sarah Brown Branch gram were Mrs. Martha Die
Young Women's Christian As- lanes and Mrs. Isabelle Row
sociation enjoyed a delightful lach. Mrs. Lois Greenwood do-
Hawaiian Luncheon recently nated a ' beautiful pound cake
' and heard Mrs. Russell Sugar- as door prize.
mon, Sr., tell of her trip to Members present were Miss
Hawaii. Isabelle Greenlee, Mrs. Char-
Mrs. 
and
W  
Mrs.Hattie
il I ett e  BHumphriesr:ith. 
Mrs. 
Io trtse 
Elizabeth
Fr zier M 
Hill, 
,  rs.Rlu mrth smReeves,a.
sided,
waite introduced Mrs. Sugar- bel Davis, Mrs. Lilla Hall,
mon who gave a vivid descrip- Mrs. Georgia Pierce, Mrs. Cla-
tion of her trip and displayed rice Mitchell, Mrs. Ida Lee
articles she purchased in Ha- Jackson, Mrs. Parthenia Sil-
log left to right are: Melvin Malunda, Jr., grandchild; Mrs.
Harvey Thomas, grandchild from Muncie. Indiana; Mrs.
S. L. Reynolds, daughter from St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Melvin
Malunda, Sr., Neville Jones, Jr., great grandchild: Mrs.
Mildred Jones, grandchild holding her son and Mr. Bosley's
great grandchild, Todd Jones.—(Withers Photo)
Ice-Breaker Peacock Plaque Inspired
The Sarah Brown Brancti
Young Women's Christian As-
sociation will open its fall and
winter program with the an-
nual Autumn Ice-Breaker on
Sunday, Oct. 24 at 4 p.m.
Guest speaker will be Jac-
ques Wilmore, field representa-
tive of the Memphis office of
the Civil Rights Commission.
Vocal selections will be render-
ed by the 11 Cantorium, a local
ensemble.
The program is sponsored by.
the Membership Committee and
is a community service pro-
gram. Mrs. Bernice Callaway,
active meriber of the Member.
ship Committee is chairman of
the event.
There is no admission and
the public is urged to attend.
wan.
 j mon, Mrs. Willie Mae Patton,
Shaw U. Adds Mrs. Hattie Muse, Mrs. SadieMickle, Mrs. Lois Greenwood,I
Horace Small Mrs. Bernice Thomas, Mrs.
Ruth Collins, Mrs. Anita Weath;
Horace Smalls of Jackson- ersby, Mrs. Thomas Watkins,
ville, Fla. has been added to Sr., Mrs. Amelia Dale andthe football coaching staff at Mrs. Narcissa Jones.Shaw University. His appoint.
And Mrs Gertrude Johnson,ment was announce y thed b"
University's athletic director, Mrs. Alzora Haste, Mrs. Alva
James E. Lytle. Hunter, Mrs. B. G. Olive, Mrs.:
As an assistant football Ruth Porter, Mrs. Omega Shel-
to, Mrs. -Ethel Hooks. Mrs.coach, Smalls will jvork with
the Bears' ends the Minnie L. Pryor, Mrs. Juanita
Hamer, Mrs. Myrtle Daniels,'scouting • assignmeitilli for the
team. Mrs. Beulah Neil, Mrs. Little
A former teammate of the 3. Collins, Mrs. Alice Minor,
Bears' coach. Lee Royster, at Mrs. Maud D. Bright, Mrs. P.
Florida A dr M University, F. Carruthers, chairman Of
I Smalls was an oustanding end YW-Wives, and Mrs. Addle G.
on three of Jake Gaither's Owen, branch executive direc-
. Rattler squads. tor.
One of the world's most beautiful birds has in- !combined the peacock with the
spired one of today's most popular new wall acces-
sories.
The bird, as most readers can easily guess, is the
stately peacock. And the wall accessory is a minutely
detailed reproduction of a hand.
carved peacock, a large-scale
dimensional plaque introduced
ly by Arabesque ofTra-
nasty. Conquered districts paid
tribute, not in gold, but in pea-
cocks.
verse City, Mich. 
• • •
• • •
Like the Hindoos of southe.1..tAccording to Mary Ann Wills, Asia, the Japanese credited thedecorating consultant to the peacock with healing power
company, the 0 x 34-inch pla• and frequently used it o • us-que with its realistic body and Irate the Buddhist healing deitylace-like fan has already been Kujako Moyowo.
spotted by many homemakers
In many instances, artistsseeking "something different"
In the way of wall decor.
• • •
"Though the peacock plaque,
is new, the idea of portraying
the male of the peafowl species
through various forms is ten-
tunes old." she said.
"Next to the dove and possi-
For many years bathrooms
have been the "stepchild" of
home decorating. Either ignor.
ed or minimally attended to,
they were with few executions,
functional and cold.
Today's home designers rec-
ognize the health benefits to
mind and body of relaxing in
a warm bath in pleasant sur-
NEW YORK — (UPI) — If
bly the eagle, the proud pea. you've just gone through a hot,
.cock has been used a more than uncomfortable sum me r at
any other bird as a symbol, home, watch out! You're proh-
though not always as the sym- ably in for a chilly, drafty win-
bol of pride we know today," ter.
she added. If your house is hot and on-
* • comfortable in summer, Made-
In ancient Indian and Malaya, quate Insulation and ventilation
the bird's native habitat, the Probably is the root of the prob-peacock was and still is con. lem. And these inadequacies
sidered a bird of magic or will make a house hard to heat
even the embodiment of some in winter, according to United
gad of the forest. There it Is pro. States Gypsum Co., building
tected, not by any laws, but by'materials manufacturer.
rounchngs, and the bathroom custom.
has come into its own. Domes- "There are two loglcal !va-
tic ceramic tile is playing a .sons for such beliefs," Miss
strong role in this trend. .Wills explained. "To Asian vii-
Available in a breathtaking !see people, the jungle peacock
was a sort of watchdog, louchyrange of more than 250 colors S
an 
infinite number of ,111_,snnounc1ng the approach of a
terns, ceramic tile combines a,tiger, leopard or big snake."
feeling of elegance with the "He also had an uncanny abi•
lily to forecast rain, dancing
about and crying with delightBride-Elect when he sensed a coming down.
To Be Honored pour."
Mr. and Mrs. Dedrick Sims
and Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shgn
non will honor Miss Ruby MISI•
Cr, bride
-elect of Mr Bernard
Wilkerson. With a bridal show-
er at the Shannon home at 1585
rharyne cirlce on Saturday, Oct.
23, from 6 to 8 pm.
•
Oriental art indicates that
the peacock , had both religious
and political significance in
ancient China and Japan. is
recorded, for example, (hal
peacock feathers were valued
as 4indicationg of official rank
i during the Chinese Tong 4Y-
peony, both Japanese and
Chinese regarding the peony as
the only flower worthy of such
association .
Carried to western nations by
early traders, the peacock WAS
substituted by the Greeks and
later by the Romans for the
mythical pheonix.
It soon became the compan-
ion of Hera or Juno, their queen
of heaven. Her partner, Zeus or
Jupiter, was symbolized by an
eagle.
Even the early Christian wove
the beautiful peacock into their
beliefs and their art, portraying
it as a symbol of immortality.
Recent research, according to
USG, indicates the majority of
the nation's homes have too lit-
tle insulation or improper ven-
tilation.
Advanced technology has,
made it relatively easy to ha-
prove insulation in existing
homes. A new system of calcu-
lating the 'R Factor" (resist-
ance to heat flow) makes it un-
necessary to rely on thickness
as the criterion for insulative
values.
This "R" rating takes into ac-
count all influencing factors —
thickness, density and conducti-
vity, permitting easy determina-
tion of the correct amount of in,
sulatiod for ceilings, walls and
floors over crawl spaces.
:• ••4 0440.4•464.4.4•4044,404•44-”••1•4•09•1•47-t.4.4.4,4•:40.11404f
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HOME DECOR INSPIRATION
Outdoing even Mother Nature, Arabesque gilds a stately
new peacock wall plaque with a crest of sparkling Aurora
Borealis jewels. The intricate openwork fan measures 30x31
inches, while the three-dimensional body projects Sui inches
from the wall. A detailed reproduction of an original hand-
carved masterpiece, the simulated wood plaque Is finished
in a choice of Roman gold with white highlights or smoked
walnut tone with life-like color accents to complement
either a traditional or transitional decorating scheme.
AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If you are clean and tired of high rates
If you have lost your license
If you are about to loose your license
If you need an SR-22 filing at once
If you have under age 25 problems
If you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-7775 or 948-7776
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd. Memphis
tress of ceremony was Mrs. Johnnie E. Weathers. And Mes-
dames Emma Wilson, Ronald Powell, Ardella McGhee, Nettie
McNurtry and Agnes Bowman gave interesting and noteworthy
accounts of Mrs. Greene's life from 1942 to 1965.
A standing ovation was given the honoree. After receiving
a beautiful white orchid, Mrs. Greene was presented a sterling
silver charm bracelet depicting the important years of her life.
Red roses were presented the honoree by Mrs. Vcanna Chris-
tian and Mrs. Eloise Logging. Mrs. Greene was compleg
surprised and most elated.
Ladies enjoying the cuisine of the fashionable restaurant
were: Mrs. Willie H. Hyena, President; Mrs. Marie Austin, Mrs.
Cora Smith, Mrs. Helen Smith, Mrs. Sally Hines, Mrs. Queen
A. Jeffery, Mrs. Bernice Warsham, Mrs. Hattie Chambers,
Mrs. Ruth Biggs, Mrs. Margaret Woods, Mrs. Bessie Dennis,
Mrs. Joan Artry, Mrs. Emma Nunnally, Mrs. Dora Perkins,
Mrs. Janette Lewis, Mrs. Eleanor G. Lyons, Mrs. Janie Hunt,
Mrs. Laura Ephrian, Mrs. Ida B. Johnson, Mrs. Elizabeth Fon-
dren, Mrs. Lola Mason, Mrs. Willis M. Warren, Mrs, Lillie
Young, Mrs, Cuneria Cooper, Mrs. Justine Smith and Mrs.
Evelyn Barbee.
Still other enjoying the Polynesian fare were Kenneth Cade,
grandchildren when Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Malunda, Sr. enter-
tained him Saturday night with a birthday party in honor of his
one hundredth birthday.
Coming down to help make it a joyous occasion for the wise
sage were his daughter, Mrs. S. L. Reynolds from St. Louis,
her daughter and son-in-law. Dr. and Mrs. Harvey Thomas and
their little daughter, Susan from Muncie, Indiana; his nephew
and niece, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bosley of Indianapolis, Indiana
and many relatives and friends from home sweet home.
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas were also able to renew friendships
with the A. N. Walkers with whom they journeyed to Puerto
Rico this past summer as guests of the Chicagoans. They also
visited with Dr. and Mrs. R. Q. Venson.
Mrs. Harry Cash feted her mother, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite
on her birthday by taking her to dinner at the Passport Room.
In the party honoring the very effervescent lady were her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Frederick A. Rivers, and Mrs. Peter M.
Jones whom she fondly calls her other daughter.
The evening was topped off with bridge at the Rivers' home.
Sunday was a very busy day for Mrs. Pauline Allen. First
she was guest speaker at the Founders Day Program at Mis-
sissippi Blvd. Christian Church then later on in the day she
entertained the members of Eta Phi Lambda Chapter of Alpha Mrs. Mai Hall, Mrs. Maggie Wigginson, Mrs. Margaret Toler,Phi Alpha Fraternity in absentia for her late husband:- Dr. Mrs. Rosie Rodgers, Mrs. Conine Hughes, Mrs. Rosie Parrott,James L. Allen who was a member of the Columbus, Misseisip. Mrs. Beatrice Thomas, Mrs. Vera Peterson, Mrs. Marie Banks,
Mrs. Sam Ella Bowden, Mrs. Geneva Telford and Mrs. Moseale
Williams.
Dorothy Aiknes chose to entertain her relatives, Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Turner from Sacramento, California at the Shadow-
lawn home of her good friends, Cora and Elbert Beteet.
Enjoying the cozy atmosphere and partaking of the su
tuous food were Cora's mother, Mrs. L. C. Patterson, Sr. Mm'
Celestine Roberson and Mrs. Toni Veasy.
Mrs. Annabelle Alene was the charming hostess to the
Phyllis Wheatley Club at her Boyd Street home at which time
election of her officers for the new club year was held.
Mrs. Harry T. Cash, was re-elected president and Mrs.
Hollis F. Price was re-elected secretary.
Other ladies enjoying the buffet dinner with its Halloween
motif were: Mrs. C. M. Rouhlac, Mrs. R. L. Adams, Mrs. 0.
B. Braithwaite, Miss Mattie Bell, Mrs. E. C. Craigen, Mrs. E.
L. Crittendon, Miss Isabel Greenlee, Mrs. P. M. Jones, Mrs,
R. S. Lewis, Sr., Mrs, C. F. Oglesby, Mrs. Clarence Pope, and
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Sr.
Guests were Mrs. A. M. Walker, Mrs. Marvin Tarpley, and
Mrs. H. H. Johnson. Mrs. Alene was assisted in entertaining
by her brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kirk and
her niece, Miss Ann Kirk.
Mrs. Thelma Brown hosted the Dacord Bridge Club at her
South Parkway home Saturday night and club members win-
ning prizes were Mesdames Warren Hawkins, Sadie McCoy,
Annie Simpson, and Elizabeth Shaw. Mrs. Hiawatha Harris
came close to the winning area. Guests were Mesdames Ar
Fleming and Willie Lou Tillman who also won prizes.
t
The LaBelle Toujours are raffling away a $25 United States
Savings Bond and toaster November 13, at the home of Mrs.
Evelyn Miles. Proceeds will benefit the club's charity project.
Members who may be contacted concerning the raffle are:
Mesdames Juanita Beasley, President; Lee Eleanor Benson,
Treasurer; Sophie Ware, Mabel Gooden, and Miss Maggie
Dukes.
Squire and Mrs. Hosea T. Loekard were among the elected
officials attending the Memphis State Homecoming Luncheon
at the Memphis Memorial Stadium Saturday.
Espied at the Front St. Theatre's production of "The King
and I" were Anne and O'Ferrell Nelson, Kathryn Perry, Dr.
Clara Brawner, Velma Lois Jones and Zernia Peacock.
The high schools have included the Front St. Theatre as a
part of their cultural program which methinks is a good idea
What's- New?
A-kind of helmet first seen
on skiers is available for little
girls now. Orlon helmets with
openings only for eyes and
mouth will keep off the winter
winds and the Orlon makes
them easily washable.
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CONTEST WINNER—Miss Mattie'Walls, a Booker T. Wash-
ington High school student, won the state-wide "Hair-Styl-
ing" contest held in Jackson, Tenn., on Monday, Oct. II,
and here she is shown holding a trophy presented to her as
1965 winner. Miss Cathy Johnson, standing to her right. The
winner is a student of Mrs. Myrtle White. Other contestants,
FOREIGN SERVICE CAREERS was the topic of discus-
sion when Tennessee State university students were visited
by Foreign Service Officer Eddie N. Williams. A Depart•
ment of State film on the Foreign Service Corps' work in
Ecuador was shown. Interested seniors chatting with Mr.
NATCHEZ BATTLE
how left, are Misses Jewel Pryor, Johnnie Clayborn and
Fannie House. Standing, same order, are Misses Loretta
Ward, Verberlean Green, Sadie Reed and Ernestine Harper.
Mrs. White and Mrs. Cloviece Exum, cosmetology instruc-
tors at Washington, accompanied the contestants to Jack'
son.—(1looks Bros. Photo)
Williams, left, are Miss Brenda Mayberry, Nashville; Fleet
nood Price, Miami, Ha., and Miss Elizabeth Harbour, Pied-
mont, Tenn., all history majors. Mr. Williams. a former
Memphian, nas at one time a member of the staff of the
Tri-State Defender. — (Joe Zinn Photo)
Must Mississippi City Leaders StartAgain?
NATCHEZ, Miss. — Puzzled
civil rights leaders in this
Deep Dixie town tried to re-
plot their course Monday in a
battle they thought they'd won
— and hadn't.
After weeks of racial turmoil,
city officials granted half a,
dozen concessions to rights,
leaders — orally — last week.
Aid then took the concessions
Mick again in a letter written
by Mayor John Nosser.
The victory that seemed to
have slipped through civil
rights fingers sparked a week•,
end of protests and counter-
Protests highlighted by the
appearance of Gov. Nelson'
Rockefeller of New York, IV
livering the guest sermon in
the Atlanta Church of Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr.
The mayor . of Atlanta and
other dignitaries greeted Rocke-
feller on his arrival.
And meanwhile, more than
600 Negroes marched through
Natchez streets over the week-
end, while white crowds and
a small army of known Ku
Kluxers watched.
The Natchez ,Negroes filed out
of Bethel Baptist Church turned
through a residential section
RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL
Academy Award-wining actress Dorothy Malone, weak but
happy, is shown on her release from Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital in Hollywood. The actress spent three weeks in
the hospital recovering from a seven•hour operation for
near fatal blood clotting. (UPI Telephoto)
STUDENT NEA CONFAB—Present and former officers of
the Student Tennessee Education Congress are shown at
their state meeting held last week on the LeMoynt• college
campus. Students attending the meeting represented Knox.
silk', lane, LeSloyne and lennessee State. Seated, left to
right are Evelyn Lewis. Lealoyne, assistant state secretary;
TEEN BIRTHDAY PARTY — Miss Debra Anita Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman T. Smith of 1010 Tully
at.. cutting cake, celebrated her seventeenth birthday an-
niversary at a party given in her honor on Friday, Oct. 8,
at Oates Manor Youth Center. Among those helping the
Manassas High school senior celebrate the occasion w ere
Fred Alexander, Ilaroldine Bailey, Janis Black, Alma Bar-
num, Helen Barnum, Bobby Bridges, Chiquita Bridges.
Willie Barnes, ('akin Cleaves, Hilton Cannon. Matthew
.Arbrie Griffln LeMoyne, state treasurrir; Kathleen Moffett,
Lane, state vice president; Irene Turner. LeMoyne, state
president. and Clayton Hayes, Lane, slate chaplain. Stand'
ing left to right are Roble Shaw, Queen Turnipseed, Emily
Pettigren. Robert White, Dorothy Rogers, Forrestine Wad-
lingual, Geraldine Nelson, Jacqueline Bruce and Janice Halt.
Davis, Walter Flagg. Edith Green. Charles Ball, Carl Hays.
lett, Sandra Ili111. Robert Hendrix, Alvin Hentiel, Eliza.
beth Hunt, Fred Leatherttood, Brentwood Lott, Mary Mc.
(ihee, Anthony Morris, Athelene Norwood, Alvin Perkins,
Lenora Reed, Sandra Smith, Faye Shaw, Phyllis Taylor,
Noble Thompson, Melvin Watkins, Sylvester West, Norqual
Wellington, Venora Wellington, Nathaniel Walker, Geral-
dine Watts, Evelyn Weems, Patricia Weems, Ann T. Wil-
liams, I,arry Yates and Mary Robinson.—(Withers Photo)
Concern For Civil Liberties Has
Drawn More Students Into Law
1)1 ltHAM, N. I. — The 1,:11'
for civil liberties and stepped
tip concern for the plight if
poor people are given by the
dean of the North Carolina Col-
lege School of Law as two of
the reasons for the apparent
"significant surge of interest
among persons of minority
groups in law careers."
Noting that the NCC law
school has the largest freshman
class in its recent history — 18
students — and that enrollments
at other such schools are also
increasing, Daniel G. Sampson
says: "Th.s int t, no doubt,
stems from the current popular
interest in the rights of poor
and underprivileged people as
well as a greater concern gen-
erally being manifested in
nal procedures. Gains in civil
rights," he continues. "may also
account in no small measure
for this increased interest."
Sampson, beginning his first
year as dean after 14 years on
the law school faculty, declares
NCC is making efforts to see
that this heighted interest is
sustained.
''We are also attempting.' he
indicates, "to show that there
are career opportunities in law
for women the same as for
men." lie reveals that the
school has one junior and two
freshman female students and
, states that a long range student
recruitment program is begin.
• Ging.
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Samrson said the rwerrinl will
continue its forum series, begin-
ning this month under the di-
rection of Henry Frey, also a
newcomer to the faculty.
In existence since 1940, the
NC(' School of Law currently.
has 35 graduates practicing inl
North Carolina — a sizeablei
percentage of the Negroes prac-
ticing in the state.
The school's Student Bar
Association, under the prrsi-
dency of Rogers Davis, has,
among other items on its agenda
for this year, plans for trips to
the North Carolina State Si
preme Court, according to Sid
ton Johnson, the groups's is
euity advisor.
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toward town. They picked up
additional volunteers as they:
moved toward the business
section and lost a few on thel
route back.
The parade route carried
them down busy Main Street
where white shoppers and store
clerks stared from windows.
One tiny, gray-haired white
woman said:
"If they can't turn a Gattling
gun on them, they ought to use
ater."
City police were out in force
and a number of state high.
way patrolmen stood guard to
help insure against violence.
As the marchers — walking
two abreast and stretched out
more than a quarter of a mile
— circled City Hall and the
County Building, KKK leader
E. L. McDaniel parked his car
on Main Street and stood on a
corner silently watching. Mc-
Daniel, of Natchez; is Grand
Dragon of the Mississippi l
branch of the United Mans of
America.
His car was covered with
Klan decals and a white helmet
with the letters "KKK" was on
the rear shelf.
Many of the demonstrators
were teenagers hut there were
several elderly persons in the
crowd and a few whites. A
group of staff workers for the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) arrived
from Crawfordville to join the
protest.
Demonstration came in the
wake of a disagreement which
broke out Wednesday night
'after a Negro delegation met
I with city officials to discuss
'a petition of grievances by the
iNegro community.
'JAll SHOW- every Friday and Saturday
night. Open doily from 10:00 A.M. to
1:00 A.M. Weekends from 10:00 A.M. to
4:00 A.M. Enjoy all the food you want
from Manhattan Tavern. A variety of
sandwiches, fancy styled chicken and
MRS. ELIZABETH RELTHERFORD
PROPRIETOR
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222 West Brooks Rd.
Proposed Bill Would Control
Catnapping-And Dognapping Too!
By Cong. George Gilder
One oi the most horrible
practices going on in the coun-
try today is the kidnapping of
pets for sale to research labor'.
tories and medical schools.
Some of my colleagues tell
me that a nationwide scandal
is in the making because these
crimes are on the increase.
Stepped-up activity directed
toward finding a cure for can-
cer and other catastrophic dis-
eases has naturally led to an
increase in the need for addi-
tional research, but no research
can justify the stealing of a
dog or cat that brings joy to
some youngster or companion-
ship to an elderly person.
CATNAPPING?
I have joined with several
other congressmen in introduc-
ing a bill to put a stop to this
practice and to insure that
experimentation is humane.
My bill would empower the
Secretary of Agriculture to li-
cense all dog and cat suppliers
as well as research inktitutions
receiving Federal grants.
We have heard shocking tes-
timony from persons who ad-
mit going through neighbor-
hoods luring dogs and cats into
their trucks, then selling these
animals to a laboratory.
Officials at most universities
make no effort to determine
the origin of the dogs or cats.
Some colleges even purchase
these animals by the pound or
by the dozen.
FIVE-DAY DELAY .
My bill also authorizes the
Department of Agriculture to
license and govern the handling
and transportation of dogs and
cats by dealers and to require
dealers to house each animal
for five days.
This delay, plus another pro-
vision requiring dealers to, which aze probing the myste-
keep records of the source of 'ries of disease.
the animals, will help pet-own- Many of their grants are
ers and police to check the, awarded to institutions in
dealer's records against lists Memphis such as the University
of stolen pets. of Tennessee Medical Units
ty good controls over food and
drug manufacture and distribu-1
tion, there is no control over
research animals.
Already arguments are bee
raised that this is an invasion
of state's rights and that no
legislation is needed in this
field. Some persons even con-
tend that my bill will hinder
research.
1 have supported all legisla-,
tion geared to waging all-out
war on heart disease, cancer
and stroke. I will continue to
support the work of the Na-
tional Institutes of Health
U. S. Congressman George Grider of Tennessee's Ninth
Congressional District is shown participating in a demon'
stration of the new Bell System Picturephone service,
which enables telephone callers to see as well as hear
the party on the other end of the line. Congressman
Grider of Memphis is a member of the House Banking
and Currency Committee.
tany of the dealers keep the and Saint Jude Reearch Hos- Civi ghtsl Ri 
animate, in a crowded, unsani- pital.
tary pens and give them im- I fully realize that this re-
proper food and water before search requires the use of ani-
taking them to the laboratory. mats. But I . also feel that we
Unfortunately, a few of our re- need strict controls guarantee-
search institutions are guilty ing that these animals are not
of similar practices. stolen pets, and that civilizedI
standards are adhered to inl
their treatment.
Let me have your opinions
on this matter.
NO CONTROL
Although the Government is
dispensing millions of dollars
for research and we have pret-
17 Women Win Trips In N.C.
Mutual Insurance Contest
DURHAM, N. C.—The Agency ,
Department of the North Caro-
lina Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany concluded a seven weeks
sales contest in honor of Mrs.
V. C. Turner, financial vice
president and a member of the
Board of Directors.
Seventeen women employees 1
of the home office served as
sponsors of two or more dis-
tricts in each of the four zones.
The district which reported the
highest average production re-
cord in each zone enabled the
sponsors to win a trip to the city
in which the district is located.
The winners accompanied by
Mrs. Turner, will be extended
many courtesies by the local
district personnel who will serve
as hosts. They will be joined
by the clerical staff from the
runner-up district in each re-
spective zone.
Winning sponsors and their
districts are: Mrs. Roger Bur-
they, stenographer, home office
operations, Albany,' Ga., P. F.
Blackburn, manager, located in
Zone A Mrs. Bernice Marsh,
secretary, medical department,
Charlotte, R. C. Robinson, man-
ager, Zone B;
Mrs. Ruby Bagley, stenogra-
pher, legal department, Newark,
L. W. Reaves manager, Zone
C; and Mrs. Arnelle S. Robin-
Dear Mme Chante.
I am interested in male per
pals between the ages of 40 and
50. I am divorced and have
children. Will give more in-
formation when answering let-
ters received. Will also ex-
change photos.
Mrs. Lois Waters
728 E. Pennsylvania Ave.
South Bend, Ind.
Dear Mme Chante-
I am writing this letter in
hopes that you can help me.
I am 48 years old. 5 feet, 21/2
inches tall, light brown com-
plexion, 155 lbs.
I would like to meet a nice
girl between 30 and 40 years
old. I am a hard working man
— so if there is a lonely girl
who wants to write a lonely
man, please write to me.
Robert L. Thompson
415 Columbis Ave.,
Apt. 5. Rear
son, mortgage loan assistant,,
Chicago Englewood, 1 N L
Payne, manager, Zone D.
The winners and runners-up
were announced at a special
lucheon meeting in the home
office, at which time the run-
ners-up were presented gifts
from the honoree and from the
Agency Department.
Mrs. Turner will retire on Dec.
31, after completing 45 years or
service with the company. She
began her career in the Okla-
homa City district office as a
clerk.
A native of Macon, Ga., Mrs.
Turner was graduated from
I Morris Brown College, Atlanta,.
Ga. In 1962 this institution con-
ferred upon her the honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws. I
The first sponsor to make the
trip as a winner was Mrs. Ber-
nice Marsh, who visited Char-
lotte. Mrs. Roger Burthey, visi-
ted Albany Oct. 14 and 15; Mrs.
Arnelle Robinson will visit
Englewood Oct. 27 and 28; and .
Mrs. Ruby Bagley will visit'
Newark, NOV. 18 and 19.
Rochester, New York
• •
Dear Mme Chante:
I would like to coirespond
with Christian gentlemen be- ,
tween the ages of 65 and 70.
Color or race does not matter.
I am a Christian lady, C5
years of age, medium brown
complexion 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
140 lbs.
Mrs. E. Collins
4917 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60615
Dear Mme Chante:
I would be very grateful to
you if you would publish my
name in the Chicago Defender
as a pen pal seeker.
I am 28 years old, 5 feet, 6
inches tall. Would like to cor-
respond with nice gentlemen
over 30 years old.
Miss Hazel Allen
42 Waterloo Road
Kingston, Jarna ica MRS. V. C. TURNER
ALBERGENE CONSTRUCTION AND
ROOFING CO.
946-5734
New Home livild•r
R•mod•ling
Additions
Interior
Exterior
Concrete Drives and Porch•s
1 to 20 Years to Pay
Conventional & F.H.A. Financing
Lowest Rate Of Interest
The ALL WEATHER ALUMINUM CAR PORCH
41b,-PAINTING
lib-RUSTING
LIFETIME BAKED ON
ENAMEL
DOUBLE CARPORT
We'll olio lend up to ST 500 with repairs to pay up small bills.
CALL tOR FREE ESTIMATE
Eu9••• Hunter Mr. Albert Christlem
Action
This Week
TIGHT MEETING
WASHINGTON, (NPI) — A
conference on the problem of
equal rights and opportunities
has been called by President'
Johnson on Nov. 17-18. A.
Phillip Randolph, president
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
'Porters and an AFL-CIO vice ,
president has been named hono-
rary chairman.
The meeting will bring to-
gether experts in the housing.
employment, education and so-
cial welfare fields to "point
the way toward 'new efforts to
include the Negro American
more fully in our society."
• • •
TROOPER DEMOTED
WILMINGTON, Del., (NPI —
Because he failed to aid a Negro,
couple when they tried to re-
port a rape attempt on their
daughter by a white youth, an
unidentified Delaware state
trooper was demoted from de-
tective to uniformed ranks
Neither Col. Eugene B. Ellis,
superintendent of state polic..
who ordered the demotion, nor
the girl's father, the Rev. An-
thony W. Baker, would identify
the trooper. Rev. Baker said
he and his wife were abused
and the detective "would not
let them sign a warrant for
attempted rape." The rape
suspect is now under psychiatric
treatment.
• • •
SELF HELP
LOS ANGELES, (NPI( — Ro-
bert Lee Hall, 38. a militant
civil rights worker who got
more than burning feet on the
picket line, put them back un-
,der a desk to try a new tech-
nique in solving the problems
of south Los Angeles.
Hall borrowed $1,000 — with
no collateral — from a Negro
businessman to open a job-
lagoad uoiteanpa pun Bunnell
Patterned after the Opportuni-
ties Industrialization Center,
Philadelphia, which pulled un-
employables up by their boot-
straps into paying jobs, Hall's
"Operation Bootstrap" requires
its enrollees to take a course
in Negro history.
It also will attempt to enlist
industrialists, merchants and
other businessmen to sponsor
classes and to provide intruc-
tion.
BIAS CONCERN
WASHINGTON, ( N P 1) —
Grave concern was expressed
by a federal civil rights official
as to whether white suburbani-
tes can adjust quickly to chang-
ing racial relations required by
the national commitment to
equality.
Calvin Kytle, acting director,
Community Relations Service.
predicted that Negro rights
pressure would shift increasing-
ly to the North. "The need now
is for every intitution in this
society to open its doors, no
less than it is for every man
to open his heart, and give the
Negro a chance to exercise his
rights."
Mr. Thomas Craig, long time
Tailor and Clothier, is now
with Lansky Bros. Men's
Shop. Says Tommy, "when
it comes to Tailor Mode, see
me. Also in our regular
Stock, we can fit ony size
man. From 34 to 64 tegulot
and toll men. F ro ri 38XL
to 541 L Formal weor rental.
We welcome your charge
Orrount
LANSKY BROS.
MEN'S SHOP
i  126 BEALE Ph. 525-5401 
Is Negro Talented Tenth
Leading Or Laying Down?
By G. C. ODEN
It was W. E. B. DuBois who
wrote, "Can the masses of the
Negro people be in any possi-
ble way more quickly raised
than by the effort and example
of their aristocracy of talent
and character? Was there
ever a nation on God's fair
earth civilized from the bottom
upward?"
Posed in 1900, these questions
are still debated today. But
one man thinks the future of
the Negro in this country would
be brighter if the people on the
bottom were given more op-
portunity, is Claude Brown.
Brown is the author of Man-
'child in the Promised Land, re-
cently published by The Mac-
millan Company and reviewed
in this column.
In an interview with him and
Helen, his gracious wife, be
discussed how his low opinion
of the educated Negro (set out
In his flabbergasting autobio-
graphy) had been reinforced
by his experience at Howard
University, often referred to as
the "capstone" of Negro edu-
cation.
Simply put, Claude Brown
bad contracted to write his
book but could not find any
faculty member who would
give him advice or show any
interest.
He was not as you might
suspect, interested in writing
the book out of an aspiring
ambition to be a writer but
he was using writing as a
Jurors Voice Bias Sammy DavisOK After
At Liuzzo Tria• l Stage Mishap
HAYNEVILLE, Ala. — (UPI)
— Collie Leroy Wilkins, a
young Ku Klux Klansman on
trial for his life in the civil
rights murder of a Detroit
mother, heard a prospective
juror say Monday he would
never vote for the death pen-
alty in such a crime.
The chunky 21-year-old de-
fendant, on trial for the second
time in the nightrider slaying
of Mrs. Viola Liuzzo, heard
other prospective jurors — in-
cluding a former Klan official
— say under questioning that:
— Whites are superior to Ne-
groes.
— The Klan is not a terrrorist
organization.
— The Klan serves a useful
purpose, ' 
Not a single juror had
been selected when the trial
recessed at noon. The line of
the early questioning indicated
it would take hours, if not
days, to select the 12-man jury
The first trial of Wilkins, an
unemployed auto mechanic,
ended in a hung jury last spring
after an all-white jury divided
10-2 for conviction.
Wilkins and two other Klans-
men to be tried later are accus-
ed of pursuing Mrs. ',fuzz°,
a mother of five and wife of a
Teamsters Union official, in a
car chase on a highway near
here on the final night of the:
Selma-to- Montgomery "Free-1
dom March" last Spring.
FBI 'informer Gary Rowe,'
chief prosecution witness in
the last trial, was expected to:
testify again that he witnessed
the murder and that Wilkins
'was the "trigger man."
The second trial opened in
the same courtroom where
three weeks ago a jury found'
a Ilaynesville white man.I
Thomas Coleman, not guilty in'
the shotgun slaying of Episco-
pal seminarian Jonathan Dan-
iels, a white civil rights work-
er from Keene, N.H.
Alabama Attorney General
Richmond Flowers, a vigorous
opponent of the Klan, came
here to direct the prosecution,
which normally would be
handled by local prosecutors,
"Because of the atmosphere,
and in an effort to make sure
there is a fair trial."
Defense Attorney Arthur
Hanes, former Mayor of Bir-
mingham, showed up to direct
the defense and took a verbal
swipe at Flowers for "trying
'the case ahead of the trial."
Flowers has called both the
first Wilkins trial and the
Coleman trial miscarriages of
justice.
NEW YORK — Fear that
Sammy Davis, Jr. may have
been permanently blinded dis-
solved, late Monday, with his
release, in good health, from a
hospital here.
Davis, star of t h e Broadway
smash musical, "Golden Boy,"
was hospitalized Saturday night
after a freak accident in the
play's celebrated fight scene
put is eye in danger.
A substitute actor accidental-
ly clipped Davis behind the
ear with a judo chop.
According to Hillard Elkins,
the play's producer, Davis was
resting comfortably and sche-
duled to appear in the play's
Monday night performance.
After the on-stage accident,
Elkins said, Davis lost consci-
ousness momentarily, "and
complained that he couldn't
see."
He was rushed to the Gug-
genheim Pavilion of Mount
Sinai Hospital where specialists
put the star through a series of
tests to determine if any dam-
age was done to optic nerves.
Earlier in the season, Davis
had been knocked out during
the same fight scene bv'another
substitute actor. In that epi-
sode, the actor forgot to "pull"
a punch.
Elkins said the fight scene
"is going to be rearranged."
means to finance his education
I am sure that there were
all kinds of reason why he was
ignored: Why should any gig" •
lished or unpublished WM.
Ph. D. believe that same in-
conspicuous undergraduate stu-
dent of this has contracted to
write his life's story for a white
publishing firm? Whatever the
reason may have been, he did
ask and he should have a least
received the courtesy of inter-
ested attention.
From such experience Brown
has come to realize that some-
thing bewildering happens to
our "Talented Tenth" — as
DuBois designated the college
educated American Negro. In-
stead of becoming "leaders of
thought" according to DuBois'
forecast, they have become
leaders, in racial thoughtless-
ness. Institutions of higher Ne•
gro learning have beet
"tombstones" of Negro 1•
education.
Education beyond high school
has created a Negro middle
class who continuously fail to
provide genuine leadership for
the Majority of our community.
A greedy, complacent, racially
negative class, these black
mandarins channel their ener
gies almost exclusively into
ways and means of acquiring
prestige and power for them-
selves.
At the expense of our impo-
verished majority, they have
,so succumbed to notions of in-
fallibility that the dialogues
taking place between them and
the whites they emulate sound
'like an immortal echo.
Claude Brown feels strongls
that our Negro colleges and
universities should searchir
and claim the many bright I
troubled young in our ghettos
is aid them towards a happier
iand more productive life for
themselves.
E. xtra legal way of life as
a part of Negro community
existence, I submit, should be
understood and dealt with less
from the point of church-going
self righteousness than from
the practical point of view of
the participant.
Certainly, if a boy can nei-
ther read nor write, lacks a
employable skill or has any
offense at law, his chances of
legitimate productive employ
ment have ben virtually chok
ed off.
De11016 move
"ble lout 
bit car.
Insist on
Dodge Palatal
Go ahead. Be rebellious. Demand more "big"
in your big car. And get it at a price that
won't take a big bite out of your budget.
By Dodge, you've got it. Polara! More
"big." More "hot." More of everything others
have not.
Ever see the likes of it? Neither has your
next door neighbor or the doorman at the
club or the parking attendant who can easily
pick Polara from a lot full of "me, too" cars.
Pclara's different, all right. Looks, drives,
performs like the elegant piece of machinery
it is. Covered by a 5-year/50,000-mile war-
ranty.' Complete with all these items that
used to cost extra: Outside mirror. Padded
dash. Variable-speed electric windshield
wipers and washers. Backup lights. Turn
signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
Insist on Polara at your Dodge Dealer's. A
beautiful new way to break old buying habits.
CHRYSLER 
'66 Dodge Polara
°HERE'S NOW DODGE'S S-YEAS, 50,000-MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARNANTY PPIOTECTS YOU: Chrysler
Caporalon confidently warrants allot the following vital arts of its 19660.,, for 5 years or 50,000 miles. whichever coma
Cost, during which tome any such parts that prove defective in material and workrnenship will a reafted or repaired of a
Chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer's place of busrness without chums fru such pert, or labor: engine block,
heed and interal PArts, milk. manifold, water pump, transmission case and internal perte (excepting reseal clutch).
loom convertor, drive shaft, ant I tants, reef axle and difaratial, and rat wheel bearings.
REQUIRED MAINTENANCE: The following maintenance services are required under the warranty—chenge engine al
Way 3 month, or 4,000 *halter*, comes first, repine roil filter every second on change. clan carburation Alter
every 6 months and ream it every 2 years; and every 6 month, furnish evidence of this respired service to (Chrysler
Motors Corporation Authorised Oahu and request him lo toady tempt of such evidence and your car's mileage. simple
slisough for such important protection.
Enlist now in the Dodge Rebellion.
Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
WATCH —THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE WECINTSOAY NIGHTS ON NBC-TV, CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS
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The . Fast
Gourmet
BY POPPY CANNON
Men with a new-found interest in cooking at t
sometimes endearing. They can also be insufferable.
There is one I know who, to all appearances, thinks,
dreams, and talks food constantly. He is, I must
admit, fast becoming a desperado at the cook stove.
Last season he took a seven-day cruise to the
Caribbean on the M.S. Victoria, where they have a
famous North Italian chef. Whenever possible, this
man haunted and waylaid the chef. lie was deter-
mined to learn the secret of a certain lightly cooked
diced tomato sauce, served on pasta. It was rather
like the Amatriciana, so popular in Rome. Here it
was called Scarpara. How he managed to extract the!
recipe he never tells, but ever since the cruise our
gentleman gourmet makes a production of tossing
the sauce together in an electric skillet at the table.
It cooks in less than 8 minutes and is as different
from the usual tomato sauce as night from day.
Following the pasta dish, in authentic Italian
style, he serves Paupiettes of Veal M.S. Victoria as
an entree, which are beaten-thin cutlets rolled around
a delicious cheese stuffing scented with oregano. In
stead of a salad . finocchio, which is fennel — like
a solid, licorice-flavored celery, most often munched
raw with coarse salt.
This particular gentleman insists that his re-
cipes are designed to serve not the usual 4 or 6, but
5!
PASTA SCARPARA*
Cook 1 2 pound medium width spaghetti, fettu-
cini, or egg noodles in the usual manner. Meanwhile.
prepare the sauce. Fry 2 large cloves finely chopped
garlic in 1 cup olive oil until lightly gilded. Add 2
tablespoons chopped parsley and slowly add 1 table-
spoon white wine or vermouth. Dice about 8 large,
peeled and seeded ripe tomatoes into small sections
(but don't lose too much juice). Put these into the
olive oil. Allow to cook gently about 5 minutes . . .
not long enough to rob the tomatoes of their pris-
tine nature. At the last, add salt and pepner to taste.
Serve as a topping for the cooked pasta but let each
person do his own mixing.
THE GENTLEMAN GOURMET'S MENU
Pasta Scarpara*
Pauniettes of Veal M.S. Victoria
Raw Pinocchio with Coarse Salt
Pears to Preen By
PASTA SCARPARA* . . . See starred recipe.
PAUPIEMS OF VEAL M.S. VICTORIA . .
Beat 10 thin small veal cutlets until they are veryi
flat and very thin. Dip into 2 eggs beaten with 2
tablespoons warm water, then into flour which has
been seasoned with salt and pepper. For the filling.
mix together 2 cups finely chonped ham, 1 cup grated
Swiss or Parmesan cheese, 15 pitted black olives, 2
tablespoons chopped parsley (nreferably Italian).
teaspoon dried oregano. Place a large snoonfol of
this filling on each cutlet. Roll tin, tie with strings.
Saute in about 4 tablespoonfuls batter. Add IA due
hot chicken broth: cover and cook about 20 to 25
minutes, or until the veal is blissfully tender. Keep
adding a little more hot broth from time to time.
PEARS TO PREEN BY . . . On the M.S. Vic-
toria, they insist upon the pears of St. Martin's, but
any good, sound, well-flavored near will do. Peel, then
halve and core if you like, but they are more un-
usual if left whole. Bring to a boil 2 cups sugar. 2
cups red wine, the peel of 1 lemon, 4 whole cloves,
Lt, stick of cinnamon, 1/., cup water. Cook 3 minutes.
Add the pears and cook about 15 minutes or until the
pears do not resist. the pierce of a fork. Serve warm
or chilled.
Teaching In Suburban
School A 'Challenge'
ENTERTAINS ALPIAS ... Mn. James L. Allen, formerly
of Columbus, Mississippi, and wife of the -late Dr. Allen en-
tertained members of the Eta Phi Lambda Chapter of Alpha
phi Alpha Fraternity Sunday at her Memphis home. Seat-
ed left to right are: C. D. Brown, Columbus; Robert Malt-
by, Columbus; Mrs. Allen, Eddie Irons, First President of
DOCUMENTARY FILM AT A&I—President W. S. Davis,
left. of Tennessee State university in Nashville, is seen -be-
ing given last minute instructions by KSD-TV Program
Manager Keith Gunter of St. Louis, Mo., as N. A. Sweets,
Sr., of the "St. Louis American" looks on. The program
manager of the St. Louis "Post-Dispatch"-owned station
flew into Nashville last week with a staff of writers and
- -
•
the Columbus Chapter and now a Stemphian. Willie L. Ed-
wards. Columbus. Standing left to right: Derley Pruitt,
West Point, Mississippi; Otis Barry, Columbus; It. H. Coop.
er, Memphis; G. D. Hollis, Helena, C. R. Houston, Columbus
and Squire IL T. Lockard, Memphis Tennessee.
cameramen. They filmed a documentary of Tennessee State
Featuring highlights of the University's academic program
including research as well as facets of its athletic program
and the marching band. The film is to be released in early
November in connection with the Tennessee State-Lincoln
football game.—(Joe Zinn Photo)
Rights Leaders. !COREWASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr.
George Wiley, associate nation-
al director of CORE, charged
the Democratic Party, "nation-Reject Plan To ally and locally," with the
"major responsibility." for ex-
clusion of Negroes from the
entire political process.
Says Dems Exclude Negroes 
school year was a red star day Bonita Williams' talents and S tart Deacons ied "only token implementationfor second grade teacher, Bon-background are typical of Ne- . Speaking before , a special'of the Voting Rights Bill byita Williams, and the Pocantico,gro teachers w h o s e appoint- committee of the Democratic 
sendingHill, New York, school system.lments to local faculties have Two Chicago rights leaders .lasor of this kind of threat. I.National Committee, assigned ,, .Federal registrars
For Mrs. Williams it was her been the result of efforts of the gave a short shrift to the' o a small fraction of the
announcement that the atm 
'don't know these fellows or to investigate instances of ex- , my I
first day on an exciting new job. Westchester U r b a n League's 
- - - anything about their activities.carrying Deacons for Defense elusion of Negroes from 
Demo- counties."
For Pocantico Mills, it mark. Teacher Recruitment Commit- cratic Party activities, Dr. And also that it was "a ithis with  run  s knd ofWe do ' -her years, in many cases tee. Since it began operations, and Justice was planning to stated that "The single now Democratic administra-ed the first time a Negro teach- twelve years ago, this unique, establish its first Northern people." most important factor in the lion which refused even to giveer had ever conducted a class Committee has helped bring a-i chapter in Chicago. ( Black, an executive in the exclusion of Negroes from par- a public hearing to the chat-in t h i s small, predominantly bout substantial changes in ern- Earnest Thomas, Deacons' Coordinating Council of Coin-Alcipation in the activities of lenge brought by black peoplewhite school district in West- ployment for Negro educators vice-president, had said over mun..yit Organizations, said, on the Democratic Party has been from istissiosipm to the seatingthe weekend in Chicago that the exclusion of Negroes from of the racist Mississippi Con-his group, dedicated to meeting the other hand, that "unless the entire political process." gressionat delegation.
The first day of the j965.66I BIG INCREASE
been directly responsible for the
placement of one hundred and
thirty-five teachers.
faculties were integrated in ear- Committee consultation with
lier years, in many cases throug local school boards and admin-
through the efforts of the istrators has also helped to
League's Teacher Recruitment create a new employment cli-
Committee. Only one new other mate which has enabled a large
teacher besides Mrs. Williams number of Negro teachers whois the first Negro teaCher in applied independently to find
his particular school. jobs.
NYU GRADUATE SALARIES HIGH
A native New Yorker, Mrs. Teaching salaries in Westches-
Williams attended Boston uni-Iter County are high. Teachers
with thirty points beyond a
master's degree can earn as
much as ;14,275 a year in one
school district, up to $13,000 in
five systems and between $11,-
000 and $13,000 in other districts.
The median salary for West-
chester teachers during the 19-
85;88 school year will be over$8,000. A beginning teacher with
a bachelor of arts degree may
ing challenge," Mrs. Williams earn between $5,400 and $5,800.
believes, "I'm really looking for- All teachers must be certified
ward to this year." by the State of New York. Ad-
The twenty-two year old teach- ditional information on teaching
er is an accomplished musi- in Westchester may be obtained
clan; she plays both the piano from Mrs. Herbert Mark, Di-
and the cello. She also speaks rector of Teaching Recruitment,
French fluently. She was mar- Urban League of Westchester
rind last year to Keith Bates County, 6 Depot Plata, White
Williams. Plains, New York,
chester County, one of the best- in Westchester.
known suburbs of New York In 1953, there were only thirty-
City. four Negro teachers in eight of
Mrs. Williams is one of thirty the County's forty-seven school
Negro teachers who found their districts; today approximatelyjobs in seventeen Westchester three hundred and fifty teach
school districts this year throughlin forty-one districts. The Teach-
the Teacher Registry of the Ur- er Recruitment Committee has
ban League of Westchester.
Most of these teachers have
been appointed to schools whose
versity and was graduated from
New York university in June,
1964. Currently, she is working
towards her, master's, degree in
Remedial Reading at Teachers
College, Columbia university.
Last year, she taught second
grade in a New York City
school. "Teaching in a subur-
ban school such as Pocantico
Hills promises to be a fascinrt-
force with force, has 62 chap. Chicago changes its racial poll-
ters in Dixie. cies, it can expect many kinds
The Chicago chapter was
planned because the Ku Klux
Klan, which the Deacons were
formed to fight, is "moving
North and we are going to try
to curtail some of its activity,"
he said
Timuel !Hack, president of
the Negro American Labor
Council, said the people's frus-
trations had called such a group
in existence.
"But I am personally not in
MRS. BONITA WILLIAMS
of things.
Rev. Lynward Stevenson,
president of The Wood I a wn
Organization, said "All my fri-
ends are non-violent."
The militant leader said he
didn't know anything about
Deacons' activities in Chicago.
"But if they're arming them-
selves, I'd want to know."
Wiley then went on to point
out that in every state where
Negroes are being blocked from
registering to vote, a Democrat
sits in the State House and the
Democratic Party controls the
state legislature.
Wiley, while giving credit to
the national Democratic admin-
istration for its leadership role
in the passage of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the Voting
Rights Bill of 1965, noted that
"WANTED"
WINDOW WASHERS
Over 21 with Driver's License.
Clean, Neat Habits and Appear-
ance. Will Train.
elfemphis 'Window
cleaning Company
147 South Third St.
it is the same Democratic ad
ministration which has refused
"to extend federal protection
to Negroes Attempting to exer
else their civil rights in the
South," and which has provid-
Wiley called for the Demo
cratic Party to bar "from the
rewards of Party membership
— patronage and seniority,'
tnose Democrats "who continue
to deny just to Negroes."
Mr. Prin c e (Gabe) Kirby,
who ham,the experience of 20
years in Clothing and Haber-
dashery is now with Lan sky
Bros. Men' s Shop. Say s
Ga be, ''"Ike,, it comes to
selecting a new wardrobe,
see me. We handles complete
line of Famous Brand Her
Shoes, Sport Coats, Suits,
Slacks; Fotrnol WeOf rented.
We w el come your charge
account."
LANSKY BROS.
MEN'S SHOP
126 BEALE Ph. 525-5401
SEES NEGRO GHETTO
Why Did Pope
Peep At Harlem?
By C. GERALD FRASER
tNPI United Nations
StAff Correspondent
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.
Why Harlem?
What caused the Pope, or his
Vatican representative, to ask
that the Papal motorcade on
its ride through New York City
swing through the City's low
income areas including Har-
tem?
Could the Pope he a typical
t,,reign visitor'
White New York consistently
fails to recognize—or more ac-
curately to acknowledge recog-
nition of — the year n-
ing most foreigners have
to see the world's most famous
Negro ghetto. There are no or-
ganized walking tourr-through
Harlem. Sightseeing buses whip
through Harlem with t h e
passengers at the mercy of a
probably ill-informed guide.
Sightseeing boats that circle
Manhattan Island devoteonly
a few meaningless lines to
Harlem. Foreign visitors are
usually told here, "Stay out ot
Harlem. its dangerous."
But what II Papa wants, II
Papa gets.
To find out why the Pope
rode through Harlem you ask
questions of those who should
know. And you get answers.
The answers are contradictory,
so you take your choice.
Downtown. At the Papal
Visit News Center, in two huge
glass and steel office-apart-
ment buildings at the northern
Headquarters district, a
spokesman said the motorcade
route was worked out by the
N. Y. Police department. No
social comment was intended.
The Pope's only desire was to
see (and be seen by). large
numbers of New Yorkers.
The cops agree, but they add
that the route was worked out
by them in cooperation with
the Roman Catholic Archdio-
cese of New York, And the
police spokesman would not
tell how Harlem got into the
act.
Uptown. A high Harlem
police official pointed out that
-a good deal of the tour was
through Central Park which is
I far less crowded". than other
parts of Manhattan.
H it in a is Catholic priests in
I la Hem who understandably
don't want their names used
said they believed the Harlem
Jaunt was the Pope's way of
pisrsonally involving himself
with rare relations • and pov-
erty. They point out that it's
no accident that the Pope came
to the United States with two
nonwhite Cardinals — Japanese
Cardinal Doi and African Car-
dial Rugambwa of Tanzania.'
. "I think the Popo is indirect-1
I y reaffirming his previous
Girl For Ingrams
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Vaughn
Ingram of 1845 Kingsview drive
are the proud parents of a baby
!girl, Vaunda Maria Ingram,
;born Sept. 28, 1965.
Also elated over the arrival
, hi L sister Diane Ingram.
Wave Something'
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
9efender
Classified
Do It!
CALL JA 6-8397
statements on peace, equality
and justice for all," said
Msgr. Robert Fox, who is co-
ordinator of Spanish Catholic
Action of the N. Y. Archdiocese,
and willing to be quoted.
Another. Harlem priest said
that in his areas Negro Cath.
°lies are 5% of the population.
And he- felt that the presence
of Cardinal Rugambwa wtth
the Papal party would indirect,
ly aid the growth of Catholic-
ism among Negroes here. An-
other probable aid was the
Pope's appointment on the eve
of his U.S. visit of the nation's
first Negro Auxiliary-Bishop,
Harold Perry of Louisiana.
'The Pope passed up the tra-
ditional New York welcome-
the up-Broadway, tickertape
hoopla in keeping with the
Ecumenical spirit and seem-
ingly as a reminder to local
and national bigwigs both
clerical and political that the
Papal eyes are wide open.
U.S. Eyes
Draft
Dodgers
U. S. Attorney Edward W.ilanrahan said Sunday his of-
fice will investigate a Chica-
go-based students organisation
which allegedly has launched
a national beat-the-draft move-
ment.
Ilanrahan Said he will meet
Monday with his staff, Selec-
tive Service officials, the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation
mit heads of the police intelli-
gence unit to look into the acti-
vities of the Students for a
Democratic Society.
Ilanrahan said the Justice'
Department has been watching
the draft evasion drive close-
ly and pointed out it is a viola.
lion of federal law to encourage
draft evasion.
f 17art
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SPORTS
HORIZON
column, I switched. ed Nebraska, third-ranked Ark- -  little specialist printed down the seat 
, who has "The e warriors'20-13 triumph.
The six-pointer gave Washhig-
I switched because . . . well, basically, I don't ansas, fourth - rated Michigan 
Toe"
cotton to the type of "pitty-pat" baseball the Dod- I State U ah, tWa tes t PTrienxcaestonStanted Da anrtd
nge play and I have a tendency, speaking personally,
to go for hitting in preference to pitching.
plunge right u p the middle, and out-ran the Rattlers into the
David Daniels kick from place end zone. The Wolverines made
In all honesty, I felt that, excepting Koufax, Arkansas came from behind TALLAHASSEE, Fla. was wide. This ended the scor-
Drysdale, and Wills as a base thief and team captain,
the Twins were superior to the Dodgers on a man-for-
mouth are the only major col- •
leges with four victories. By D. C. COLLINGTON
ing in the first half as A & M
led, 14-0.
fect record. ! 'is Brown Wolverines from At. Daniels booted a 27-yard field
man basis. They possessed power and aggressiveness, Arkansas also extended t h e •anta, Ga. The Rattlers have got goal in the third period. It was
to beat Texas 27-24 and ruin da A Si M's Rattlers biundefed
the Longhorns' previously per.: to a 23-7 SIAC victory over Mon
., a wingbalance fair pitching, and a fine winning record for notions longest major college , four opponents on
winning streak to 17 games.
the year. They had won the pennant early enough to The list of unbeaten teams: and a prayer this season. Near-
rest up and plan their Series with leisure. six VICTORIES ly 10,000 
homecoming fans wit-
The Dodgers, On the other hand, had been fore- North Dakota State 228 58 
nessed the game.
a'ivv VICTORIES It was the wing that sent the
his second attempt of the af-
ternoon. His first attempt went
wide to the right. This gave
FAMU a 17.0 lead. This lead
was cut a few minutes later
ed to scramble up the "last minute." Nothing had Arkansas 141 57, Rattlers to the lopsided victory when the Wolverines went 95
come easily for them. They had to be tired. And they Nebraska 183 31 over the Georgians. The Rat- yards for their lone tally of the
29
were due for a let-down based on the law of averages.' Michigan State 114 ' tiers took their opponents by day.
To put it like it was: I got cute. I was bedazzled,' wuteasht sTteaxtes s State
too, by the fact that in '63. I had picked the Dodgers Bethany (Kans.)
to wipe out the Yanks: had, in 1964, picked the Cardi- Findlay (Ohio)
nals to beat the New York Pinstripes down again. ixoaivsiterra ( OhtioN). Y.1
And, so ... what am I gonna do for '65? Co with the Ithaca (N. Y.)
crowd? Or be unique? Springfield (Mass.)
Maine
• 
Funny, isn't it? Surely not scientific. And, to be E. Stroudsburg (Pa.)
frank, not all that professional either. Of course, that Ottawwa (Kans.)
doesn't mean that I was all alone in that context. The Youngstown (Ohio)
guys who picked the Dodgers on sentiment were no Michigan Tech
better than I.
But . . . that's what happened. I thought you'd
like to know. The Twins, of course, forced the Dod-
gers down to seven games and there is no telling
"what might have been" . . . if Sam Mele had left
Camilio Pascual at home.
Leave us not get into that, though. The better
team won. And I'm glad for the gays.
Long Beach (Cal.) State 187 52
Sul Ross (Texas) 87 56
Lakeland (Wis.) 123 29
E. Washington State 161 42
Ball (Ind.) State 149 76
Western (Colo.) State 163 44
Fairmont (W. Va.) State 94 33
FOUR VICTORIES
Dartmouth 142 40
Princeton 126 33
Washington U. (Mo.) 99 19
Hamilton (N. Y.) 83 42
• Florida A & M 95 46
Lions To Face Golden Northwestern Wis. State 98 25Ripon (Wis.) 95 20
Lawrence (Wis.) 88 46
Wildcats Friday Night Bethany (W. Va.) 130 25!Kalamazoo (Mich.) 65 27
Manassas, idle last week, re-:
I 'age 14
A. S. Doe Wuxi ,
GOOD MORNI,NO
SPORTS!
,1
Confessin' A Goof
A funny thing happened to me on the way to a 1
column's end:
While considering the World Series of 1965, I
picked tlse Twins to win.
On hearing about it, Mr. Thomas
Picou almost committed suicide by
laughing. When he'd finally reacquired
a modicum of equilibrium, he so much
as said, "Man, you must be out of your
mind."
YOUNG
"Look," I said, "just put it down
the way I said it: Minnesota in six and
can all the editorial comment."
The laughing started all over Unbeaten
again.
FAMU MARCHING '1W—The famous Florida A&M uni-
versity marching band will accompany the Rattlers to
Nashville on next Saturday for the gridiron contest with
the unbeaten Tennessee AM State University Tigers, and
Orange Blossom game. Aside from having one of the
"marehingest bands" in the lands. Florida claims it has
one of the "winningest" football teams. Since 1945, the
Rattlers have won 165 games, lost only 25, and tied in only
put on a demonstration like the on executed here it the four games.
Manassas 3
Douglas 2
Bertrand 2
Washington 2
Lester 1
Hamilton 1
Carver 1
LEAGUE STANDINGS 
.1".
Team W L T Pts.I
Melrose 4 0 0 81 -
0 1 7' ,
1 1 5
3 0 4
3
2 I
4 I
3,
How in the name of sanity. Mr. Teams List
Picou so much as said, could a man pick the Minne-
sota Twins to beat the Los Angeles Dodgers of Down To 36
• Sandy Koufax, Don Drysdale and Maury Wills? NEW YORK - (UPI) — Onk
Looking back, I now wonder myself. And it's all 36 colleges had perfect records
so ridiculous that I want to confess the goof. !after last weekend's games
In actuality, I started out to pick the Dodgers. I I 
North DakotaakcotiregSetataet, top.
an small,
remembered 1959, when they exposed the White Sox; i head of the list with six vie-
and 1963, when they whitewashed the New York 'tortes.
Yankees. I was. as I am, convinced that the National North' Dakota State ruined the, ON THE JOB IN BALTIMORE — Milton
League was superior to the American League. I knew trieecitghmt-arraktedof sNmoratuh Dcoalkleogtae: M. West of Humble Oil and Refining com•
cussword well that in a short series, Koufax and Drys- with a 6-3 victory to be the only pany's Eastern Esse Region, left, is one of
dale could dominate. And I certainly was aware of the college in the nation' with six the newest members of the company's oil
competitive genius of Captain Maury Wills,
heat saies staff in Baltimore, and here hevictories this season.
discusses one of his residential accounts withMajor colleges on the list
But, just prior to reaching the punch line of the with five victories are first-rat- Esso motor tank salesman Dewey McGreevy.
A 1964 graduate of Morgan State college in
his native Baltimore, he joined Humble
there and was promoted oil and heat sales-
man about six months later. An Air Force
veteran with service overseas, he is married
and has one daughter.
LITTLOommasin
second half. The 168 pound split- Ill
end was elusive after receiving
short passes from 5ones. It
was.also in the third period that
Southern broke the 21-21 tie
with a 18 yard field goal.
IV rib cracking tackling of
the two Southwest powers kept
the trainers on the field with the
ammonia pellets. The unusual
humid weather took its toll on
the players also.
Mrs. Angie Mitchell, a former
sales lady in the Advertising
Department of the Tri-State De- I
fender, was pulling hard for
Jackson. She is employed by
JSC as an assistant director in
one of the girl's dormitories.
Dr. A. A. Branch and his wife
were also among the Jacks°,
Homecoming throng. Dr.
Branch, a Memphian who is a
Tougaloo College administrative
official, is an avid sports enthus-
iast.
LOCAL RESULTS
Douglass had all the fire to
upset Melrose last week but
the Red Devils' costly mistakes
allowed the Golden Wildcats to
remain undefeated 12-7. Ricky
Tate. contained until he got
inside the Douglass 20 on two oc-
casions, scored both of Melrose's
touchdowns on runs of 15 and
18 yards from almost the same
spot. Odell Thomas ran 65-yards
with a final quarter interception
and kicked the point to account
for ail of Douglass' points.
Hamilton won a nip and tuck
battle from neighborhood rival
Father Bertrand, 21-19. It was
the Wildcats' first win of the
season after four losses and a
tie. It was the third loss for
Bertand, all coming after two
straight wins. A fourth quartegli
gamble on their own 26 by the.
Lester Lions set-up Washington's
third and decisive touchdown in
emains Undefeated
112 32 surprise and took the air lanes
163 60 for the first time this season.
119 47 Coach Jake Gaither used four
120 20i quarterbacks to complete 11 of
168 68 is pass attempts for 166 yards.
113 76 Gaither started his second
91 61, string quarterback and called
129 49 upon his ace signal caller Ervy
133 40 Morand in the third period.
116 26 Rudy Jamison, starting his first
248 21 game of a three-year career,
113 47 sent the Rattlers out front in
196 38 the first period on a 47.yard
pass play.
Jamison threw to his right to
• end Andre White on the Morris
Brown's 33. White bobbled the
ball, and halfback Rudy Cam-
bridge picked the ball out of
, mid-air and raced 33 yards to
score the Rattlers' first touch-
down. Fullback Eugene Thomas
was stopped attempting the
points after TD.
The climaxing play W1S a
67-yard pass and run play from
quarterback George Brown to
end Renard
took the ball
FAMU-aslo sent two points on
the scoreboard in the first per-
iod. End Al Scott stepped out
the end zone attempting to punt
and A & M was ahead at the
end of the first period, 8-0.
Cambridge returned to the
turns to action this week in an of the league's top ground gain; THREE VICTORIES scoring scene the second play
important clash with Father,ers in Fred Alexander, but the Central Connecticut 84 0 
in the second period on a 1-yard
Bertrand. The Tigers are once, Lions' passing has suffered as
tied in four league outings as scrambler quarterback Slyve•- SPORTS FILLERS
they head towird a dramatic ter Hayslett has been bothe.ed Dolph Schayes who recently,
finish with Melrose in Novem-, by the rush of high chargi,i4 was re-hired as coach of the,
ber. opposing linesmen. Philadelphia 76ers, is the only
After chalking up wins in ' man in League history to play'
Douglass will attempt to itheir first two games the Thun-! r., more than 1.000 games. !
,derbolts have dropped three in !bound against Carver at Wash- Dolph was selected for the
a row. Manassas can't let up •: ington Stadium after dropping League All-Star G a me 12 _ n its first decision last week toThursday's clash at Melrose' straight years and was voted to
Melrose. e e (2-1-1 iStadium for Bertrand is at its;  Th Rd Devils,the All-NBA Team twelve times,
best playing the underdog role, are still not out of the title' I In one stretch of eleven years,
Two games are scheduled for I fight. !NBA competition, Dolph missedIFriday night. At Melrose, the A Carver victory would prac- only three games.
undefeated Golden Wildcats arei tically eliminate Douglass from
favored to nail down victory 1 contention.
number five when they do battle! The Cobras are (1-3) on the
with Lester. ' season, taking last week off af-
The Lions have scored five ter defeating Bertrand the
touchdowns in their past two' week before for their lone win.
games but have only a tie to ! Carver's attack is built around
show on the positive side for; Larry Stevenson who can beat
their efforts. you in about a half dozen ways.
Coach Herman O'Neil has one
DON'T BUY
Furniture of Ang Kind.
ANYWHERE.
Until You First Shop...
!3;9 Crossto,-)
lailialUiM0041111.126411010110.144naldh•aisekte IIMJ441rt•ii t.CWA.
!Santa Clara (Calif.) 81 27
Northwestern (La.) State 74 38
HIDE GRAY HAIR
'SUMMAR
ATALLORLIGSTORES
• DOUBLE ACTION
COLORS GRAY HAMRA
2 DRESSES NMR IMMO
TRICKS: WE SELL, EASE I
III THE NOSIEST TRICKS!
SET
soiN•ro
367 Union
397-4471
McNeil. McNeil lowest grand
on the FAMU 47 ly a decade.
ilallinenaBy BILL
JACKSON Miss. — In a city
where tension and upheaval in
recent years have come to be
the rule rather than the ex-
ception thousands of people
Came to witnessed two football
struggles, the whites were in
town to see their yelping Ole
Miss Rebels engage the Green
Waves of Tutting while nearly
9,000 Negroes crowded into
their separate but not equal
wooden stands to see Jackson
State College protect it unbeat-
en record against Southern Uni-
versity on the campus located
Alumni Field.
"W'ELL BURY YOU"
It was homecoming for Jack-
son and things had worked up
to a fever pitch by the time the
parade entered the stadium
near kick-off time. Southern
fought the Tigers tooth and nail
to emerge 24-21 victors. The
Jaguars made their first victory
celebration activity a raid on
the JSC burial ground. Southern
had learned that the Tigers had
clu,,n, out a plot and reserved it
for bayou boys from Baton
Rouge. The area was conspici-
ously laid out near the entrance
to the stadium. The eulogy was
given for the fallen Tigers as
the happy Jaguars laughed it
up over the graves of some of
Jackson's past victims.
Ironically, one of Jackson
State's most heroic victories
this season was by the same
score that the Tigers were de-
feated by on this hot Saturday
afternoon.
Jackson downed Arkansas 24-
21 in the last 20 seconds on Oct.
12nd. James Hartfield, who kick-
ed a field goal to beat Arkan-
! ass, missed a 25-yard kick in
the last minute to deprive Jack-
son of at least a tie. Hartfield's
boot was from an angle and the
ton a 20-7 margin mid-way theof his pants, failed to make the
fourth quarter.allowance
TWO POINT CONVERSION 
The two teams matched each Lakers High On 4
other with first quarter scores The Los Angeles Lakers are
, and then Southern took the lead
very high on a quartet ofone other threat, btu it fizzed with two TD's before the half first-year hopefuls after observ-one other threat, but it fizzed! 21-14. The Jaguars scored a
ing them in action in nine of-yard marker, two-point conversion after the
ficiated intra-squad scrimmages.Johnny Holmes ended the third score. Jackson, so sure The four deadeye shooters are
scoring by blocking a Morris Southern was going to kick, fail-
Brown punt and retrieving it in ed to notice that the place kick- Tech, 
Caldwell 'f r o m Georgia
ing team Gail Goodrich fromthe ern: zone for the TD. Al hadn't been brought ec
- UCLA, John Fairchild frominto the game The holder passScott was the goat again as he le ' Brigham Young and DeWayne
attempted to punt the ball out d for the two points.
from deep in Wolverine tern- Jackson found that skirting 
Cruse from Idaho State.
tory. FAMU quarterback Wit' the Southern ends could pay off 
Caldwell proved to be t h e
lie Powell fumbled the PAT as the Tigers worked the enemy 
hottest shooter on the team with
flankmen overtime with pitch- a .567 average, making 34 out of
attempt.
• outs on virtually every play. 60 attempts in nine scrimmages.
The 63 yards rushing racked However it was the passing of Fairchild shot at a .519 clip.
up by the Rattlers were their Jerry Jones to Harold Jackson Goodrich came up with a .899
Yardage in hear- that allowed JSC to tie the score and the smooth ball-handling.
moments after the star of the 6' 8" Cruse had a .472 mark.
3NT lE Wir S CO
GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF
BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...
SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED
BOYS WANTED IN
NEW DOUGLAS AND
BINGHAMPTON AREAS
IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY 
Fill in •rcler blank Wallow or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397
Your name 
Address  Numbers of papers wanted 
Phone number 
Mail the above to the Ini-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellintton Street Memphis, Tenn
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LANE MATH INSTITUTE—Pictured are forty-two junior
and senior high teachers from the West Tennessee area who
are enrolled in the In-Service Institute in Mathematics
which are being held on Saturdays at Lane College. The.
institute, which is suppoqed by a $12,580 grant from the
National Science Foundation is directed by Dr. Berman
School Boycott
Hits Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE, Wis., (UPI) —
'Thousands of pupils ignored
pleas of school officials and
threats of prosecution of their
parents and stayed away from
public and parochial schools'
Monday in protest against al-
leged racial segregation
One and possibly more Roman
r,atholic Priests in the Mil.
waukee Archdiocese, ignored ad-
monitions of their leaders not
to take part in the boycott.
The boycott did not appear as
successful as a one day boy-
cott in the spring of 1964. School
officials said preliminary figures
indicated that absenteeism ran
about 7,400 higher than usual
out of a total school population
of about 118,000. In the 1969 boy-
cott an estimated 11,000 took'
part.
There was picketing but no
incidents. The boycotting stu-
dents went to special "Freedom
Schools" where they were
taught by volunteers and pro-
fessional teachers, with the em-
phasis on their heritage.
Boycott leaders said a deci.
slot' would be made late. Mon-
day night after the first day's
efforts were assessed, as to
lip whether the borott would con-
tinue. It hLs been speculated the
protest could last a week.
The boycott was being felt
mainly in the inner city, where
98 per cent of the city's 100,000
Negroes live. It was organized
by the Milwaukee United
School Integration Committee
(MUSIC), which contends racial
imbalance in t h e schools is
robbing Negro children of top-
,
grade education.
The school board and school
officials have denied there is
racial segregation in the schools.
or inferior education in the
predominantly Negro schools.
The school board last week,
however, agreece to a study of
the school system, with atten-
tion to the ethnic makeup of
enrollments.
Dist. Atty. Hugh O'Connell
•
said he planned to prosecute
boycott leaders and possibly
parents. School officials assign-
ed 49 welfare counselors to get
names of children in the
"Freedom Schools" as possibly
truancy cases. The State Sup-
erintendent of Public Instruction
did not accredit the. Freedom
Schools and said the boycott
was in violation of state school
laws.
O'Connell said the counselors
would check with parents of
absent children and if they,
didn't have valid excuses theyi
could be subject to prosecution.
He said he definitely would
prosecute boycott leaders.
The boycott caused dissen-
sion in Roman Catholic ranks,
particularly among some priests
running parish i scnools in Negro
areas. They wanted to take part
in the boycott, either by having
Freedom Schools in their facil-
ities, or teaching in Freedom
Schools elsewhere.
Father :ames Groppi, Asis-
tant Pastor of St. Bonif ace
Parish, went against the wishes
of the Diocesan officials. He led
a group of 100 to 150 boycotters
In song in front of the church,
and then dropped out of sight.
Boycott officials said he WU
working in their behalf.
Only 35 of 350 students show-
ed up at St. Boniface. Three
other Catholic parish schools in
the Negro areas said they were
observing "under protest" the
Chancery order. Their enroll-
ments were about normal.
Father Matthews Gottschalk
Pastor of St. Francis, said the
curriculum had been changed
"a bit" for Monday emphasiz-
ing Negro culture and history.
There was confusion over the
stand of the Archdiocese. Bishop
Roman B. Atkielski said his
written order applied only to
using church property for the
boycott and that he had not
specifically told the priests they
could not take part if they were
off church property.
Have you noticed that
the Smooth Canadian gets
to the best parties?
,00,41N., More guests prefer VO.
ro=ik, than any other brand
of imported whisky.
It does what no other
one can—defines
smooth once and for all.
tAgraitve Light? Of course.
Seagram's
Canadian
,
CANADIAN WHISKY-A BLEND Of SELECTED INNISNIES. 6 TUNS 010. 81100f . SUOMI 01518.1E6S CO.. Lit.
Stone, Jr., fifth from left, dean and professor of Biology.
Proferecrf John Douglass, Jr., fourth from left, bead, de.
partment of Mathematics, and (sixth from left) Mri. F. R.
Porter, Director of Testing and Professor in the Mathemat-
ics department are the instructors.
Magicians Will Rely
On Freshmen Power
LeMoyne's Magicians, faced
with a tough 1965-66 cage sche-
dule, began practicing Friday
on the Bruce Hall floor under
the watchful eyes of Coach
Jerry C. Johnson.
Only three veterans arc back
from last season's squad —
Captain James Sandridge, a
junior who starred at Melrose;
George Fed, a dePendale ad-
vanced sophomore from Cen-
tral High in Pontiac, Mich.,
and Franklin Shelton, a sharp.
shooting junior from Douglass.
Coach Johnson isn't shedding
any tears because •he has a
talented aggregation of fresh-
men:
Samuel Bachelor, 6-3 forward
from Cincinnati, Ohio,
Richard Davis, 6-2 All-Cin-
cinnati (Ohio) high school
guard.
Richard Thompson, 6.3 for.
ward from New York City. •
William Meggett, 5-11 All.
Manhattan guard from New
Yark City.
Warnsby Stegall, 5-11 guard
from Father Bertrand In
Memphis.
Leon Mitchell, 8-2 All-Regima;
at guard from Capleville i
(Tenn.) High.
William Haynes, 6-6 AllState
from Central High in Louis-
vile, Ky.
Willie Taylor, 6-7 center from
Henry High in Byhalia, Miss.
Bobby Todd, 6-1 forward
from Father Bertrand in
Memphis.
SEVEN GONE
Graduation wiped out four of
Coach Johnson's starters —
James Gordon, Monroe Cur.
rin, Paul Lowery and Jimmy
Charlton.
Marian Brewer, another ve-
teran, is spending the first
semester in Washington, D. C.
on a special study program.
Grades detuored two of last
year's outstanding freshman
who were expected to be a big
wheels., this. season — Sidney
Weather's ,and Madaley Jones.
LeMoyne opens the season 41)
Bruce Hall against Lane, Dec.
1, followed by 3 tussle with the
Alumni on Dec. 3. '
GOOD TIME
TO GO
/ / /
SEE ELEGANCE IN THE
1966 CADILLAC
ON OUR SHOWROOM FLOOR
TODAY
Our used Cadillacs
are priced to tit
any budget
4 St.
, 41?
1964's
1963's,
1962s
str.zi—iiis
This time get
Cadillac distinction and luxury
below the cost of less desirable
new cars
We have 50 late model cars to choose
from. All makes and models, bank fi-
nancing-36 months to pay.
COME BY OR CALL
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
HEADQUARTERS FOR THE WORLD'S TIPART pen
Iractory-approved toarrafity availaffic ONLY
from your Cadillac denim%
IC UNION °PIN IVININOS TILL 5 smeeel
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-- ',011 POPLAR (Al MENDLNHAI I
MIDTOWN--16?0 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Childreit
In School Shop Montesi Today
Blue Plate
MAYONAISE
'Pal 291
Planter's
PEANUT
BUTTER
18 Oz. Jar
Smooth 47
Libby's CORN
YELLOW CREAM STYLE
3 LIMIT
17 Oz.
Can 'Sc
Heinz
KETCHUP
200z. 25
Bottle 4 Limit
For Salad or Cooking
WESSON OIL 24 OzBottle
CHICKEN
THIGHS, LEGS
OR BREASTS
39
Light Crust
FLOUR
Taystee, Hart's or Wonder
3 TOTAL LIMIT
24 Oz. Loaf25/
Alcoa Aluminum
39 Fq11.
LIMIT
25 ft. 12 inch
COFFEE 19
2 LIMIT
5 1..;
Boo
FOLDERS or Maxwell 19'
MARYLAND CLUB 17'
FRED MONTES1 or CHASE & SANBORN
Vaccumn Can 13c
FRED MONTESI ?tiAA,nvslog,
With cospon and 55.00 additional purchase, •scluding value of
coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and tobacco also o,
clud•d in compliance with store low). One coupon per custom.,
Coupon expires noon Wednesday October 27
Libby's Rosedale,
4 Limit
16 Oz. Can
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Tenn, Homecoming
Planned For Weekend
KNOXVILLE — Knoxville
College's Homecoming activi-
ties are set for Oct. 29-31, re-
ports Dr. Herman B. Smith,
Jr., Director of Development
and Assistant to the President,
who is serving as chairman
this year.
The Knoxville chapter of the
National Alumni Association,
as usual, is assisting Knoxville
College in planning to host
many expected alumni and
guests.
"Building Up A Storm" is
the Homecoming theme. Dr.
Smith, a 1948 KC graduate who
returned to his newly created
post, this year, said, "Knoxville
College .is literally 'building
up a storm' in student body,
academic program, outstanding
faculty ana staff, physical
plant, endowment, operating
•
budget, and many other areas
too extapsive to list here."
Activities will Include a din-
ner-dance at p.m. Friday,
alumni breakfast at 8:30 a.m.,
prior to the National Alumni
Association meeting at 9:30
a.ni. Saturday. Homecoming
Football Classic with Fisk Uni-
versity at 2 p.m. on the K C
Athletic Field Saturday, the
Annual Homecoming Dance in
the College Center Ballroom at
8 p.m. Saturday, and the cul-
minating Homecoming Worship
at First United Presbyterian
Church (McMillan Chapel) at
11 a.m. Sunday.
Classes of "5" are having
special reunions this year.
"These classes are being fea-
tured and urged to participate
in Homecoming activities,"
Dr. Smith said.
GENERAL
HOME SERVICE
6 Pm
-
111.1.11.ilMill•••••
 L.
FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE
DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL NOVEMBER 15, 1965.
Floor Models Reduced
s100°°
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL Open Nites "Ti! 9 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA* 3-1171 2 
L 
BIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611 
ginning October 26 and con-
tinuing on November 2, 9, and
16 which are designed to in-
form the ordinary citizen on
the life and problems of the
poor throughout the United
States and in Memphis.
These programs are deve-
loped with the cooperation of
the Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty Health and Welfare Planning
Council.
I On October 26, a panel dis-
cussion will be held on Michael
Harrington's "The Other
America: Poverty in the U.S.'
Members of the panel will in-
clude, Daniel A. Powell, direc-
tor of AFL-CIO-COPE Area 5;
Julien Hohenberg, president
MRS. GREENE HONORED ... Mn. Johnnie
Weathers is shown presenUng a charm
bracelet to Mrs. Dorothy E. Greene at the
Annual Luncheon of the Tennessee School
Food Service Association at the Dobbs Luau.
Mrs. Greene was honored with a "This Is
Your Day" program. The bracelet depicts
the important years of her life.
Problems Of Poor
Is Library Topic
The Memphis Public Library of Hohenberg Brothers Corn-
will present four programa be- pany; and Rev. Lawrence F.
Haygood, minister of Parkway
Garden Presbyterian church.
The November 2 program
will include a CBS film entitled
"Superfluous People." A reac-
tor panel composed of Miss
Betty Foley A.C.S.W., Medical
Social Worker, Child Develop-
ment Center; -Rev. James M.
Lawson,' Jr., minister of Cen-
tenary Methodist church; and
Thomas E. Welnan, director
of Current Planning, Memphis
City Planning Commission,
will lead the discussion.
"Agencies View Memphis"
will be the topic for the No-
vember 9 discussion. Partici-
pants will include Geo. Latham,
county Director, Tennessee De-
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH
740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664
REPOS. NAOS S7E1E:A LDAONT
BALANCE NOTES
1964 Nova 
  1795 61'6
1960 Chevrolet 195 4333
1959 Chevrolet 59862 2592
1962 Rambler 497" 15"
1959 Plymouth 4458' 
1960 Chevrolet 19859 3899
1955 Chev. Imp Coupe 109346 4639
1959 Chevrolet 596" 382'
 8936' 44531959 Buick H-Top
3216
L .WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMENWAITING TO SERVEy09 I 1, • •CALL OR COME BY T AY 
1
AAAAA/A/A,AAAA/AVAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/AVAAAAAAAAAAA
) , ,
NAACP Sues A&P; Charges Hiring Bias
NEW YORK — (CPI) — The
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple (NAACP) has filed a suit
on behalf of a Wilmington, N.
C., Negro woman against the
A&P food chain, charging dis-
criminatory hiring practices, it
was announced.
The suit, filed in U.S. His-
rict Court, Wilmington, was
the first resulting from Fair ,
Employment Practices provi-
sion of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act which went into effect last
July 2. A spokesman for the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund,
said between 60 and 100 similar.
suits will be filed within the!
next four months.
The action was filed on be-
half of Annie NI Brinkley, who' gation showed that AST has a
said she was an experienced emaaspracticeiinoinyaays 
stock
o 
as 
phairtib-ntog i y m se hNacneadgsrooi eees
cashier, after the Equal Fin
ployment Opportunity Commis-
It uses Negroes
n 
a,41
sion in Washington, which isi c
sifting 700 similar complaints,
ruled "probable cause of dis-
crimination" in Miss Brinkley's
case.
The woman complained that
she applied for a cashier-check-
er job at one of Wilmington's
five A& P stores hut her appli-
cation was not accepted. She
said she was told there was no
vacancy and that applications
are not accepted or kept on
file unless there is a vacancy.
The NAACP said an investi-
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
op CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
WHIR/ FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET iMiFIRENTIAl
state/CI"
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
‘Viould you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee.
Classified Ads... 
partment of Public Welfare;  Help Wanted  Business Services For Sale Misc.
Mrs. Mary Frances Smith,
director, Visiting Nurses Asso-
ciation; L. B. Dow, Jr. mana-
ger, Tennessee Department of
Employment Security; a n d
M. E. Roach, Coordinator of
Federal and State Projects,
Memphis, Board -of Education.
MAKE MONEY AT HOME
Cash paid for information leading to
the sale of furniture of appliances. For
detaila. Call 275-0435.
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
WANT TO BUY — OLD SIGNS,
POSters, used before 1940 advertiming
cigarettes, medicineit, soft drink., etc..
anything from old stores including
fixtures. What do you have in your
back storeroom? Call 110 3-4684.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
crackerjack salesman to reach the
Negro Market — Dial our want Fut
department.
ply. Wtite, Personnel Dept. c-o products — Let 'Sri-State Defender
526-8397
Our readers are waiting to buy your
The final program which will Chicago Defender, 2400 S. 'we v;:ac 
 your 
::;:niinsaetme"a"
be presented, November 16, Michigan Ave., Chicago c,0616, BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS1 Illinois.
will be South Memphis: A Uni- IOC per cent human 'lair. Ma-
fied Attack Panelists will he AN UNTAPPED chine made, $40. Hand made,Miss Elizabeth Jones, Assist- 996. Delivery in three weeks.1tant Director, Shelby County SOURCE OF Hudson Barbee Import-Expoct.5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068Health and Welfare Planning
Council; Mrs. Addie Owen,
Executive Director, Sarah
Brown Branch of the YWCA;
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Unotype operators, proof-
:eaders and floormen. Only ex-
perienced personnel should ap.
REVENUE
FOR YOU
and James B. Wray* Eresid
- , ant' Salesmen a liS saleswomanTenant's Association Of Le- wanted to sell retail advertis-
Moyne Gardens. MI in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent ar.d 90Audience participation is
planned for all Meetings. Mrs.
Margaret J. Barr, ComMunity
Relations Librarian, Memphis
Public Library will serve as
moderator.
BEST
CARS
IN ThE
SOUTH
All Cars Guaranteed
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE Oil Changes
'61 Cad. $1895
'58 Chrys. $845
3500 New tcant II 000
on engin., looks Si
dr.yes
'64 Buick $2167
Elect. 115 Cony Solid white
fed. air S fully equipt.
'63 Buick $1995
4.dooc. Power and
air. I owner tradwin,
'64 Buick $2545
LeSabc• 4.4t. Het fect air
power. 3 to <tome
'63 Pont. $2195
Bonneville. 4-door. Hardtop.
Power to air. 15,000 actual
miles. Like new in every
reapectl
'60 Buick $1145
!arida, 2-dr. H T. Full pow-
•r. red & oS 1. tilos new.
'62 Buick $1785
Elect. lit. 4.dr , fact. air
I fall power, mtra sharp.
'63 Olds. $1967
Pt 4-dr. Fad. sir, full pow-
er. tabs, blue. Real sharp
'64 Riva. $3195
Fully equipped. Air
power, metallic brow e.
Leather interior!
Open ?Mies 'HI 9 p.m.
739 UNION 525.5371
BCB
1
Betrotecin Fug
per cent cortract commission
on the dollar.
THE "ritUSTATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
PART TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275-9676
Light assembly work to do at
home. Crestline Co. 68,121 Corn-
mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
Guaranteed income, educated, refined.
25 to 60. Experienced in teaching.
club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered, the type that
does not usually answer advertise-
' HOME FOR SALE
SEE AND COMPARE
Lovely Fieldstone. or. Pine Hill School.
$375 down incl. all. Notes $65. No
qualifying. Neva. Bostick. 357-5621.
manta stary Myers Realty, 357-0361
HOMES FOR SALE
Longview flits. embellivinlon shopping
renters, schools, earliness nearly en-
joyed.
1751 PRESTON ST.
350.00 down, notes approx. 65.00 per
month. 2 bedroom, with nice yard.
Vacant. Immediate possession. Ruby
Beard - 396-1685. Lucille Sere Really
274-5809
GT. Rill Special. or can be bought on
convential. Clean 2 bedroom brick.
Leaving lots of extras with house.
929 Decatour Si. near all North Mem-
phis plants. canines & school nearing.
Ruby Beard -- 396-1685. Lucille Sere
Realty. 274-5809
Equity Sale
Need aipnting - - 350 00 down & pick
up - 3
SPECIAL
5,TAYBERRY BOOK STORE
129 Betty
•
Ribles, sheet music, hietorles. Enghsh,
fiction, and all kinds of new and
used books.
RUMMAGE SALE. BETH SHOLOM
Synagogue. 402 S. Mendenhall ltd.
Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday.
Sept. 22. 23, 24. Open 10 A.M. to 6
P.M. Clothing, niaterials, draperies.
housewares. furniture anti toys.
Special Services
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES
-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARer
EMBARRASSED
''WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
—PH. FA 7-6033$
BARBEE LAKE — Ash all day
$ 50; horseback riding 1/2 hr. $1;
horseback riding in the ring for
children $.10; miniature golf, 18
•:e: $.25; picnic grounds with
record music for schools,
churches, clubs, businesses
910. Bring the family & enjoy
a ep) of recreation. 5108 Horn
Lake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson &
ments but desires Interesting. full-time be,,notes, -- 65.00 per month - Hilda Barbee, Managers.
position rendering service@ of natural ICI HI- SE 11CD - :196-1863importance and being well paid for Lucille here Resin) 474-5800same. 
- Mayberry Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Write to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER   
 — 
BOX 311 Histories, English, and Fiction
Memphis, Tenn.  For Sale Misc. 25 cents and 50 cents
DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED SMALL UPRIGHT PIANOExtra gd., will deliver. $100. 278,2154
No competition. To service and set up
new accounts in exclusive territory.
Investment secured try fast moving In-
ventory of amazing plastic coating
used on all types of surfaces, interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor. Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.
Minimum Investment — $500
I Maximum Investment — $12.000
For details write or call:
Phone: 314 AX 1-1500
P/SeNtillIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 63074
3 salesmen wanted at E &—L Sales
company 306 South Minn Street.
$100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le-
roy Tatum at 525-3795.
One citiphone R Radio. 23 Channel,
New, Mobile Antenna and I3aee An-
tenna. Everything needed for Mobile
and Base Operation 8200. 683-1605.
Between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
16 CHURCH PEWS, 8 F'T, LONG.
$10 per pew. 397-1201
Progressive
A.B.C. Newspaper
In Florida
Need.: All-around, non-union printer
I MMedlately experienced ad vert tains
circulation and editorial people: photog-
rapher: willing to work and cooperate
for progress.Attractive salaries. draws, Sendcommissions, fringe benefits, etc. fiend
complete resume and references t
Publisher. The Photo News, P
Box 1583, West Palm Beach, Flom,
33402,
APTS. FOR RENT
2 LARGE 3-ROOM & BATH APTS
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn
Phone 324-7898
Autos For Sale
1959 Meet Six cylinder engine. 25.000
miles, New carburetor, Brake Linings,
Excellent Condition, Automatic Trans-
mission. $475. 683-1605 Between 8
a.m. & 3 p.m.
1909 Ford Convertible, Red, White &
Black, Real Sharp Car, Onlv $895
with $40 Down. 24 months on Bal-
ance.
firtivie Auto Sales
495 l'niOn
525-0661
1959 Buick Four Door, only $995
$40 Down. 30 months on Balance.
Call for quick Credit OK.
Sam's Auto ales
495 Union
525-0661
Chevrolet Convertible 59 through 61
Clore out UM, buy at our cost, small
down payment. 30 months on Balance
Sam's Auto Sales
40$ Union
525-0681
CARDS OF THANKS
to—thank-treeryone—who
was so kind to me during my brier
confinement In the hospital. May God
niess all of youc
Mrs. Jessie Mae Wilkes
Store For Sale
SPECIAL
S4AOBP.I(BV 11111014 STORE
129 Neal
Bibles. Sheet Music, Histories. Eng-belt, Helical and ell kinds of new
snri used books.
Buy U. S.
Bonds
$1
POEM 
—
INTERIOR DECORATING &
exterior designing, remodel-
ing, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We build additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, con-
crete and brick wbrk. No job§
too large or small. Free estIP
mates. Memphis Construction
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-6568.
Wigs 100o7,, Human Oriental Halt
Handmade. Value at $180, our price
$90. Madill,re made, value at $90. Low
as 545. Cash and Layway plan. Agent
Wanted. Hudson Barbee Import A Es.
lot. 5108 Horn 'Lake Rd., Memphis,
Tenn, Ph. 398-1068.
FIRST PRINTING
Written While JFK Lay In State.
Suitable For Framing.
' P.O. Box 2205, Memphis
ILIATHAN'S
IILOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON AU, ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 Si 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
Buy U.S. Bonds
Vol.
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